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1 Summary 

The formation of two main body axis is a crucial event during bilaterian de-

velopment and has been in the focus of research for many years. The vinegar fly 

Drosophila melanogaster served as an excellent model organism for insect devel-

opmental biology. Body axis formation in the fly is today vastly understood. Never-

theless, comparative studies using the so-called ‘candidate gene approach’ in oth-

er species revealed that many aspects of Drosophila development seem to be 

evolutionarily derived. However, although very successful during the last decades, 

the candidate gene approach has its limitations and comprehensive and unbiased 

studies in species other than Drosophila are necessary in order to fill our gaps of 

knowlegde about axis formation and early patterning in arthropods. The red flour 

beetle Tribolium castaneum offers a vast tool box for descriptive and functional 

analysis of the molecular processes during early development and has emerged to 

the second best arthropod model system after Drosophila. In this study the ap-

proach of a comprehensive RNA interference screen has been used to identify 

new factors required for anterior patterning in Tribolium. About 25 % of the 

Tribolium genome were screened during the first approximately 14 months of the 

iBeetle screen. Almost 10 % of all screened genes were annotated to result in 

head defects on the L1 larval cuticle after knock down. Out of this set of candidate 

genes a stepwise selection led to the identification of two genes for in depth analy-

sis. The E3 ubiquitin ligase Tc-Smurf is necessary for patterning the blastodermal 

fate map in Tribolium and loss of Tc-Smurf function leads to loss of prospective 

head regions. Missing Tc-Smurf function during later stages can result in death of 

anterior body regions up to the entirety of embryonic cells. Tc-Smurf is necessary 

to control Decapentaplegic (Dpp) signaling during early and later stages of 

Tribolium embryogenesis and is especially important for restricting Dpp signaling 

in the anterior embryo. The second candidate gene TC004374 probably plays an 

important role for the formation of the anterior amnion during differentiated 

blastoderm stages and for maintenance of amniotic tissue at the margin of the 

embryo during germ band stages. Loss of TC004374 function also leads to ectopic 

domains of phosphorylated Mothers against Dpp (pMAD) protein in the embryonic 

headlobes. This indicates that both detected genes are involved in inhibition of 

Dpp signaling in the anterior embryonic region during Tribolium embryogenesis. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Symmetry break and axis specification 

Most animals on earth, including ourselfes, belong to the bilateria which are 

characterized by two main body axes. One is the anterior-posterior axis (AP-axis), 

with a head in the anterior and a tail at the posterior. The other is the dorsal-

ventral axis (DV-axis) which is formed perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis 

and divides the animal in a back and a belly side (Gilbert, 2003). One major event 

is the task to establish these body axes early within the egg or later during embry-

onic development. Evolution has developed a fascinating tool box of different 

mechanisms to achieve this important break of symmetry. The ap-axis in chicken, 

for instance, is specified through gravity while in the nematode Caenorhabditis 

elegans the position of the sperm pronucleus is crucial (Gilbert, 2003). 

Due to its importance for development it is not surprising that axis specifica-

tion and the patterning along theses axes during embryogenesis have been fields 

of intense research for many years and body axis formation in the vinegar fly Dro-

sophila melanogaster is today one of the best understood events in early embryol-

ogy. The description of early patterning processes in Drosophila laid the founda-

tion for much what we know about the molecular processes during early embryon-

ic development and was rewarded with the Nobel prize for Medicine in 1995 for 

Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard, Eric Wieschaus and Edward Lewis.  

2.2 Long germ and short germ mode of insect development 

In insects in general two modes of embryonic development are distinguished. 

During long germ development all body segments are established nearly simulta-

neously before gastrulation and almost the entire egg gives rise to the eventual 

embryo. The fraction of extraembryonic tissue in the blastoderm fate map is usual-

ly low. A prominent example for this mode of development is the fruit fly Drosophi-

la melanogaster. In contrast, many insects show the short germ mode of insect 

embryogenesis. In short germ insects the embryonic germ rudiment forms in a 

posterior region of the egg and only a subset of anterior body segments is estab-

lished during blastoderm stages. The rest of the segments is progressively formed 

after gastrulation in a posterior growth zone. The remaining (usually anterior and 
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dorsal) part of the egg gives rise to the extraembryonic serosa (reviewed in Davis 

and Patel, 2002). This way of development is also found in the beetle Tribolium 

castaneum which is the model system used in this study. 

2.3 The anterior-posterior system in Drosophila 

The understanding of anterior-posterior patterning processes in Drosophila 

was a breakthrough in our understanding of insect development and up to this day 

the vinegar fly serves as reference for all genetic processes studied in arthropod 

development.  

Segmentation of the Drosophila embryo depends on a hierarchical gene cas-

cade involving substantial input from maternally supplied factors which are depos-

ited into the oocyte by nurse cells during oogenesis and specific signals from ter-

minal follicle cells (Johnston and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1992; Riechmann and 

Ephrussi, 2001). One of the first events of axis specification is the determination of 

the posterior follicle cells through activation of the Epidermal growth factor recep-

tor (EGFR) Torpedo by the Transforming growth factor (TGF)-like ligand Gurken 

(González-Reyes et al., 1995; Roth and Lynch, 2009). Those follicle cells induce a 

polarization of the microtubuli, resulting in anterior localization of the biciod mRNA 

(Driever and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988; Weil et al., 2006) while Oskar mRNA is lo-

calized to the other side of the egg where it leads to accumulation of mRNA for the 

posterior determinant Nanos (Ephrussi et al., 1991; Wang and Lehmann, 1991). 

These maternally localized mRNAs lead to diffusion gradients of Bicoid (BCD) and 

Nanos proteins along the anterior-posterior axis. By activation or repression of tar-

get gene transcription these protein gradients in turn lead to other protein gradi-

ents within the egg syncytium. BCD for instance represses caudal translation in 

the anterior of the egg while the Nanos protein together with its cofactor Pumilio 

inhibits protein translation from the ubiquitous hunchback mRNA, again resulting in 

two opposing protein gradients along the anterior-posterior axis (Barker et al., 

1992; Dubnau and Struhl, 1996; Hülskamp et al., 1989; Irish et al., 1989a; Rivera-

Pomar et al., 1996) (Figure 2-1). These early protein gradients coordinate the spa-

tial expression of the first zygotically expressed genes, the so-called gap genes. 

Transcriptional activation and repression leads to local expression of hunchback, 

knirps, giant or Krüppel, which in turn regulate each other, leading to more and 

more spatially defined expression domains (Brönner and Jäckle, 1991; Driever 
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and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1989; Hülskamp et al., 1990; Kraut and Levine, 1991a; 

Kraut and Levine, 1991b; Schulz and Tautz, 1994; Schulz and Tautz, 1995; Simp-

son-Brose et al., 1994; Struhl et al., 1989; Tautz, 1988) (Figure 2-1). The genes 

huckebein and tailless are expressed at the poles of the egg and necessary for the 

development of the terminal regions of the embryo (Weigel et al., 1990). The ex-

pression of these genes depends on the activation of the receptor tyrosine kinase 

Torso through the product of the torso-like gene which is expressed in terminal fol-

licle cells during oocyte maturation. Loss of function mutations for the terminal 

genes cause loss of the terminal structures (Casanova and Struhl, 1989; Furriols 

and Casanova, 2003; Klingler et al., 1988; Sprenger et al., 1989; Stevens et al., 

1990).  

The spatially restricted, partially overlapping gap gene domains regulate the 

next level of the gene cascade. By binding to specific enhancer elements, the gap 

genes control the expression of pair rule genes (Fujioka et al., 1999; Klingler and 

Gergen, 1993; Langeland et al., 1994; Pankratz and Jäckle, 1990; Reinitz and 

Sharp, 1995). These genes are expressed in partially overlapping stripe-like do-

mains in every second segment anlage. Expression of the primary pair rule genes 

hairy, runt and even-skipped eventually regulates the expression of secondary pair 

rule genes (Carroll et al., 1988; Frasch et al., 1987; Gergen and Butler, 1988; Har-

ding et al., 1986; Hartmann et al., 1994; Klingler and Gergen, 1993; Manoukian 

and Krause, 1992). In this manner the Drosophila embryo is more and more sub-

divided into segmental regions. Input from this pair rule gene network allows the 

precise regulation of segmentally expressed segment polarity genes (DiNardo and 

O’Farrell, 1987; Ingham et al., 1988; Lawrence et al., 1987). The genes wingless 

and engrailed are expressed in direct vicinity and control each others activity by 

interdependent regulation (Baker, 1988; DiNardo et al., 1985; Sanson, 2001). In 

this manner the Drosophila embryo is more and more subdivided into segmental 

regions. wingless and engrailed expressing cells define parasegment borders, the 

eventual segment borders form posterior to the engrailed expressing cells (Ingham 

et al., 1988; Lawrence and Struhl, 1996; Martinez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985). In-

terestingly this segment polarity gene regulation is specific for every procephalic 

head segment while it is identical in every segment posterior to the mandibular 

segment (Gallitano-Mendel and Finkelstein, 1997).  
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The identity of the different segments which are patterned through this regu-

latory cascade along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo is mediated through 

activity of the highly conserved Hox genes (Garcia-Fernàndez, 2005; Lewis, 

1978). The expression of these genes is mainly regulated through combinatorial 

regulation by gap and pair rule genes (Casares and Sanchez-Herrero, 1995; Har-

ding and Levine, 1988; Irish et al., 1989b; Jack and McGinnis, 1990).  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Fate map, early maternal gradients and Gap gene expression in Drosophila 

(A) Fate map of a Drosophila blastoderm stage embryo. Drosophila is a long germ developing insect and all 

body segments are established during blastoderm stages. Anterior to the left and dorsal side up. (B) Protein 

gradients of maternal determinants. The transcripts for hunchback and caudal are ubiquitously present in the 

egg but their translation is regulated by the localized factors Bicoid and Nanos. Diffusion leads to protein gra-

dients which, together with signals from the terminal system at the poles of the egg, regulate spatial expres-

sion of gap genes (C). The gap genes in turn interact by interdependent transcriptional regulation and further 

define their expression domains. The syncytial state of the egg allows the formation of protein gradients by 

simple diffusion. hb: hunchback, tll: tailless, gt: giant, Kr: Krüppel, kni: knirps. A after Hartenstein (1993), B and 

C after Peel et al. (2005). Anterior to the left in the schematic representations. 

2.4 Segmentation and the anterior-posterior system in Tribolium  

During the last twenty and more years, the red flour beetle Tribolium 

castaneum has become more and more popular as a model organism for insect 

developmental biology. The extensive knowledge gathered from Drosophila re-

search has allowed to study and compare homologues genes in Tribolium and 

compare the molecular basis of segmentation between the long germ developing 

fly and this short germ insect (Brown and Denell, 1996; Denell, 2008; Schröder et 

al., 2008). Many similarities could be detected but also some striking differences 

were discovered. In summary it turned out that late processes during segmenta-
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tion seem to be quite conserved. Parasegment boundaries are established by ad-

joining Tc-wingless and Tc-engrailed expression (Brown et al., 1994; Nagy and 

Carroll, 1994). Segment identity is controlled by Hox gene activity and overall ex-

pression and function of these Hox genes is very similar to Drosophila despite mi-

nor differences (Brown et al., 1999b; Curtis et al., 2001; Nie et al., 2001; Shippy et 

al., 1998; Shippy et al., 2000).  

Bigger differences were detected by analysis of earlier patterning processes 

like pair rule and gap gene function. Some of these differences were not too sur-

prising, since the short germ mode of development found in the beetle has differ-

ent requirements during early embryonic processes. For example, most pair rule 

gene expression domains in Tribolium are generated during segment addition pro-

cesses in the terminal growth zone (Brown and Denell, 1996) which is in strong 

contrast to Drosophila where all pair rule stripes are almost simultaneously formed 

as a readout of maternal determinants and gap gene input (Klingler and Tautz, 

1999). Gap genes do play a role for Tribolium embryogenesis as well and there 

are some similarities in their expression compared to Drosophila. Tc-knirps, Tc-

giant, and Tc-hunchback each form a gnathal and a more posterior domain in the 

embryo while Tc-Krüppel is expressed only in one domain. However, the expres-

sion domains usually do not directly correspond to the expression in Drosophila 

and most aspects of their regulation and interaction are still unknown. Additionally, 

due to the short germ mode of development, the posterior expression domains of 

Tc-giant, Tc-knirps, and the Tc-Krüppel domain become apparent at the posterior 

pole and are subsequently developing during germ band elongation. Posterior Tc-

hunchback expression eventually develops during segment addition (Bucher and 

Klingler, 2004; Cerny et al., 2005; Cerny et al., 2008; Marques-Souza et al., 2008; 

Wolff et al., 1995). Gap gene function is also not directly comparable to Drosophi-

la. Loss of function phenotypes of gap genes in Tribolium often show a disruption 

of posterior segmentation plus homeotic transformation of segments rather than a 

gap-like deletion of several segments which is typical for gap gene phenotypes in 

Drosophila (Bucher and Klingler, 2004; Cerny et al., 2005; Cerny et al., 2008; 

Marques-Souza et al., 2008; Rivera-Pomar and Jäckle, 1996). A fascinating find-

ing was the identification of the gene Tc-mille-pattes (Tc-mlpt) which encodes for a 

polycistronic mRNA and has a gap-gene-like character. Tc-mlpt acts in a so far 

unknown manner and RNAi mediated knock down results in a breakdown of seg-
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mentation and transformation of abdominal segments towards thoracic identity 

(Hashimoto et al., 2008; Savard et al., 2006). 

Although some differences are present, Tribolium and Drosophila make use 

of similar processes to establish the different body segments. However, surprising-

ly little is known about early anterior-posterior axis formation in the beetle and how 

asymmetry is actually initiated. The anterior morphogen bicoid was shown to be 

specific for higher Diptera and is consequently not present in the beetle (Brown et 

al., 2001; Stauber et al., 1999). It has been suggested that Tc-Hunchback and Tc-

Orthodenticle1 (Otd1) together substitute for Bicoid function since both mRNAs 

are maternally deposited and can be found ubiquitously in the early embryo. RNAi 

experiments, simultaneously targeting both genes, resulted in severe loss of ante-

rior body structures, suggesting that both genes together initiate the formation of 

head, thorax and broad parts of the anterior abdomen (Li et al., 1996; Schinko et 

al., 2008; Schröder, 2003; Wolff et al., 1995). However, more recent work could 

show that neither Tc-Hunchback nor Tc-Otd1 are key regulators for the initiation of 

early gnathal segments which means that they do not resemble the function of 

Bicoid (Kotkamp et al., 2010; Marques-Souza et al., 2008). Rather Tc-otd1 fulfills 

the function of a head gap gene during later embryogenesis, as it is also described 

for Drosophila (Cohen and Jürgens, 1990; Schinko et al., 2008) and has an addi-

tional early function which is not yet entirely deciphered. Loss of early Tc-otd1 

function leads to a straightening of the germ-serosa boundary and an extension of 

the dorsal germ rudiment towards anterior, thereby reducing the extraembryonic 

tissue. It has been suggested that this is caused by a direct reduction of Tc-sog 

expression, an important ventral patterning gene, which would indicate a direct in-

volvement of an anterior patterning system component in dorsal-ventral patterning. 

Another indication for a more tight connection between the anterior-posterior and 

the dorsal-ventral patterning system in Tribolium is caused by the observation that 

also RNAi against a maternally provided negative regulator of the canonical wnt-

pathway, Tc-axin, causes at least a partial loss of the germ-serosa asymmetry in 

Tribolium (Fu et al., 2012). While the function of Tc-axin in this context is still com-

pletely unknown, the influence of Tc-otd1 on setting the germ-serosa boundary is 

probably mediated by controlling the expression of the Hox-3 homolog Tc-zen1, an 

essential factor for development of the serosa (Falciani et al., 1996; Kotkamp et 

al., 2010; van der Zee et al., 2005). However, Tc-Otd1 is not the only activator of 
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Tc-zen1 expression in the anterior of the embryo, input from the terminal system is 

also required. Double knock down of Tc-otd1 with Tc-torso or Tc-torso-like indeed 

completely abolishes Tc-zen1 expression (Kotkamp et al., 2010; Schoppmeier and 

Schröder, 2005). In Drosophila, the terminal system is necessary for proper for-

mation of the head and the body regions posterior to the seventh abdominal seg-

ment (Klingler et al., 1988). In Tribolium, the posterior terminal system is of higher 

importance since loss of Tc-Torso-signaling leads to ablations of the first thoracic 

and all abdominal segments, ultimately resulting in loss of all growth zone-

descended segments. This indicates that the ancestral function of the posterior 

terminal system might have been the determination of a growth zone 

(Schoppmeier and Schröder, 2005).  

Since no clear organizer for anterior patterning could be identified to date, it 

has been suggested that input from the posterior factor Caudal might suffice to 

provide spatial information and to pattern the embryo along the anterior-posterior 

axis. This idea sounds plausible as the Tribolium embryo forms in the posterior 

half of the egg, near the posterior pole. Tc-caudal is a maternally supplied factor 

and initially ubiquitously expressed in the embryo. During development it is anteri-

orly repressed by the factors Tc-zen2 and Tc-mex3, leading to a Caudal gradient 

which is low in the gnathal region of the blastoderm embryo and increases towards 

posterior, being highest at the posterior pole. During germ band elongation Tc-

caudal is expressed in the posterior growth zone and is necessary for axis elonga-

tion. Tc-caudal RNAi indeed leads to loss of all body segments except for the an-

terior head (Copf et al., 2004; Schoppmeier et al., 2009; Schulz et al., 1998). 

However it is still unclear and arguable if this is due to a real early morphogen 

function (Figure 2-2). 
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Figure 2-2 Fate map, expression domains and genetic interactions during the blastoderm stage 

  of Tribolium 

(A) Fate map of the differentiated blastoderm stage of Tribolium castaneum. Anterior to the left and dorsal 

side up. The anterior embryo gives rise to the extraembryonic serosa. Only the head and parts of the thorax 

are established in the blastoderm, the more posterior segments derive from a posterior growth zone. The an-

terior of the germ rudiment and the dorsalmost and dorsal posterior parts will form the amnion. (B) Schematic 

representation showing expression domains and interactions between early components in Tribolium. Tc-

caudal is repressed in the anterior by Tc-mex3 in the head region and Tc-zen2 in the serosa. Without these 

genes it would be expressed ubiquitously (dashed red line). Tc-otd1 is initially expressed ubiquitously (solid 

orange line) and later restricted to the anterior (dashed orange line). Otd1 and anterior Torso signal activate 

the serosa marker Tc-zen1 in the anterior. A after Kotkamp et al. (2010), B integrates information from several 

publications (Kotkamp et al., 2010; Schoppmeier et al., 2009, van der Zee et al., 2005). Anterior to the left in 

the schematic representation. 

2.5 The dorsal-ventral system in Drosophila 

Also the establishment of the dorsal-ventral axis in Drosophila is initiated dur-

ing maturation of the oocyte. DV-axis formation is dependent on action of Gurken-

EGFR signaling during oogenesis. Gurken signaling along the prospective dorsal 

side of the oocyte leads to transcriptional inhibition of the ventralizing factor pipe in 

the dorsal half of the follicular epithelium. pipe expression in the ventral follicular 

epithelium stimulates a protease cascade that eventually activates the ligand for 

the Toll receptor, in turn leading to an intracellular degradation of Cactus, the in-

hibitor of Dorsal (reviewed by Moussian and Roth, 2005). Thus, expression of ma-

ternal factors leads to a concentration gradient of nuclear localized Dorsal tran-

scription factor, along the DV-axis (Moussian and Roth, 2005; Stathopoulos and 

Levine, 2002). Different concentrations of nuclear Dorsal determine different fates 

along the ventral-dorsal axis, subdividing the embryo into three broad domains. 

Highest Dorsal levels on the ventral side determine mesodermal fate, marked for 

instance by expression of twist (Moussian and Roth, 2005). Intermediate levels of 

Dorsal define the neurogenic ectoderm and low levels or absence of the protein 

mark the non-neurogenic ectoderm and the amnioserosa (Moussian and Roth, 

2005). Dorsal acts in Drosophila through activation and repression of a number of 

target genes. Wide-ranging genetic approaches using tiling arrays, whole-genome 

microarrays and ChIP-on-chip experiments have led to the identification of about 

50 DORSAL target genes (Biemar et al., 2006; Stathopoulos et al., 2002; 

Zeitlinger et al., 2007) and make the system one of the best understood gene reg-
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ulatory networks in embryonic development (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008; 

Stathopoulos and Levine, 2005). 

Intermediate levels of Dorsal activate the transcription of Dm-short-

gastrulation (sog) in two ventrolateral stripes in the neuroectodermal region of the 

embryo. sog encodes a secreted molecule which diffuses to the dorsal side (Fran-

cois et al., 1994; Srinivasan et al., 2002). The Sog protein is capable of binding the 

secreted signaling molecules Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and Screw (Scw) which be-

long to the BMP/Dpp-class of Transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) signaling 

molecules. Dorsally, the Sog protein is cleaved by the metalloprotease Tolloid 

which allows Dpp and Scw to bind to their receptors. In this way Sog transports 

them dorsally and in turn inhibits Dpp-signaling in the prospective neuroectoderm 

(Eldar et al., 2002; Mizutani et al., 2005; Shimmi et al., 2005a; Wang and Fergu-

son, 2005) also reviewed in O’Connor et al., (2006). The Drosophila genome con-

tains two closely related genes for this metalloprotease, tolloid and tolkin, which 

are not functionally redundant. The establishment of Dpp activity during embryonic 

development mainly depends on action of Tolloid (Marqués et al., 1997; Serpe et 

al., 2005). The process of Dpp/BMP modulation by extracellular regulators is very 

similar in vertebrates where the Dpp homolog BMP2/4 is bound by the Sog homo-

log Chordin, and Chordin cleavage again takes place through action of BMP1 (al-

so called Xolloid) (reviewed in De Robertis and Kuroda, 2004) 

The process of Dpp binding to Sog and subsequent Sog cleavage through 

Tolloid is quite well understood. However Dpp-signaling also depends on action of 

the extracellular CR domain protein Twisted-gastrulation (Tsg) which has a less 

well defined biochemical function (Little and Mullins, 2006). Three Tsg like proteins 

exist in Drosophila and all of them are positive regulators of Dpp. Tsg (Tsg1) and 

Shrew (Tsg3) are both necessary during embryonic development to generate high 

levels of Dpp on the dorsalmost side of the Drosophila embryo (Bonds et al., 2007; 

Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). The third paralogue, crossveinless 1 (cv1, also 

called tsg2) is active during later developmental processes (O’Connor et al., 2006; 

Shimmi et al., 2005b; Vilmos et al., 2005). Interestingly, flies lacking function of 

both early active Tsg-proteins still show local Dpp activity (Nunes da Fonseca et 

al., 2010). Another mechanism used in the fly to restrict Dpp-signaling to the dor-

sal side is the direct transcriptional repression of Dm-dpp ventrally which results in 

the situation that patterning along the DV-axis takes place even if functional Sog is 
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absent (Jazwinska et al., 1999). Dorsal amplification of Dpp signaling also involves 

a positive feedback loop with the zerknüllt (zen) gene (Wang and Ferguson, 2005) 

whereas on the ventral side of the embryo zen, tld and dpp are repressed by Dor-

sal (Kirov et al., 1994; Shimell et al., 1991). Drosophila makes also use of the 

transcriptional repressor Brinker which negatively regulates Dpp target genes 

(Jazwinska et al., 1999; Liang et al., 2012). In addition to transcriptional and extra-

cellular post-translational regulation of Dpp-signaling in Drosophila, several intra-

cellular mechanisms have been described. One of them is characterized by the 

activity of the Smad ubiquitinylation regulatory factor (DSmurf). DSmurf is unifomly 

expressed and regulates Dpp signaling through degradation of the Dpp signaling 

effector Mothers against dpp (MAD) (Liang et al., 2003; Podos et al., 2001). 

Using these complex mechanisms the fly generates a distinct Dpp signaling 

gradient along the dorsal-ventral axis, starting with a broad dorsal signaling do-

main which becomes quickly restricted to a narrow dorsal zone showing high sig-

naling levels along the dorsal midline. Regions of highest Dpp activity are deter-

mined to form the amnioserosa, moderate Dpp signaling is found in the prospec-

tive dorsal epidermis and Dpp activity is low or absent in the regions of the neuro-

genic ectoderm and on the ventral side (Dorfman and Shilo, 2001; Ferguson and 

Anderson, 1992; Mizutani et al., 2006; Sutherland et al., 2003).  

2.6 The dorsal-ventral system in Tribolium 

Although our knowledge about DV-axis formation in Tribolium still lags far 

behind what is known in the fly, some clear differences but also similarities have 

become apparent during the last years. One big difference seems to be the impact 

of maternal versus zygotic input in DV-axis formation. While in Drosophila the fac-

tors for Toll signaling, like cactus, dorsal, and toll itself are supplied maternally, Tc-

toll is expressed zygotically in the early Tribolium embryo. This expression is over-

lapping with the nuclear Tc-Dorsal gradient which led to the assumption, that Tc-

Dorsal is necessary to activate Tc-toll (Chen et al., 2000; Maxton-Küchenmeister 

et al., 1999). Another difference affects the early Tc-Dorsal gradient. In Drosophila 

this gradient is stable until gastrulation and directly involved in establishing ventral 

cell fates. In Tribolium a gradient of Tc-Dorsal with peak levels on the ventral side 

is present as well, but this gradient is dynamic and Tc-Dorsal vanishes before gas-

trulation and the specification of ventral cells (Chen et al., 2000; Nunes da Fonse-
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ca et al., 2008; Roth et al., 1989; Wheeler et al., 2005). Still Tc-Toll is necessary 

for all aspects of early DV-patterning in Tribolium. It is essential for the expression 

of Tc-sog and for most parts of Tc-twist expression (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 

2008). However, it was shown that also without Tc-Toll a zygotic dorsal-ventral 

patterning process along the AP-axis involving Tc-Dpp remained active (Nunes da 

Fonseca et al., 2008). The Dpp system in Tribolium in general has a major impact 

on dorsal-ventral polarity and interfering with single components of this system 

causes severe phenotypes. Tc-sog RNAi embryos are completely dorsalized 

(double-dorsal phenotype) indicating that all ectodermal DV-patterning depends on 

the ventral expression of Tc-sog. Tc-dpp knock down in contrast leads to a com-

plete loss of dorsal fates in favor of neurogenic ectoderm (van der Zee et al., 

2006). The high relevance of Tc-Sog for patterning the ectoderm along the DV-

axis seems to be an ancient feature at least in arthropods, since similar im-

portance of Sog could be detected in the spider (Akiyama-Oda and Oda, 2006; 

Oda and Akiyama-Oda, 2008). In Tc-sog as well as in Tc-dpp RNAi phenotypes at 

least part of the extraembryonic serosa remains, showing that in contrast to Dro-

sophila the formation of extraembryonic tissue does not entirely depend on dorsal-

ventral patterning (van der Zee et al., 2006). The expression pattern of Tc-dpp is 

very dynamic during early embryogenesis and shows asymmetry along the DV- as 

well as along the AP-axis, indicating that Tc-Dpp signaling is not only coordinated 

along the DV-axis but also AP-wise (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). During early 

blastoderm stages Tc-Dpp activity, as indicated by the distribution of phosphory-

lated MAD (pMAD), is restricted to a gradient in a dorsal anterior domain. It never 

forms a narrow dorsal stripe like in Drosophila. During differentiated blastoderm 

stages Tc-dpp expression is found in a narrow anterior domain at the border of 

serosal and embryonic tissue (germ serosa border) with higher expression levels 

in the ventral part. Dpp-signaling activity extends to the dorsal posterior part of the 

embryo where it eventually reaches peak levels which are necessary to build the 

dorsal amnion (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2013; van der Zee 

et al., 2005; van der Zee et al., 2006). 

Regulation of Dpp signaling in Tribolium might be in some ways simpler, but 

without doubt it is different from Drosophila. One difference is that there is only 

one Dpp ligand (Tc-Dpp) in the beetle (van der Zee et al., 2006; Van der Zee et 

al., 2008). The Tribolium brinker homolog is not expressed in the early embryo, 
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hence it is not involved in early regulation of Tc-dpp target genes (van der Zee et 

al., 2006). Furthermore, Tc-dpp is not repressed by Tc-Dorsal which allows Tc-dpp 

expression also on the ventral most side of the embryo. Tc-zen1 and Tc-tolloid are 

also not repressed by Tc-Dorsal which led to the assumption, that Tc-Dorsal com-

pletely lacks a repressor function (Chen et al., 2000; Nunes da Fonseca et al., 

2008; Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). Tc-zen1 is also not involved in formation of 

the Tc-Dpp gradient, since knock down embryos for Tc-zen1 still show normal DV-

polarity (van der Zee et al., 2005). Apart from Tc-sog two other extraembryonic Tc-

Dpp regulators have been described which also have orthologs in Drosophila. 

Tribolium has one homolog of the metalloprotease Tolloid (Tc-Tld) which has an 

important function for dorsal-ventral patterning, since RNAi embryos for Tc-tld 

show almost complete loss of Tc-Dpp activity. Furthermore, knock down of the 

single Tribolium homolog for twisted-gastrulation (Tc-tsg) probably results in total 

loss of Tc-Dpp signaling as the phenotype resembles the Tc-dpp knock down 

phenotype (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010; van der Zee et al., 2006). Tribolium 

also shows expression of an ortholog to the pseudoreceptor Bambi (BMP and 

Activin Bound Inhibitor) which inhibits Dpp/BMP-signaling by building heterodimers 

with type I BMP receptors in vertebrates (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008; 

Onichtchouk et al., 1999; Van der Zee et al., 2008). 

In summary, major differences between Tribolium and Drosophila dorsal-

ventral patterning seem to lie in the degree of maternal and zygotic input into the 

system and the regulation of Dpp-signaling during development. It could be shown 

that negative and positive feedback loops are involved in patterning the Tribolium 

embryo along the DV-axis (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008, Figure 2-3), illustrating 

the extensive interactions of zygotic factors. Although many candidates known 

from Drosophila have been studied in Tribolium during the last years, many details 

of Tribolium DV-patterning remain unknown. 
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Figure 2-3  Dorsal-ventral patterning in Tribolium 

(A) gene regulatory networks during dorsal-ventral patterning in Tribolium. Tc-Dorsal and Tc-Toll display a 

positive feedback loop. Tc-Dorsal inhibits Tc-dpp by activating Tc-sog, but it does not directly repress Tc-dpp 

expression. A self activation loop is suggested for Tc-dpp which at the same time might be regulated through 

a negative feedback loop via expression of the signaling inhibitor Tc-bambi. (B) Simplified model of extracellu-

lar Tc-Dpp signaling regulation in the Tribolium blastoderm. Tc-Sog is expressed on the ventralmost side and 

binds Tc-Dpp ligands. Dpp/Sog complexes diffuse to the dorsal side. Tc-Tolloid activates Tc-Dpp through 

cleaving of Tc-Sog molecules. This results in an indirect activation of Tc-Dpp dorsally through Tc-Sog-

dependent transport of Tc-Dpp to the dorsal side. Tc-Twisted gastrulation (Tc-Tsg) is necessary for Tc-Dpp 

signaling. A based on (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008), B based on (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010; van der 

Zee et al., 2006). 

2.6.1 The BMP pathway 

Because of the great importance of the Transforming growth factor β (TGF-

β)/bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling pathway for DV-axis formation I 

will shortly focus on the diverse ways in which this pathway is regulated. TGF-β 

signaling has been in the focus of research for almost thirty years and its important 

function with respect to cell growth, differentiation and development has been in-

tensively studied (Harland and Gerhart, 1997; Kingsley, 1994; Kitisin et al., 2007; 

Moses and Serra, 1996). The TGF-β superfamily consists of about a dozen gene 

families, however, all members can be grouped into two classes: the TGF-β-like 

class and the BMP-like class which also includes Decapentaplegic (Dpp) from 

Drosophila and Tribolium (Kingsley, 1994; Pang et al., 2011). Members of the se-

cond class are especially famous for their important functions during dorsal-ventral 

patterning in vertebrates and invertebrates (De Robertis and Kuroda, 2004; De 

Robertis and Sasai, 1996; Pang et al., 2011). Consistent with the important biolog-

ical functions, TGF-β ligands and members of its associated signaling pathway 

have been identified in all metazoans studied so far. However no TGF-β receptor 

or ligand has been identified outside the metazoa (Huminiecki et al., 2009; Rich-

ards and Degnan, 2009). TGF-β-like ligands signal through a complex of type I 

and type II serine/threonine-kinase transmembrane receptors (TβR-I and TβR-II), 

which then activate the Smad signaling pathway by intracellular phosphorylation of 

receptor regulated Smads (R-Smads) through the type I kinase receptor. R-Smads 

are characterized by two protein domains, the Mad-homology domains 1 and 2 

(MH1 and MH2) which are divided by a linker region. Receptors for TGF-β and 

activin signal through phosphorylation of Smad2 and Smad3 whereas receptors 
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for Decapentaplegic (Dpp)/BMP target MAD/Smads 1, 5 and 8 (Smad1/5/8) 

(Attisano and Tuen Lee-Hoeflich, 2001; Feng and Derynck, 2005; Massagué, 

1998). These activated R-Smads bind to a common mediator Smad (co-Smad, 

Smad4/Medea) in the cytosol and this complex is then translocated into the nucle-

us where it regulates target gene transcription (reviewed in Derynck and Zhang, 

2003).  

The TGF-β-signaling pathway can be negatively regulated at several points, 

extracellularly, within the cytosol and in the nucleus. In the extracellular region dif-

fusible factors like Chordin/Sog can prevent TGF-β-like proteins from receptor 

binding (reviewed in Balemans and Van Hul, 2002). As already mentioned Tolloid 

is capable of cleaving Chordin/Sog, thereby releasing BMP/Dpp and allowing it to 

activate target receptors (Marqués et al., 1997). Within the nucleus the co-

repressors of the Ski/SnoN protein family can directly associate with Smads and in 

this way inhibit TGF-β-signaling (Liu et al., 2001). In the cytosol there are several 

working points for signal regulation and modulation known. For instance the 

pseudoreceptor Bambi is able to prevent the TGF-β-receptors to build a functional 

complex (Onichtchouk et al., 1999). Furthermore TGF-β-signaling inhibition can be 

mediated via the activity of inhibitory Smads (I-Smads, Smad 6/7/Dad). These I-

Smads display several different modes of operation. They form stable complexes 

with activated TβR-I and interfere in this way with R-Smad phosphorylation 

(Hayashi et al., 1997; Lönn et al., 2009). Smad 6 has been shown to bind to recep-

tor-activated Smad1, in this way competing with Smad4 for R-Smad binding (Hata 

et al., 1998). Furthermore, I-Smads can recruit the Smad ubiquitin regulatory fac-

tor (Smurf) E3 ubiquitin ligases to type-I receptors which results in receptor 

polyubiquitination and subsequent degradation through the proteasomal pathway 

(Ebisawa et al., 2001; Itoh and ten Dijke, 2007; Xia et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2009). 

Finally, I-Smads can also act in the nucleus where they are able to interact with 

transcriptional repressors, or inhibit the formation of functional Smad/DNA com-

plexes (Bai et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2007).  

 

2.6.1.1 Smurf E3 ubiquitin ligases in the BMP pathway 

Smurf proteins belong to the Nedd4 family of E3 ubiquitin ligases which in 

turn are part of the HECT (homologous to E6AP C-terminus) type of E3 ligases 
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(Cao and Zhang, 2012; Rotin and Kumar, 2009). During ubiquitination one or more 

ubiquitin molecules are bound to a particular target. This multistep process in-

volves activation of a ubiquitin via a ubiquitin activating enzyme (E1), its subse-

quent transfer to a ubiquitin conjugating enzyme (E2) and its eventual covalent 

conjugation to the target substrate via a ubiquitin ligase (E3) (reviewed in Pickart, 

2001; Rotin and Kumar, 2009). Conjugation always takes place between the car-

boxyl group of the carboxy-terminal Glycin residue of ubiquitin and the ε-amino 

group of an internal Lysin in the substrate.  

Polyubiquitination is the sequential transfer and subsequent conjugation of 

ubiquitins to one or more Lysine residues of the same substrate, resulting in 

chains of ubiquitin and involving ubiquitination of ubiquitin itself (reviewed in Hicke 

and Dunn, 2003; Rotin and Kumar, 2009). The substrate specificity during 

ubiquitination is mainly determined by the E3 ubiquitin ligases. For this reason ge-

nomes usually exhibit only few E1 activating enzymes (the human genome has 2 

potential E1s), a small number of E2 conjugating enzymes (human: about 30) and 

many E3 ubiquitin ligases (the human genome encodes over 600 E3s) (Li et al., 

2008; Rotin and Kumar, 2009).  

The first described member of the Smurf family was XSmurf1 from Xenopus 

leavis which was reported for its role in the BMP pathway (Zhu et al., 1999). Short-

ly later a second Smurf protein (Smurf2) has been identified and a homolog was 

also described and functionally analyzed in Drosophila (Lin et al., 2000; Podos et 

al., 2001). All Smurf proteins consist of an N-terminal C2 domain, several WW 

domains and a C-terminal HECT domain. The N-terminal C2 domain is described 

to be capable of membrane binding and it is involved in the binding of certain sub-

strates of human Smurf1 (Cao and Zhang, 2012; Tian et al., 2011; Yamaguchi et 

al., 2008). WW domains function in substrate interaction through binding to PY 

(PPxY) motifs and several interactions of Smurf proteins via these domains have 

been reported (Cao and Zhang, 2012; Macias et al., 2002). The binding efficiency 

may be improved through the phosphorylation of particular sites on certain sub-

strates (Aragón et al., 2011). The HECT domain is the actual enzymatic domain of 

the Smurf proteins and necessary to bind the ubiquitin which is delivered by the E2 

ubiquitin conjugating enzyme to the target protein. This happens through a con-

served cysteine which forms thioester bonds with the ubiquitin molecule (Huang et 
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al., 1999; Rotin and Kumar, 2009). Figure 2-4 shows a schematic representation 

of the human Smurf1 protein. 

Several functions of Smurf1 and Smurf2 during vertebrate development have 

been described. One of their main functions is probably the regulation of TGF-β 

signaling via interaction with Smad proteins but a high number of other interaction 

partners and substrates have been described since the first description of Smurf1 

in 1999 (Cao and Zhang, 2012). In addition to targeting R-Smads for ubiquitination 

mediated degradation, Smurf proteins have been described to be recruited by 

adaptor proteins for the degradation of TGF-β and Dpp/BMP receptors (Ebisawa 

et al., 2001; Kavsak et al., 2000; Murakami et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2010). Despite 

the high conservation and the involvement in important signaling pathways the 

loss of function phenotypes for Smurfs are often surprisingly weak (Cao and 

Zhang, 2012). In vertebrates this might partially be due to functional redundancies 

between Smurf1 and Smurf2 as described for Smurf genes in the mouse 

(Narimatsu et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2011; Yamashita et al., 2005). Studies in 

Xenopus suggest that in the frog there are some overlapping functions of both 

Smurf genes but also distinct differences. During embryogenesis Smurf1 is 

stronger expressed in the dorsal side of gastrula stage embryos and experiments 

using an antisense morpholino oligonucleotide and a dominant negative mutant 

resulted in neural defects (Alexandrova and Thomsen, 2006). Xenopus Smurf2 is 

reported to be involved in both neural development and mesodermal patterning, 

hence both genes have important functions during Xenopus development (Das 

and Chang, 2012). Functional information about Smurf genes outside of the verte-

brates is highly limited. A mutation in the Drosophila ortholog DSmurf caused de-

fects in hindgut morphogenesis, loss of hindgut integrity, mild head defects and 

sometimes led to incomplete dorsal closure due to increased Dpp signaling and 

accumulated pMAD (Podos et al., 2001). It was found that DSmurf specifically tar-

gets MAD for proteasomal degradation and does not interact with Dad, Medea or 

DSmad2. Targeted expression of DSmurf abolished phosphorylated MAD and dis-

rupted growth and patterning (Liang et al., 2003). However, it is also reported that 

DSmurf builds a complex with Fused, a serine/threonine kinase, to regulate the 

BMP receptor Thickveins in Drosophila cystoblasts (Xia et al., 2010). In addition to 

the function during development, several studies reported a function of DSmurf in 
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regulating Dpp signaling in the Drosophila germ line (Casanueva and Ferguson, 

2004; Chang et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 2-4 Domains of the human Smurf1 protein 

Smurf proteins consist of four typical domains: an N-terminal C2 domain, several WW domains and a C-

terminal, enzymatic HECT domain. The active center is formed by a cysteine (red). See text for further infor-

mation. After (Cao and Zhang, 2012). Picture created with Geneious version 7 (Biomatters). 

2.6.1.2 MAD at the crossroads of signaling pathways 

Formation of the dorsal-ventral body axis via Dpp/BMP signaling is a con-

served feature among animals and found in vertebrates and invertebrates (De 

Robertis, 2006; De Robertis, 2008; De Robertis and Sasai, 1996; Little and Mul-

lins, 2006; O’Connor et al., 2006). The main anterior-posterior gradient for axis 

formation in Xenopus is provided by Wnt signals (Kiecker and Niehrs, 2001; 

Niehrs, 2004) and studies on the regeneration in planariens strongly support that 

canonical Wnt signaling specifies posterior fate (Gurley et al., 2008; Liu et al., 

2013; Petersen and Reddien, 2008; Umesono et al., 2013). Regarding these con-

served patterning pathways it is interesting that several studies during the last 

decade have detected a broad integrative potential for different signaling pathways 

on the level of the MAD/Smad1/5/8 protein (Eivers et al., 2008; Eivers et al., 

2009b).  

Dpp/BMP signaling leads to the C-terminal phosphorylation of 

MAD/Smad1/5/8 on two conserved serine residues by a serine/threonine receptor. 

Phosphorylated MAD/Smad can bind to the co-Smad Medea/Smad4 and enter the 

nucleus to control target gene expression (Feng and Derynck, 2005; Shi and 

Massagué, 2003). It was detected in human cell culture, that mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (MAPK) can also act on Smad1/5/8 via a canonical phosphorylation 

site (PXSP) in the linker region between the MH1 and MH2 domain of the protein. 

The serines in theses sites are phosphorylated by MAPK following activation by 

EGFR signaling (Kretzschmar et al., 1997). The necessary phosphorylation sites 

can be found in all BMP-activated Smads (1/5/8), and are also present in Drosoph-

ila MAD (Eivers et al., 2008). Phosphorylation in this linker region leads to a termi-

nation of the Dpp/BMP signal via ubiquitination mediated degradation of the 
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MAD/Smad1/5/8 molecule (Fuentealba et al., 2007; Sapkota et al., 2007). The 

MAPK phosphorylation site is a few amino acids aminoterminal to the Smurf bind-

ing site. In the vicinty of the MAPK phosphorylation site there are several potential 

phosphorylation sites for Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3 (GSK3) (Eivers et al., 2008; 

Eivers et al., 2009b, Figure 2-5). A feature of GSK3 is that many of its substrates 

need to be pre-phosphorylated (‘primed’) by other protein kinases before they can 

be phosphorylated by GSK3. The priming takes place on a serine or threonine four 

amino acids carboxyterminal from a serine or threonine that can then in turn be 

phosphorylated by GSK3 (S/TXXXS/T) (Cohen and Frame, 2001). GSK3 is part of 

the β-Catenin destruction complex which keeps β-Catenin levels low in the cytosol 

in the absence of Wnt signals (Logan and Nusse, 2004). Canonical Wnt signaling 

inhibits GSK3 by translocating it to LRP6-signalosome membrane vesicles (Bilic et 

al., 2007). In the case of MAD in Drosophila and Smad1/5/8 in vertebrates pre-

phosphorylations for GSK3 can be delivered by MAPK. Indeed it has been shown 

that the double phosphorylation by MAPK and GSK3 resulted in Smad1 transport 

to the pericentrosomal region, proteosomal degradation and thus termination of 

the BMP signal (Fuentealba et al., 2007). In Drosophila MAD has a function for 

Wingless signaling during wing development and segmental patterning (Eivers et 

al., 2009a). Additionally, it was described that the Dpp and Wingless signaling 

pathways compete for unphosphorylated MAD. MAD can act in the Wingless 

pathway as long it is not phosphorylated by the Dpp receptor (Eivers et al., 2011). 

In summary at least three different pathways can regulate the activity of 

MAD/Smad1/5/8, allowing the integration of different pathways through different 

phosphorylation states of a single transcription factor.  
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Figure 2-5 Different pathways converge on the phosphorylation state of the MAD protein 

(A) Schematic drawing of the Mothers against Dpp protein (MAD) of Drosophila melanogaster. The Dpp path-

way phosphorylates the protein at the C-terminus via the Thickveins (TKV) receptor, resulting in MAD binding 

to Medea, nuclear translocation and the regulation of target genes. MAP kinase (MAPK) can phosphorylate 

MAD in the linker region, which allows phosphorylation by GSK3 and proteasomal degradation through the 

Smurf E3 ubiquitin ligase. (B) Amino acid sequence of a part of the linker region from Drosophila MAD. Green 

(PPAY) is the Smurf binding site. Blue (PNSP) is the consensus sequence for MAPK phosphorylation. Phos-

phorylation takes place at the serine residue within the consensus sequence. Red marks the serines which 

can be phosphorylated by GSK3 after priming of the MAD molecule through MAPK. Slightly modified after 

(Eivers et al., 2008; Eivers et al., 2009b). 

2.7 A genome wide RNAi screen in Tribolium castaneum 

Due to easy culturing, short generation time, easily accessible embryos 

(Sokoloff, 1972), and the fact that the beetle is suited for a large set of experi-

mental methods, Tribolium castaneum became a more and more popular model 

system for developmental biology and a number of other fields. The accessibility to 

standard techniques like immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization (Patel et 

al., 1994; Sommer and Tautz, 1993) was a key requirement for the study of gene 

functions during development. The establishment of robust RNA interference 

(RNAi) techniques (Brown et al., 1999a; Bucher et al., 2002) and functional trans-

formation systems (Berghammer et al., 1999b; Lorenzen et al., 2003; Pavlopoulos 

et al., 2004) allowed comprehensive functional analyses and even a large scale 

insertional mutagenesis screen (Trauner et al., 2009). One of the recent and most 

important mile stones in Tribolium research was the publication of the genome se-

quence (Richards et al., 2008). This comprehensive set of tools allowed the func-
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tional analysis of genes which were described in Drosophila or vertebrates. In-

deed, this ‘candidate gene approach” served very successful for many years and a 

large number of genes have been analyzed in a number of processes, including 

segmentation (see 2.4), axis formation (see 2.4 and 2.6), or head patterning 

(Posnien et al., 2011; Schinko et al., 2008). However, this approach is restricted to 

inherent limitations and depends on the identification of candidates in other spe-

cies. The different modes of development between Drosophila and Tribolium make 

it very likely that the beetle makes use of a number of different factors than the fly. 

And indeed the identification of the transcriptional repression of Tc-caudal through 

Tc-mex3 as well as the identification of the unusual Gap-gene Tc-mille-pattes con-

firm this assumption (Savard et al., 2006; Schoppmeier et al., 2009). But also 

some key regulators for dorsal-ventral (2.5 and 2.6) and anterior-posterior (2.3 and 

2.4) patterning are missing in Tribolium compared to Drosophila and the substi-

tutes are not known in many cases. Filling the gaps in our knowledge on these de-

velopmental processes requires an extensive, unbiased screening approach. 

The most reasonable way to meet this demand in Tribolium is a large scale 

RNAi screen. The powerful and easily appliable technique of parental RNAi allows 

the production of a high number of embryonic loss of function phenotypes with 

reasonable workload (Bucher et al., 2002). RNAi has a number of advantages 

over genetic screens in Tribolium. The lack of a comprehensive set of balancers 

for the ten chromosomes in Tribolium makes a mutagenesis screen in the beetle 

very laborious and costly (Berghammer et al., 1999a). Since a mutagenesis 

screen would require long term stockkeeping, a saturating screen in Tribolium is 

not suitable with the limited labs working on Tribolium worldwide (Trauner et al., 

2009). A genome wide RNAi screen allows the annotation of the phenotype along 

with the identity of the targeted gene in a database, which allows permanent ac-

cess to all necessary data for easy reproduction of the experiment without exten-

sive stockkeeping (Schmitt-Engel, 2010; Schmitt-Engel et al., in preparation). As 

RNAi is a reverse genetics approach, no time consuming identification of the mu-

tated gene is necessary. Furthermore, in a classical genetic screen only 25 % of 

the larvae are homozygous for a zygotic mutation (St Johnston, 2002). The strong 

RNAi response in Tribolium can reach up to 100 % efficiancy for particular effects 

(Bucher et al., 2002). Finally, depending on a well annotated genome, it is a lot 

easier to estimate the saturation of an RNAi screen compared to a mutagenesis 
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screen where an unequal distribution of the mutations along the genome makes 

this task more complicated (Pollock and Larkin, 2004). 

2.7.1 The iBeetle screening concept (design of the iBeetle screen) 

Several German Tribolium research groups have joined under the guidance 

of Gregor Bucher (Göttingen) and Martin Klingler (Erlangen) to perform a genome 

wide RNAi screen in the red flour beetle to identify candidate genes involved in a 

set of different processes. By realizing this project, Tribolium is brought forward as 

a model organism for developmental biology. A detailed description of the screen, 

the participating research groups, and the core projects can be found in (Schmitt-

Engel, 2010 and under http://ibeetle.uni-goettingen.de/). The design of the iBeetle 

screen has been a major topic in the PhD project of C. Schmitt-Engel. During this 

project, which contained a detailed pre-screen, it was successfully proven that the 

iBeetle screening concept is doable and leads to new phenotypes (Schmitt-Engel, 

2010). In this paragraph the actual concept will be shortly mentioned, the detailed 

screening procedure for the pupal injection screen is explained in the materials 

and methods section (3.6). 

The screening project is split into two major funding periods of three years 

each. The participating PhD students screen for about 12–14 month and work af-

terwards on a particular project to analyze candidate genes found during the 

screening process. The iBeetle screen is supposed to fulfill three major tasks: 

 Identification of genes for processes which are not analyzable in Drosophila 

or very difficult to study in the fly. This is for instance true for larval leg mus-

culature (the Drosophila larva does not have legs) or embryonic head devel-

opment, since Drosophila undergoes head involution (Bucher and Wimmer, 

2005). 

 The identification of genes which are not present or have a different function 

in the fly. 

 The establishment of Tribolium as a usable screening platform for genome 

wide studies and the acquisition of a comprehensive set of functional data for 

particular developmental processes. The latter will be available via an online 

database and open for the entire Tribolium community (iBeetle-Base, 

http://ibeetle-base.uni-goettingen.de/search/phenotypeSearch.jsf). 
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The iBeetle screen constists of two experimentally independent screening 

parts: the larval injection screen, mainly focusing on insect metamorphosis and 

development of the odoriferous glands (which are not present during larval 

stages), and the pupal injection screen, having the main focus on embryonic de-

velopment including embryonic muscle formation. Transgenic lines driving tissue-

specific GFP expression are used in both screening parts in order to make the 

screen more effective.The transformation marker is in both cases an EGFP gene 

under control of the 3xP3 promoter (Berghammer et al., 1999b; Horn and Wimmer, 

2000). In the larval injection screen, dsRNA injection is performed with female Tri-

bolium L5 and L6 larvae and the injected animals are analyzed in downstream 

screening steps. Injection takes place in larvae of the mD17 strain which carry a 

not localized insertion of a minos-3xP3-EGFP construct, leading to EGFP expres-

sion in the metathoracic musculature which allows screening for muscle defects in 

this body part (Pavlopoulos et al., 2004). Since the larval injection screen had no 

impact on the project described in this thesis, I refer to (Schmitt-Engel, 2010; 

Schmitt-Engel et al., in preparation) for more information. In the pupal injection 

screen female pupae of the Pig-19 strain (Lorenzen et al., 2003; Trauner et al., 

2009) were injected, crossed to male beetles, and the offspring was analyzed for 

developmental defects (parental RNAi) (Bucher et al., 2002). During this screening 

part the main focus was on the offspring of the injected animals. The Pig-19 strain 

expresses GFP in the larval body musculature, allowing the identification of de-

fects during muscle development or mesoderm establishment in general. Defects 

affecting ectodermal structures were analyzed by doing cuticle preparations on the 

progeny of injected females. 

The iBeetle screen is designed as a first pass screen, which means that 

every injection is done only once (although in several animals), without experimen-

tal replicates. In order to monitor and maintain the screening quality, continuous 

positive and negative controls are included in the screening process.  
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2.8 Aims of this study 

The intention of this project was to discover and analyze new genes which 

are required for the formation of the anterior body region of Tribolium in order to fill 

some of the remaining gaps of knowledge in this field of research. The main inter-

est laid in the identification and further analysis of factors which are not known to 

be involved in this patterning process in Drosophila. To achieve this aim the pro-

ject was roughly divided into three different phases: First a screening phase of ap-

proximately fourteen months to identify potential candidate genes. During this 

phase I actively participated in the pupal injection screening procedure of the 

iBeetle project. All phenotypes detectable with the iBeelte system - including head 

and anterior patterning defects - were annotated by all screeners, (Schmitt-Engel, 

2010; Schmitt-Engel et al., in preparation). Secondly, a candidate selection phase 

of about six months, which still had screening character but already involved other 

analytical methods like in situ hybridization stainings to confirm the gene specific 

effects and to get a deeper understanding of the observed phenotypes. The ambi-

tion of this phase was to pick the most exciting and promising candidates from the 

high number of potential patterning genes which showed head phenotypes after 

RNAi mediated knock down. Aim of the last phase was to decipher the genetic and 

mechanistic networks underlying the observed phenotypes and genes. This aim 

was mostly followed by analysis of molecular markers after candidate gene knock 

down. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Tribolium castaneum culture and strains 

Tribolium castaneum beetles were reared under standard conditions (Brown 

et al., 2009). The wild type strain San Berndardino (SB) was used for RNAi exper-

iments, in situ hybridization, and immunohistochemistry. The Pig-19 strain (former-

ly also called pBA19) was used for injection of female pupae which were mated to 

adult males from the Black (Sokoloff et al., 1960) strain (dark adult cuticle) in the 

iBeetle screen, to allow easy discrimination between injected females and not in-

jected males in the downstream screening analysis. The Pig-19 strain was also 

used in later experiments for dsRNA injection, in situ hybridization, and immuno-

histochemistry. For live imaging experiments a transgenic line expressing nuclear 

localized GFP in all cells was used (nGFP-line) (Sarrazin et al., 2012).  

3.2 Molecular biology 

Unless mentioned otherwise, cloning techniques were carried out using 

standard methods (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). 

Genes were cloned from complementary DNA (cDNA) using gene specific 

primers. cDNA was synthesized using the SMARTer® cDNA Synthesis Kit 

(Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). Messenger RNA (mRNA) was isolated from 

a 0–72 h embryo collection using TRIzol® Reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 

CA, USA). For rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE), first strand cDNA was 

synthesized using the SMARTerTM RACE cDNA Amplification Kit (Clontech, Moun-

tain View, CA, USA). mRNA for RACE was isolated from a 0–72 h embryo collec-

tion using the MicroPoly(A)PuristTM Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). 

Gene specific primers were designed based on the AUGUSTUS gene predictions 

(AUGUSTUS UTR and hints from cDNA) and available transcriptome data using 

the Tribolium gene browser (http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/gb2/gbrowse/tribolium/). 

Genes were either identified by using their iBeetle ID number (e.g. iB_02881) 

which is implemented in the gene browser, or by searching for Tribolium orthologs 

with Drosophila gene sequences at the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-

mation (NCBI, http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) using the Basic Local Align-

ment Search Tool (Altschul et al., 1990). Primer synthesis was carried out by 
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Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). A complete list of primers used in 

this work is attached in the appendix and on the DVD (DVD, folder ‘primers’). 

Gene fragments were amplified using Advantage® 2 Polymerase (Clontech, 

Mountain View, CA, USA). Fragments were cloned into the pCR®II vector using 

the TA Cloning® Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Several clones were 

kindly provided by other people or laboratories (Table 3-1).  

Cloned gene fragments were sequenced by Macrogen (Seoul, Korea and 

Amsterdam, Netherlands) usually using standard M13F 

(GTAAAACGACGGCCAGTG) or M13R (GGAAACAGCTATGACCAT) primers. 

For some genes additional sequencing primers were used: 

For Tc-smurf the additional sequencing primer JSP182 

(ATCGCCGACTTCGACGTCTGTTATTCC), for TC008419 the additional sequenc-

ing primer JSP181 (ATCAACAACACCAACTCCGACCGG), and for TC006853 the 

additional sequencing primer JSP183 

(TCTGATCTCATTGTACCGCAGCGACAAG) has been used. 

All gene sequences isolated during this project are included in the DVD (fold-

er ‘Genes_Sequences’, subfolders for every gene). 

 

Clone Provided by Location Gene Accession 

number 

Göttingen 

Tribolium Group 

Nr. (if available) 

Tc-pnr 
Michael 

Schoppmeier 

Department of Biology, Devel-

opmental Biology, Erlangen 
XM_967958  

Tc-wg Johannes Schinko 
Department for Developmental 

Biology, Göttingen 
NM_001114350 104 

Tc-sog Fonseca/Roth 
Bio Center Köln, Department 

for Developmental Biology 
NM_001042571 161 

Tc-mlpt Schoppmeier/Savard 
Department of Biology, Devel-

opmental Biology, Erlangen 
NM_001134482 93 

Tc-zen1 Martin Klingler 
Department of Biology, Devel-

opmental Biology, Erlangen 
NM_001043348 150 

Tc-six3 Nico Posnien 
Department for Developmental 

Biology, Göttingen 
NM_001113467 39 
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Clone Provided by Location Gene Accession 

number 

Göttingen 

Tribolium Group 

Nr. (if available) 

Tc-twist Siegfried Roth 
Bio Center Köln, Department 

for Developmental Biology 
AJ829922  

Tc-ash 
Nikolaus 

Koniszewski 

Department for Developmental 

Biology, Göttingen 
NM_001039448 134 

Tc-dpp Nico Posnien 
Department for Developmental 

Biology, Göttingen 
NM_001039451 56 

DsRed Hendrikje Hein 
Department for Developmental 

Biology, Göttingen 
--- 99 

Table 3-1 (Also previous page) Origin of used cDNA clones that were provided by other groups 

Indicated is the name of the gene, the provider and the location, the gene accession number according to 

GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/), and (if available) the clone number used by the Göttingen 

Tribolium Group (Department for Developmental Biology). 

3.3 Orthology and phylogeny analysis 

In order to identify the orthology of genes of interest, the nucleotide sequence 

information of candidates was used for BLAST analysis using the blastx algorithm 

on the NCBI database for non-redundant protein sequences of Drosophila mela-

nogaster (Altschul et al., 1990). The obtained fly sequences were in turn used for a 

BLAST search in the Tribolium genome, to check if the expected orthology could 

be confirmed (reciprocal blast). More detailed phylogenetic analyses were not 

done for the preliminary selection of iBeetle candidates. 

To identify other potential members of the Smurf family in Tribolium as well 

as closely related genes, the following approach was pursued. The isolated 

Tribolium Smurf coding sequence was used for a tblastx analysis on the Tribolium 

nucleotide collection. The first hit that was not identical to the initial sequence was 

used for blasting in the Drosophila database. This strategy led to the identification 

of the Tribolium and Drosophila NEDD4 sequences. Drosophila Smurf and NEDD4 

sequences were used for blastx on the human nucleotide collection. Homologous 

sequences in other insects, vertebrates and other groups were identified by using 

the Drosophila and human sequences followed by a reciprocal BLAST to confirm 

homology. The obtained protein sequences were aligned using the MUSCLE 
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alignment algorithm implemented in the Geneious 7 software (Biomatters, Auck-

land, New Zealand) using default settings. Phylogenetic analysis was conducted 

using the Geneious Tree Builder with the Jukes-Cantor genetic distance model, 

neighbor-joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) as tree-building method, and a number of 

10.000 replicates for creation of the bootstrap consensus tree (Felsenstein, 1985). 

The alignments, all sequences used for the alignment, as well as a text file linking 

the ID used in the tree to the gene name can be found on the DVD (folder 

Smurf_Phylogeny). 

A similar approach was carried out for TC004374. The gene belonging to the 

iBeetle number iB_03735 was identified using the Tribolium gene browser and the 

Drosophila ortholog was found by blastx search in non-redundant protein se-

quences of Drosophila melanogaster. For phylogeny the translated AA sequence 

from clone JS_M133 was used for successive protein blast (blastp) on non redun-

dant protein sequences of a selection of species using the NCBI database. The 

first two to three non-identical hits were selected for the phylogenetic analysis. 

Members of the Nudix protein family from Homo sapiens, Mus musculus and 

Xenopus sp. were searched using the NCBI protein database for family members 

(e.g. NUDT1 Homo sapiens, NUDT2 Homo sapiens,…, NUDT 22 Homo sapiens). 

All NUDT proteins of these species that could be found were aligned to the other 

Nudix proteins using the MUSCLE alignment algorithm implemented in the 

Geneious 7 software (Biomatters, Auckland, New Zealand) with default settings, 

without trimming the obtained sequences. The tree was constructed using the 

FastTree option of Geneious with default settings. The alignment and all sequenc-

es as well as a text file linking the ID used in the tree to the original sequence 

name can be found on the DVD (folder: TC004374_Phylogeny). All species used 

for phylogeny as well an their common names, the Taxonomy ID and the corre-

sponding phylum are depicted in Table 3-2. 
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Scientific name Common name Taxonomy ID (NCBI) Phylum 

Apis mellifera Honey bee 7460 Arthropoda 

Bombus terrestris Buff-tailed bumblebee 30195 Arthropoda 

Caenorhabditis elegans Roundworm 6239 Nematoda 

Camponotus floridanus Florida carpenter ant 104421 Arthropoda 

Crassostrea gigas Pacific oyster 29159 Mollusca 

Crepidula fornicata Common slipper shell 176853 Mollusca 

Danio rerio  Zebrafish 7955 Chordata 

Daphnia pulex Common water flea 6669 Arthropoda 

Drosophila melanogaster Common fruit fly 7227 Arthropoda 

Homo sapiens Human 9606 Chordata 

Ixodes scapularis black-legged tick 6945 Arthropoda 

Mnemiopsis leidyi Warty comb jelly or sea walnut 
27923 Ctenophora 

Mus musculus House mouse 10090 Chordata 

Nasonia vitripennis Jewel wasp 7425 Arthropoda 

Nematostella vectensis starlet sea anemone 45351 Cnidaria 

Tribolium castaneum Red flour beetle 7070 Arthropoda 

Trichoplax adhaerens “flat animal”, placozoan 10228 Placozoa 

Xenopus (Silurana) tropicalis Western clawed frog 
8364 Chordata 

Xenopus laevis African clawed frog 8355 Chordata 

Table 3-2 Species used for phylogenetic analysis 

Indicated is the scientific name, the common name, the Taxonomy ID according to NCBI and the phylum of 

every species.  

3.4 Knock down of gene functions by RNA interference (RNAi) 

RNAi in Tribolium was performed via double strand RNA (dsRNA) injection 

using established techniques (Posnien et al., 2009a). For pupal and adult injec-

tions a FemtoJet® express device (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) was used with 

an applied injection pressure of 300–700 hPa for pupae and 500–1000 hPa for 

adult beetles. 

Templates for in vitro transcription were amplified by PCR using primers with 

an attached T7 polymerase promoter sequence (see appendix or DVD). dsRNA 

was produced using the Ambion® MEGAscript® T7 kit (Life Technologies, Carls-

bad, CA, USA). For the iBeetle screen dsRNA at a concentration of 1µg/µl was in-

jected into female pupae, for follow up experiments the concentration ranged from 

0,15–3µg/µl and some injections were done in adult beetles (Table 3-3). For previ-
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ously unknown genes at least two non-overlapping fragments were used for RNAi 

to rule out potential off target effects. These imply the results of not-intended 

mRNA degradations induced by the injected dsRNA due to sequence homology to 

more than just one transcript. Moreover the cDNA sequences used as templates 

for dsRNA synthesis of Tc-smurf, TC004374, and Tc-Cyclin J were analyzed using 

E-RNAi on the website of the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) 

(http://www.dkfz.de/signaling/e-rnai3/) (Horn and Boutros, 2010). dsRNAs were 

designed to have a minimum number of off target sequences and no off target 21-

mer. The number of potential off target sequences for siRNAs of different length is 

indicated in Table 3-4 for dsRNAs used after the iBeetle screen.  

Gene dsRNA concentration Size [bp] pRNAi aRNAi 

Tc-sog 1400ng/µl 866 X  

Tc-smurf 1000-3000ng/µl 407; 186; 205; 604; 611 X X 

TC004374 1000-3000ng/µl 488; 590; 360; 540; 479 X X 

Tc-CyclinJ 1000ng/µl 516 X  

Table 3-3  dsRNAs used after the iBeetle screening phase 

The table depicts the gene, the used dsRNA concentrations, the fragment size, and the parental RNAi method 

(pRNAi: pupal RNAi, aRNAi: adult RNAi). In case more than one fragment was used for knock down analysis 

the sizes of all fragments are given. For Tc-smurf and TC004374 the location of the different sequences with 

respect to the cDNA sequence is shown in the results chapter. 

Gene Fragment Off target sequences 

  21 nt 19 nt 17 nt 

TC004374 Exon 1+2 fragment 0 0 4 

TC004374 Exon 3+4 fragment 0 0 1 

Tc-CyclinJ JS_M294 0 0 9 

Tc-smurf iB_02881_iBeelte_Fragment 1 0 0 0 

Tc-smurf JS_M115 Fragment 0 2 8 

Tc-smurf Exon 5+6 Fragment 0 0 3 
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Table 3-4 (previous page) dsRNA test for off target sequences using E-RNAi 

The sequences used for the injected dsRNAs were tested with the E-RNAi tool from the German Cancer 

Reserch Center (DKFZ) for potential off target effects in the Tribolium genome. The table indicates the target-

ed gene, the name of the respective dsRNA fragment and the numbers of 21-, 19- and 17-meres that poten-

tially affected a not intended transcript. 

3.5 Histology 

Unless mentioned otherwise standard buffers and solutions were used and 

prepared according to descriptions in (Sambrook and Russell, 2001).  

3.5.1 Fixation 

Standard protocols were used for embryo fixations (Schinko et al., 2009). 

Embryo collections used for in situ hybridization, antibody staining, and TUNEL 

assay ranged from 0–48 h. Usually 2 ml fix buffer (1.3 x PBS and 67 mM EGTA, 

pH = 8.0) and 300µl formaldehyde (37 %) were used. Only for large amounts of 

embryos the volume of fix buffer and formaldehyde has been increased to 3 ml 

and up to 400 µl, respectively. 

3.5.2 Fuchsin stainings 

Tribolium embryos of the desired age were dechorionated and fixed as de-

scribed in 3.5.1 and (Schinko et al., 2009). They were washed three times for 10 

minutes in 70 % Ethanol in H2O, followed by one washing step in 35 % Ethanol 

and two washing steps in pure H2O. Embryos were then treated with 2N HCl at 

60°C for 10 minutes followed by two H2O washing steps. Staining took place in 

fuchsin solution (0.5 g of pararosanilin in 400 ml of distilled water) for 30 minutes 

followed by destaining with 95 % Ethanol under continuous liquid replacement until 

the solution became clear. Embryos were dehydrated by washing two times 5 

minutes with 100 % Ethanol before washing with 1:1 Ethanol:BBBA (benzyl ben-

zoate:benzyl alcohol solution 4:1). Embryos were transferred to and mounted in 

BBBA.  

3.5.3 Whole mount in situ hybridization 

In situ hybridization (ISH) was done as previously described, using Nitro blue 

tetrazolium (NBT) and 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP) (Schinko et 
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al., 2009). For double in situ hybridization staining Vector® Red (Vector Laborato-

ries, Burlingame, CA, USA) was used as reagent for the second color develop-

ment. Embryonic nuclei were stained using 1 μg/μl Hoechst 33342 in 1X PBT for 

20 minutes during the last washing steps of ISH, followed by at least two washing 

steps with 1X PBT. 

For germ band stage embryos the yolk was usually removed for imaging by 

using an eyebrow glued to a toothpick. Embryos were embedded in 100 % glycer-

ol. Blastoderm stages and germ band stages that did not require yolk removal 

were either embedded in 100% glycerol, using small spacers of plasticine in each 

corner of the cover slip to avoid squeezing of the embryos, or mounted in 80 % 

glycerol on a microscope slide with an indentation without using a cover slip. The 

second procedure allowed turning and manipulation of the embryos and prevented 

squeezing artifacts. Pictures were taken using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope with  

DIC and Image-Pro® Plus software (Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

Fluorescence of Hoechst and Vector® Red staining was documented using a mer-

cury vapor lamp and DAPI or Cy3 filter sets.  

3.5.4 Immunohistochemistry 

For antibody staining fixed embryos (3.5.1) were rehydrated using a metha-

nol/PBT series of 20:80, 40:60, 60:40, 80:20 ratio of PBT to methanol, each time 

giving the embryos 6 minutes to adapt and settle. Rehydration was followed by 

four washing steps in PBT for 6, 6, 20, and again 6 minutes. Blocking was per-

formed for 1 hour in blocking solution (PBT containing 5 % sheep serum or 5 % 

goat serum (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and 0,1–0,2% bovine serum albumin 

(BSA). Incubation with primary antibodies (please see Table 3-1 for details on an-

tibodies and applied concentrations) were done for at least 3 h in blocking solution, 

followed by washing six times for 10 minutes in PBT. One additional washing step 

was done at 4°C over night in 50 % blocking solution in PBT followed by washing 

again four times for at least 10 minutes in PBT. Blocking, secondary antibody in-

cubation, and washing were performed analogous to the primary antibody incuba-

tion. In case fluorophore-labeled secondary antibodies were used, embryos were 

protected from light during all washings and incubations after adding the antibody. 

For alkaline phosphatase (AP)-conjugated antibodies the color reaction was per-

formed as described for in situ hybridization using Nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) and 
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5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP) (Schinko et al., 2009). Hoechst 

33342 staining, embryo mounting, and imaging for NBT/BCIP stained embryos 

was done as described under 3.5.3. Fluorophore-labeled embryos were imaged 

using a Zeiss LSM780 inverse confocal microscope system, using a 405 nm laser 

for excitation and 410–542 nm filter for emission detection of the Hoechst 33342 

signal and a 561 nm laser for excitation and 563–654 nm filter for emission detec-

tion of the Alexa 568 signal. 

Antibody Complete Name prim/sec company order Number concentration 

pMad 
Phospho-Smad1/5 
(Ser463/465) (41D10) 
Rabbit mAb 

Prim Cell Signaling #9516 1:800 

goat anti rab-
bit AP 

Alkaline Phosphatase-
AffiniPure Goat Anti-
Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

Sec 
Jackson Immuno 

Research 
111-055-144 1:800 

goat anti rab-
bit Alexa 568 

Alexa Fluor® 568 F(ab')2 
Fragment of Goat Anti-
Rabbit IgG (H+L) 

Sec life technologies A-21069 1:500 

pMAPK 

Monoclonal Anti-MAP 
Kinase, Activated 
(Diphosphorylated ERK-
1&2) antibody produced 
in mouse,clone MAPK-YT, 
ascites fluid 

Prim Sigma M8159-.2ML 1:2500 

Table 3-5  Antibodies used for immunohistochemistry 

Indicated are company, order number, and applied concentration of the antibodies used in this study. Prim: 
primary antibody. Sec: secondary antibody. 

3.5.5  TUNEL assay 

Embryos were treated for rehydration, refixation, and proteinase K-digestion 

as described for in situ hybridization (3.5.3). TUNEL (Gavrieli et al., 1992) was 

done as formerly described for Cupiennius salei (Prpic and Damen, 2005). Embry-

os were treated, mounted and imaged as described for in situ hybridization (3.5.3).  

3.5.6 Cuticle preparations 

Embryos/first instar larvae were dechorionated in 50 % ‘Klorix’ bleach, em-

bedded in a mixture of Hoyer’s medium and lactic acid in a ration 1:1 and incubat-

ed at 65°C overnight as previously described (Bucher and Klingler, 2004). Larval 

cuticles were analyzed using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope with dark field or fluo-

rescence microscopy to detect cuticle autofluorescence. Images were taken using 

the FITC filter set and the ImageProPlus (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, USA) 

software. Z-projections of cuticle stacks were generated by recording 30–50 
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planes, deconvolving them using the “No Neighbour” method of ImageProPlus and 

using the Z-projection methods “Maximum Projection” or “Sum Slices” of ImageJ 

(Version 1.47, http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/disclaimer.html). 

3.6 The iBeetle screening procedure 

For the iBeelte screen certain parameters such as pupal age at injection, in-

cubation times, and annotations needed to be comparable and standardized be-

tween the screeners. To this end a strict protocol was used by all screeners. Alt-

hough some procedures were already described in former parts of the materials 

and methods chapter, I will give an overview of the detailed screening procedure 

for the pupal injection screen here. 

All incubations were done at 31°C. Female pupae from the Pig-19 strain 

were injected and mated to males from the Black strain to allow easy discrimina-

tion between injected females and non-injected males during later time points of 

the screening procedure. All observations, including important aspects of the ex-

periments, were annotated in a common database (3.6.1) using a controlled vo-

cabulary.  

Injection was defined as day 0 in the protocol. Pupae were considered old 

enough if at least the base of the mandibles was darkened, which indicates about 

75 % of pupal development. On each injection day 22 iBeetle dsRNAs (synthe-

sized by Eupheria Biotech GmbH, Dresden, Germany) and two buffer controls 

were injected in 10 females each. The entity of the injections of one injection day 

was called a ‘repetition’. After injection the pupae were transferred to petri dishes 

containing approximately 10 g of flour. 

After three days (day 3 of the protocol) the eclosure and lethality rate for 

each injection was documented and the now adult beetles were transferred to a 

25-well block system. Male beetles from the Black strain were added. Since 

Tribolium beetles tend to cannibalize on pupae this was not done directly on the 

injection day. 

On day 9 the first egg collection was done and the eggs were placed in 

300 µm meshes above vials containing safflower oil. As soon as the animals 

hatched, they crawled through the mesh into the oil, so the hatch rate could be es-

timated later. Differences in the amount of eggs in relation to the buffer controls 

were annotated in the database. Dead females were counted and documented. 
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A second egg collection was done on day 11. Again the amount of eggs in 

relation to the controls was checked and differences were annotated. The eggs 

were directly transferred to 180 µm meshes and put back to 31°C on a small 

amount of flour to allow hatching larvae to feed. 

On day 13 the first egg collection (from day 9) was processed for cuticle 

analysis (3.5.6). If many non-hatched animals were detectable after 

dechorionization two preparations were done on one microscope slide, one of 

them was gently squeezed to allow stretching of the larvae to ease analysis of 

weaker cuticle phenotypes, the other one was embedded without squeezing as 

comparison. On day 13 of screening analysis also ovary preparations were per-

formed for females showing affected egg deposition. The ovaries of usually four 

females of one iBeetle injection were dissected in PBS using fine forceps (Dumont 

#5), shortly fixed in 3,5 % formaldehyde in PBS, and mounted in PBS on a cover 

slide. Dissected ovaries were subjected to a brief microscope analysis and all de-

tectable phenotypes were annotated in the data base. 

On day 14 fresh preparations from the second egg collection were done by 

de-chorionizing the eggs in two steps for three minutes in 50 % bleach each. Eggs 

and larvae were carefully mounted in Voltalef oil and covered with a cover slip. 

The muscle pattern was analyzed under a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope using DIC 

and a mercury vapor lamp with FITC filter for detecting the GFP signal in the mus-

cles. Any detectable phenotype was annotated in the database. 

Cuticle analysis was done at protocol day 15 or later. Since cuticle prepara-

tions are stable for several months this part of analysis was time wise more flexible 

and could be done later. Cuticles were analyzed and documented as described in 

3.5.6. Only single plane images were taken (no Z-stacks). 

3.6.1 Annotation of screening results  

Important parameters during the screening as well as all observed pheno-

types were annotated in a database using an online interface (ibeetle-base.uni-

goettingen.de) and a controlled vocabulary. Free text fields allowed additional de-

scriptions or comments. Pictures were uploaded for documentation. Part of every 

annotated phenotype was its penetrance. In case of ovary analysis, penetrance of 

phenotypes was annotated as the number of females showing an ovary phenotype 

compared to the total number (usually four) of dissected females. For muscle and 
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cuticle analysis the occurence of the phenotype in relation to the total number of 

counted eggs or animals on the slide was annotated. As an estimation, a subset of 

the animals on the slide was counted. This was done by counting the cuticles once 

or twice crosswise along the microscope slide. The occurence of the phenotype in 

relation to the total number of counted eggs or animals on the slide was annotat-

ed. In case only few cuticles were on the slide, all animals or eggs were counted. 

Penetrances were annotated as: <30 %, 30-50 %, 50-80 % and >80 %. All pene-

trances were referring to the total number of animals on the analysis slide. An ex-

emplary screenshot of the iBeetle annotation database is shown below (Figure 

3-1). 

 

Figure 3-1 Database annotation 

The picture shows an exemplary screenshot from the iBeetle annotation database. Depicted is the annotation 

of one of the positive controls on day 15 (cuticle analysis) of the pupal injection screen. Shown on the upper 

left is the affected animal tagma, in this case “larval head” (A). Directly below is the entity, the affected struc-

ture (B). There are several dropdown menus to describe the phenotype in more detail (one dropdown menu is 

active). These are called ‘qualifiers’ (C). The last dropdown menu in the line describes how the entity is actual-

ly altered in the annotated phenotype (modifier, D). The penetrance of the phenotype is also annotated (E) 

and additional comments can be entered (F). Every morphological phenotype is documented by taking and 

uploading pictures (G) 
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3.7 In vivo imaging 

Female pupae or adult female beetles of the nGFP line (Sarrazin et al., 2012) 

were injected with dsRNA as described (Posnien et al., 2009a). Embryos of 4-8 h 

collections (development at 30°C) were de-chorionized in 100 % ‘Klorix’ bleach 

and thoroughly washed. For imaging the embryos were mounted in and properly 

covered with Halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) on a cover slip, 

using four bisected cover slips at each edge as spacers to avoid damaging of the 

embryos. Imaging was done at 30°C, using an inverse DeltaVision microscope 

with a programmable, movable stage, a mercury vapor lamp, and the FITC filter 

set for excitation and emission (Applied Precision, A GE Healthcare Company, Is-

saquah, Washington, USA). Z-stacks were taken in 13 slices, using an optical sec-

tion spacing of 5 µm, resulting in a total Z-axis spacing of 65 µm, which is approx-

imately the distance from the embryonic surface plane to the equator. Up to 55 

embryos were imaged in one time lapse experiment with time intervals of 

10 minutes between recordings. Imaging took place for 15–23 hours. Embryos 

treated with dsRNA against DsRed served as control. Exposure time for every im-

age was 0,4 s.  
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4 Results 

4.1 Identification of anterior patterning phenotypes in the iBeetle 

screen  

To identify previously unknown genes involved in insect head development 

and anterior patterning I participated in a genome-wide RNA interference (RNAi) 

screen in the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum (Schmitt-Engel et al., in prepa-

ration). Aims and concept of the screen are described in the introduction and the 

detailed procedure as well as the database annotation is described in the materi-

als and methods section (3.6). All results for this project come from the pupal in-

jection screen. 

4.1.1 Phenotype identification and controls 

During the ongoing screening procedure phenotypes for all screened param-

eters were identified in an unbiased manner (section 3.6 contains a detailed de-

scription of the screening procedure). An exemplary collection of phenotypes iden-

tified by myself during the different steps of the pupal injection screen is depicted 

in Figure 4-1 and will be explained in the following paragraph.  

The pupal injection screen involved three major analysis steps. If the egg lay 

on day 11 of an experiment was reduced, the ovaries of usually four beetles per 

iBeetle dsRNA were dissected and analyzed. One example for an oogenesis phe-

notype is shown in Figure 4-1 C. Injection of iB_01308 dsRNA (ortholog to Dro-

sophila is the Spase 22/23-subunit) leads to an accumulation of different stages of 

oocytes within a single egg chamber (Figure 4-1 C) in contrast to the wild type 

(wt), where every egg chamber only contained one oocyte of a particular stage.  

During the mesoderm screening part the progeny of dsRNA injected females 

was screened for defects in muscle and mesoderm development. This was done 

for all injected dsRNAs where eggs were available, hence excluding only cases 

where dsRNA injection resulted in sterility or lethality of the injected females. For 

the pupal injection screen the Pig-19 strain was chosen which expresses GFP in 

the skeletal musculature of the Tribolium larva, resulting in a characteristic and re-

liably scoreable pattern (Figure 4-1 D+E). Every alteration of this pattern was an-

notated. Specific muscle phenotypes displayed for instance detachment or degen-

eration of muscle bundles as detected after RNAi with iB_00174 dsRNA (ortholog 
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to ALG-2 interacting protein X in Drosophila melanogaster). Phenotypic larvae 

showed condensed or missing muscle bundles in the entire animal (Figure 4-1 F).  

The most extensive analysis step was the inspection of the L1 larval cuticle in 

the ectoderm screening part. Again the progeny of all dsRNA injected females was 

analyzed for all cases where eggs were available. All phenotypes for my project 

were found during this analysis step. The Tribolium larva posesses all body parts 

of a typical insect including walking legs on the thoracic segments and easily iden-

tifiable head appendages, which makes it especially well suited for the study of 

insect head development (Bucher and Wimmer, 2005; Posnien et al., 2010), 

(Figure 4-1 G+G’). Apart from the prominent head appendages, the Tribolium larva 

displays a characteristic and described pattern of sensillae and setae (or bristles) 

which can serve as landmarks and are usable for the identification of certain head 

regions (Posnien and Bucher, 2010; Schinko et al., 2008). This allowed even the 

identification of very subtle phenotypes during the iBeetle screen. One example 

can again be given by RNAi with iB_00174 dsRNA (the same dsRNA that caused 

the foresaid muscle phenotype). Cuticle preparations of L1 larvae deficient for 

iB_00174 function looked phenotypically almost like wild type (Figure 4-1 H), but 

the larvae did not hatch. A large amount (50–80 %, data not shown) of these lar-

vae lacked a specific head bristle, the posterior of the so-called ‘gena triplet’ 

(Figure 4-1 H’). Other phenotypes especially interesting for the project in this the-

sis were anterior patterning defects, as caused by knock down with iB_02262 

dsRNA (ortholog to Drosophila Mitf) (Figure 4-1 J). I will come back to the charac-

terization and selection of relevant cuticle phenotypes for my project in a later sec-

tion of this chapter (4.1.3). The last example shows a very strong defect of larval 

morphology. Although these kind of cuticle phenotypes were often difficult to inter-

pret they could be of high interest for specific questions. Heavily fragmented cuti-

cles can be a feature of strong dorsal-ventral patterning defects (Siegfried Roth, 

personal communication). Strong defects were one feature of RNAi with iB_05337 

dsRNA (ortholog to Drosophila CG42284) Figure 4-1 I). 

In total 13,8 % of all dsRNAs injected during the screen led to embryonic le-

thality after cuticle secretion (i.e. leading to analyzable cuticle defects). From this 

fraction about 40 % did not show a morphological cuticle defect. In total 8,3 % of 

all dsRNAs injected resulted in a morphological defect of the L1 cuticle (Christian 

Schmitt-Engel, personal communication, Schmitt-Engel et al., in preparation). 
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Figure 4-1  Exemplary phenotypes from the iBeetle screen  

The pictures for iBeetle number genes were taken by myself during the iBeetle screen and deposited into the 

iBeetle annotation database. D–H: lateral views, anterior to the left, dorsal side up. J: anterior to the left, dor-

sal view. Drosophila orthologs to the iBeetle numbers are given in the text. T1, T2, T3: thoracic segment 1, 2 

and 3; A1: abdominal segment 1; A8: abdominal segment 8; to: tracheal opening; an: antenna; md: mandible; 

mx: maxilla; lb: labium; la: labrum. (A) Wild type (wt) ovary with several ovarioles, consisting of the tropharium 

(T) and the vitellarium, which usually contains different stages of follicles (asterisks), with one oocyte per folli-

cle. Arrowheads point to the lateral oviduct with at least two mature eggs (arrowheads). (B) Higher magnifica-

tion of a wt ovariole (asterisks indicate follicles). (C) RNAi phenotype showing different stages of oocytes with-

in a single follicle. Inset shows a higher magnification of the same phenotype, arrowheads point to the different 

nuclei. (D) The Pig-19 strain expresses GFP in the skeletal musculature of the Tribolium larva. (E) Thoracic 

leg musculature in higher magnification. (F) Muscle phenotype displaying detached and missing muscle bun-

dles. (G) Wt L1 cuticle, (G’) shows a higher magnification of the head with the bristle pattern. The yellow trian-

gle highlights the bristles of the so-called gena-triplet. (H) Subtle cuticle phenotype, displaying a missing bris-

tle of the gena-triplet group. H’ Shows a higher magnification of the larval head in H with the yellow asterisk 

indicating the position of the missing posterior gena triplet bristle (compare to the triangle in G’). (I) Strong 

phenotype during cuticle analysis, showing highly fragmented cuticle remnants. (J) Anterior patterning pheno-

type, head and thorax are completely missing. 
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In order to monitor and maintain screening quality, controls were included 

during the screening procedure. Buffer injections were done at the beginning and 

the end of every screening day as negative controls. dsRNAs against genes with 

known knock down phenotypes served as positive controls. Usually at least one 

positive control was injected per injection day. Although the screeners knew that 

they were injecting a positive control, they did not know which gene was targeted 

(Schmitt-Engel et al., in preparation). Due to the systematic approach of the 

iBeetle screen, also genes with known and often already published phenotypes 

were targeted by iBeetle dsRNAs (genes with known phenotypes). These genes 

served as internal positive controls for the screening procedure. The positions of 

these controls within the screen were unknown to the screeners and annotations 

for these genes with known phenotypes were collected and analyzed by Christian 

Schmitt-Engel after the first screening phase. 

The results for the controls are summarized in Figure 4-2. Data collection for 

the controls has been done by all screeners of the first iBeetle phase (including 

me). Analysis and processing of the data was done by Christian Schmitt-Engel. 

Figure is courtesy of Gregor Bucher and Christian Schmitt-Engel (Schmitt-Engel et 

al., in preparation). In summary over 80% of the positive controls were correctly 

annotated. Adding also the partially recognized phenotypes (positive controls 

where most but not all aspects of the phenotype were identified) increases this 

number to over 90%. Some of the phenotypes were missed by the screeners (in 

total 16 for larval and pupal screen together), and some were lost because of 

technical reasons. In most cases this was due to lethality as a result of the injec-

tion procedure before the RNAi effect of the control dsRNA became apparent. Re-

garding just the pupal injection screen, the number of recognized and recognized 

plus partially recognized phenotypes reached almost 90 % and 95 %, respectively 

(Figure 4-2).  

RNAi against genes with known phenotypes revealed in almost 80% of injec-

tions (51 of 65) the expected phenotype, correctly annotated by the screeners. For 

3 genes out of 65 the experiment resulted in technical lethality or the phenotype 

was missed by the respective screener. RNAi against 11 genes (17%) resulted in 

a reproducibly different phenotypes which could be explained by the technical pro-

cedure differing from those in the respective publication. During the iBeetle screen 

larvae and pupae were injected at very specific points of development, for pupae 
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this was a late pupal stage. For some of the genes with known phenotypes the de-

velopmental stage at injection had an influence on the resulting RNAi phenotype 

(Schmitt Engel, personal communication and Schmitt-Engel et al., in preparation). 

In the pupal injection screen all genes with known phenotypes were at least par-

tially recognized, for 6 of them the phenotype differed reproducibly from the pub-

lished phenotype (Figure 4-2 B). 

Finally, less than 2% (4 out of 251) of the negative controls (buffer injections) 

led to false positive annotations. Almost the same number (3 out of 251) resulted 

in technical lethality after injection (Figure 4-2 C). 

In summary the controls show that a high percentage of the positive controls 

was correctly annotated and only a low fraction of the negative controls led to false 

positive results. This supports the expectation that the iBeetle screen provides a 

reliable dataset for candidate gene selection.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 Results of the control injections 

Different controls were done in order to maintain and monitor screening quality. This panel shows the results 

of all controls of the first screening phase, including my own results. (A) Positiv control dsRNAs were injected 
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regularly as part of the screening procedure. The screeners knew that they were injecting a positive control 

but they did not know the targeted gene. In summary over 90 % of all positive controls were at least partially 

recognized. (B) Due to the systematic approach of the iBeetle screen, also genes with published and/or 

known phenotypes were targeted. These served as additional controls. Analysis of 65 genes with known phe-

notypes showed that almost 80 % were identified with the published or known phenotype. Injection of 11 

dsRNAs resulted in phenotypes reproducibly different from the published ones. 3 genes were missed during 

the screen. (C) in about 97% of the negative controls (buffer injections) no phenotype was annotated. This 

data was collected by all screeners of the first iBeetle screening phase and processed and combined by Chris-

tian Schmitt-Engel, panels courtesy of Gregor Bucher and C. Schmitt-Engel (Schmitt-Engel et al., in prepara-

tion). 

4.1.2 Candidate selection strategy 

As explained in the introduction (2.7 and 2.7.1) the iBeetle screen is de-

signed as a six year project with two major screening phases. I took part in the first 

screening phase, and as a result the whole iBeetle data collection was not com-

plete at the beginning of the analysis phase for this thesis. During the next sec-

tions I will describe how the final two candidates were selected for detailed anal-

yses, starting from about 3500 datasets. One dataset is the complete, aggregated 

information related to the injection of one individual iBeetle dsRNA, containing ex-

perimental documentation and comments, phenotype descriptions, and pictures. In 

general, two phases could be distinguished: the first comprised the selection of a 

primary set of candidates, only depending on the information available from the 

database. The second was an experimental phase, consisting of a reproduction of 

the iBeetle experiment and successive small-scale screening experiments to fur-

ther characterize the phenotypes (a workflow overview is shown in Figure 4-3). 

The single steps will be presented in detail in the next chapters. 
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Figure 4-3 From annotated phenotype to candidate 

Phenotypes were selected from a total of about 3500 individual datasets. First database search yielded 305 

annotations. Careful by hand inspection of the annotations eventually led to a selection of 47 primary candi-

dates for re-injection (reproduction of the iBeetle experiment). After phenotype analysis 29 verified candi-

dates were chosen for injection of a non-overlapping dsRNA fragment (NOF) and subjected to in situ hybridi-

zation analyses to identify expression patterns and to better characterize the embryonic phenotypes. From this 

list 2 final candidates were chosen for closer inspection and analyses.  

4.1.3 Selection of primary candidates 

By the conclusion of the first screening phase the database was searched for 

phenotypes that represented defects in head development during early embryo-

genesis. A preliminary search function in the iBeetle annotation database was 

used for this purpose because the final iBeetle database (http://ibeetle-base.uni-

goettingen.de/search/phenotypeSearch.jsf) was not complete at that time point. 

The search term for candidate selection was “pupal day 15/larval head” without 

any other restraints. “pupal day 15” restricted the search to the cuticle analysis 

step of the pupal injection screen. The additional term “larval head” selected all 

datasets which contained at least one annotation for the tagma head. No other fil-

ters were set in order to avoid losing potentially interesting phenotypes. The data-

base search yielded 305 hits out of about 3500 datasets for the pupal injection 

screen (status January 2012). Note that this number is not comparable to the 

numbers given in 4.1.1 for the total number of cuticle phenotypes in the iBeetle 

screen, where more stringent criteria were used. C. Schmitt-Engel took the hatch 

rate before cuticle preparation and the number of analyzable animals on the cuti-

cle preparation slide into account to define specific morphological defects of L1 

larval cuticles. This was done in order to exclude potential background effects or 

phenotypes of very low penetrance (Schmitt-Engel et al.).  

A step by step inspection of all datasets obtained by the search function was 

done to exclude cases of background and most likely not head specific pheno-

types. Phenotypes were not further considered if the hatch rate on day 13 was 

high (annotated with “70-100 %”), the “number of animals on slide” on day 15 was 

low (annotated with <20 or <50) and the phenotype itself showed an incidence of 

less than 30 %. Additionally, the pictures could often give a good impression of the 

potential quality of a head defect. Other important criteria concerned the pene-

trance and the specificity of the annotated phenotypes. The screening database 
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allowed four steps of penetrance annotation (explained in 3.6.1). All annotations 

over 50 % were considered to be highly penetrant. The specificity was defined as 

the impression given by the annotation of a phenotype and the corresponding pic-

tures in the respective dataset, meaning that head phenotypes coupled with a 

range of defects of different strength and in different body regions where only con-

sidered if the head phenotype was prevailing. Two exemplary annotations for 

highly penetrant phenotypes, one considered specific for head defects and one not 

considered specific, are given in Figure 4-4.  

The dataset-based candidate selection resulted in a list of 80 iBeetle num-

bers which were plausibly annotated to cause a specific head defect after RNAi 

(DVD, Excel worksheet ‘candidates’, folder ‘Candidates_List’). Any gene previ-

ously not reported to be involved in head development or anterior patterning was 

considered to be interesting. For this reason the phenotypes caused by the gene 

knock downs within this first list were very diverse. To get an impression about the 

modes of head defects detected during the screen and how they were represented 

among the detected cuticle phenotypes these 80 candidates were sorted into four 

categories: 

 Head bristle defects: usually quite subtle cuticle defects only affecting 

the head bristle pattern. 

 Head appendage altered/missing: the size, orientation, or shape of 

one or more pairs of head appendages was altered. Appendages 

could also be missing, but most head parts were present. 

 General head defects: broader head regions were affected or missing. 

 Anterior patterning: a phenotypic series was present on the cuticle 

analysis slide with different fractions of missing anterior body cuticle. 

The results of this rough categorisation are given in Figure 4-5. 12 of the 

candidate genes were already on a primary analysis list of other members of the 

iBeetle consortium and were sorted out to avoid double analysis. 2 genes were 

already known (Tc-pumilio and Tc-hunchback; Schröder, 2003, Schmitt-Engel, 

2010) and were consequently also not considered. Selecting for the most pene-

trant and specific of the remaining candidates allowed to sort out 19 more genes 

and resulted in 47 iB-numbers (DVD, Excel worksheet ‘candidates’, folder ‘Candi-

dates_List’) which were chosen for re-injection. 
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iB_03735 

 

Total percentage of affected eggs/embryos/larvae:   50–80%  

Strong defects (abdomen posterior partially remaining):  <30%  

Head not present:        <30% 

Head and thorax partially not present:    30–50%  

Procephalic head not present:      30–50% 

 

iB_00579 

 

Total percentage of affected eggs/embryos/larvae:   50%–80% 

Empty eggs (egg without cuticle):     30%–50% 

strong defects: cuticle remnants with some  

identifiable segments      <30%  

Strong defects (appendages partially remaining):    <30%  

Head, thorax and abdomen irregular:     <30%  

Head appendages position irregular     <30% 

Thorax segment partially not present:     <30% 

Abdomen segment number decreased:     <30% 

Head appendages partially not present:    <30% 

Figure 4-4 Exemplary annotations for head defects from the iBeetle database 

Given are the database annotations for two exemplary phenotypes. The annotations were slightly modified to 

enhance readability. The annotation for the upper candidate (iB_03735) is a good example for a gene poten-

tially involved in anterior patterning processes. Strong phenotypes showed absence of the entire larval cuticle 

except for parts of the abdomen, weak phenotypes showed only deletion of anterior head parts. All aspects of 

the annotation made sense in terms of anterior patterning processes, the phenotype was therefore considered 

as specific. The overall (total) penetrance was high (50–80 %). A comparative example is given with the anno-

tation for iB_00579: although the total penetrance was 50–80 % and therefore high, the annotation (together 

with the pictures) did not suggest a specific head patterning function, although the head or parts of the head 

were frequently affected. 
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Figure 4-5  Head phenotypes of primary candidates and phenotype categorization 

The figure shows four different categories of head defects which were detected during the iBeetle screen. All 

of them were considered relevant. Dorsal up and anterior to the left in all images. Images B’, C’, D’ and E’ 

show a higher magnification of the larval head in B, C, D and E, respectively. A displays the distribution of the 

phenotypes of the 80 preliminary candidates among the phenotypic categories. (B, B’) The Tribolium L1 larva 

bears all typical structures of an insect head, as well as an easily analyzable and consistent head bristle pat-

tern (Posnien and Bucher, 2010; Posnien et al., 2010; Schinko et al., 2008). (C) Head bristle defects: cuticle 

phenotypes could be subtle, in this cuticle the number of head bristles in the gena region is increased (yellow 

region in C’ ,compare to same region in B’). (D) Head appendage altered/missing: these phenotypes were 

characterized by missing or altered head appendages, here represented by a shortened and bent antenna 

(yellow structure in D’). (E, E’) General head defects: this group was defined by loss or alteration of broader 

head regions. In this cuticle labrum, antennae, and parts of the head capsule are missing. There could also be 

a smooth transition to anterior patterning phenotypes. (F, F’, F’’) Anterior patterning phenotypes: these pheno-

types usually showed a phenotypic series with a variable degree of absent anterior structures.  

4.2 Candidate selection, experimental phase 

Mining the iBeetle database yielded a number of 47 potential head patterning 

genes. Since the iBeetle project was designed as a first pass screen the pheno-
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types from the database were considered to be preliminary results. For this reason 

the first step in candidate gene selection was the confirmation of the iBeetle phe-

notypes in independent experiments for this group of 47 genes.  

4.2.1 Primary candidates: re-screen 

In order to get a better impression of the cuticle phenotypes and to confirm 

the screening results, the iBeetle dsRNAs were injected in the same strain used 

during the screen (Pig-19). The resulting F1 larval cuticles were analyzed. For 21 

of the candidates the cuticle phenotype was confirmed. In 19 cases the resulting 

phenotype was mostly confirmed. This means that the phenotype was detected, 

but with noticable different penetrance, or with other, originally not annotated phe-

notypic aspects. 7 dsRNAs did not result in the expected phenotype. Information 

about which iBeetle phenotypes could be reproduced can be found on the DVD 

(Excel worksheet ‘candidates’, folder ‘Candidates_List’).  

4.2.2 Selection of verified candidates 

After the re-injections a number of further candidate genes was sorted out. 

The selection of genes that were kept depended on the results of the cuticle phe-

notype analysis and the criteria (penetrance and specificity) remained the same as 

under 4.1.3. Only in one case a candidate was kept in spite of not being con-

firmed, due to an interesting phenotype annotated during the screen which af-

fected specifically the antenna (iB_05573). 25 genes of the original 47 remained 

for the next analysis steps. 4 additional iBeetle numbers (iB_04437, iB_04484, 

iB_04439, iB_04393) were added to the final list from the ongoing screening proc-

ess. The 29 candidates, together with information on the reproducibility of the 

iBeetle phenotype, are listed in Table 4-1 at the end of the next chapter (page 56). 

For the four candidates that were included from the ongoing screening process the 

original iBeetle experiment was not repeated and they were directly included in the 

downstream phenotype confirmation process. All chosen iBeetle candidates had 

an annotated penetrance of at least 30 % for the respective head phenotype and 

about 72 % (21 out of 29) showed a hatch rate of under 50 % which indicated em-

bryonic lethality after gene knock down (Excel worksheet ‘candidates’, folder 

‘Candidates_List’).  
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4.2.3 Reduction of candidates by expression pattern analysis and non-

overlapping fragment injection 

The group of 29 candidates was considered to serve as a pool for the selec-

tion of a small number of final candidates which were supposed to be analyzed in 

detail. For selecting the most reliable and at the same time interesting final genes, 

the candidates were simultaneously subjected to two small-scale screening ex-

periments to get an impression of: 

 The corresponding expression patterns 

 Potential off target effects or strain specific effects 

Gene expression in a localized domain can be an indication for a specific 

function in a certain region of the embryo during development. There are numer-

ous examples for genes which are locally expressed in the head region during 

Tribolium development like for instance Tc-orthodenticle1 (Tc-otd1), Tc-six3 and 

Tc-mex3 (Posnien et al., 2011; Schinko et al., 2008; Schoppmeier et al., 2009). 

Parts of and/or the entire coding sequences suggested by the gene models of the 

Tribolium gene browser (http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/gb2/gbrowse/tribolium/) of 

the chosen genes were cloned using gene specific primers and an embryonic 

cDNA collection. In case of iB_05636, cloning of a gene fragment was not suc-

cessful and the expression pattern for this candidate was consequently not ana-

lyzed.  

In order to determine the expression patterns of the potential candidate 

genes, the cloned gene fragments (sequences on DVD, folder Genes_Sequences, 

primers on DVD and in appendix) were used to synthesize RNA probes for whole 

mount in situ hybridization experiments on wild type (wt) Tribolium embryos. For 

three candidates localized gene expression could be detected during at least a 

subset of developmental stages. 

The only candidate gene for which a specific localized expression domain in 

the head region could be determined during embryonic development was the can-

didate iB_02587. During differentiated blastoderm stages it was expressed in se-

rosa cells and in the posterior pit (Figure 4-6 A). A roundish expression domain in 

the midline region anterior to the mandibular segment anlagen arose de novo dur-

ing early elongating germ band stages. Expression in the posterior germ band was 

also detected during these stages. Serosa expression clustered in a dorsal domain 
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(Figure 4-6 B, C). The head expression domain persisted until germ band retrac-

tion and disappeared slowly afterwards. Two lateral stripes of iB_02587 expres-

sion were observed in fully retracted embryos (Figure 4-6 D). Using the putatively 

complete coding region of this gene (clone M93) for blastx analysis resulted in the 

Serpin-27A (Spn27A) gene as the closest ortholog in Drosophila melanogaster. 

The gene codes for a serine protease inhibitor. Serpin-27A plays an essential role 

in localizing Toll signaling in Drosophila by spatially restricting the activity of the 

Easter protease and is thereby involved in dorsal-ventral axis formation in the fly. 

Drosophila embryos deficient for Serpin-27A function show high levels of Toll sig-

naling and fail to form a cuticle since all cells adopt the mesodermal fate (Hash-

imoto et al., 2003; Ligoxygakis et al., 2003). The function of the Tribolium ortholog 

appeared to be different, however, a specific head cuticle phenotype for this can-

didate could not be confirmed after injection of a NOF in the SB strain. Therefore 

iB_02587 was eventually sorted out from further analysis (see below). 

iB_04393 was initially expressed ubiquitously, during later germ band stages 

stronger expression could be detected in the embryonic midline, in the developing 

appendages and the segmental borders (Figure 4-6, E+F). The fly ortholog of this 

gene is Drosophila melanogaster fat (Dm\ft, FlyBase ID FBgn0001075) which is 

involved in cell adhesion and planar cell polarity (Ambegaonkar et al., 2012; Hynes 

and Zhao, 2000; Matakatsu and Blair, 2004). After revision of the cuticle pheno-

type for iB_04393 RNAi the phenotype turned out not to be head and head ap-

pendage specific, so this candidate was consequently sorted out of further analy-

sis.  

The third iBeetle candidate that showed a localized expression during in situ 

hybridization was iB_00388. During late embryonic stages (Figure 4-6 G) expres-

sion of iB_00388 was observed in the central nervous system (CNS). Referring to 

BLAST analysis this gene is the ortholog to APP-like protein interacting protein 1 

(Aplip1) from Drosophila. The late CNS expression was in accordance with data 

from Drosophila, where expression in neural tissue has also been reported (Taru 

et al., 2002). According to FlyBase (http://flybase.org/) Aplip1 transcripts are highly 

abundant in embryos 12–18 hours after egg deposition, and low and absent in 6–

12 hours and 0–6 hour old embryos, respectively. The head phenotype observed 

after injection of iB_00388 dsRNA could not be confirmed by injection of a NOF in 
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the SB strain and the candidate was eventually not followed up any further (see 

below). 

 

Figure 4-6  Expression patterns of verified candidates 

Orientation: anterior to the left for all pictures, for A: dorsal side up, B: dorsal view. The expression patterns of 

28 candidate genes were tested using RNA in situ hybridization probes. Three genes showed localized ex-

pression during at least a subset of embryonic stages. (A+B) iB_02587 (Tc-Spn27A) was expressed in serosa 

cells and in the posterior pit during differentiated blastoderm stages. During germ band stages the Tc-Spn27A 

expressing cells in the serosa clustered at the dorsal side (B). (B+C) During early germ band stages expres-

sion was detectable in the posterior and in a circular domain in the posterior pregnathal head anlage (arrow-

head in C). (D) Lateral stripes of expression could be detected during retracted germ band stages. (E) For 

iB_04393 (Tc-fat) domains of stronger gene expression were found in the epithelia of developing appendages 

during later germ band stages. Initially, this gene was uniformly expressed. (F) In retracted germ band stages 

stronger expression could also be detected in the ventral midline and between segmental borders (arrow-

head). (G) Localized expression for iB_00388 (ortholog of Dm-Aplip1) was detectable in the CNS during late 

embryonic stages. Dark stained spots laterally to the CNS expression (arrowheads) are unspecific stainings of 

the pleuropodia. (H) The in situ hybridization screen detected three genes with localized expression at least 

during a subset of embryonic stages. For 25 genes no localized expression was detected. 
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In spite of being usually highly specific, RNAi can cause off target effects due 

to sequence similarity to other genes. To identify potential off target effects, 

dsRNAs targeting independent (non-overlapping) sequence parts of the gene of 

interest were designed. These dsRNAs are here referred to as non-overlapping 

fragments (NOF). Furthermore, mutant phenotypes in mouse and Drosophila can 

depend on the genetic background of different strains (Dworkin et al., 2009; Gib-

son and van Helden, 1997; Linder, 2006; Pickett and Meeks-Wagner, 1995; 

Threadgill et al., 1995), a phenomenon that we have also observed for the RNAi 

effect in Tribolium (Kitzmann et al., 2013). To rule out off target and strain specific 

effects for the chosen final candidate genes, NOFs for 26 of the candidates were 

injected into female pupae of the Tribolium San Bernardino (SB) strain, followed 

by mating to SB male beetles. One candidate (iB_04393) was taken out of analy-

sis after revision of the phenotype annotation in the iBeetle database. For two 

genes the synthesis of the NOF was delayed and they were injected later into the 

Pig-19 strain. One phenotype could be confirmed, the other one not. For a total of 

13 genes the phenotype was confirmed after injection of the NOF. For a total of 15 

candidates at least a specific head phenotype was not confirmed. The reason why 

a high number of phenotypes was not reproduced, and whether this was due to 

the different strain or the NOF, was not analyzed in detail. Reproducibility of 

iBeetle phenotypes and strain and fragment specific effects are a topic in the pa-

per about the iBeetle screen and are discussed in more detail therein (Schmitt-

Engel et al., in preparation).  

Information which phenotypes were confirmed during this step of analysis is 

given in Table 4-1 (column ‘Validated Candidates NOF in SB strain’). Comprehen-

sive information on the candidates, also including the dsRNA sequences can be 

found on the DVD (Excel worksheet ‘candidates’, folder ‘Candidates_List’). 
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dsRNA_ID TC_Number 
Re-screen:  

Confirmed? 
Validated Candidates, NOF in SB strain: 

Confirmed? 
Validated Candidates: Results in situ 

screen 

iB_00009 TC000056 mostly no not localized 

iB_00067 TC000311 yes yes not localized 

iB_00388 TC002493 mostly no 
CNS expression during later germband 

stages 

iB_00992 TC006094 yes yes not localized 

iB_01098 TC006853 yes yes not localized 

iB_01217 TC007548 yes delayed delivery not confirmed in pBA19 not localized 

iB_01556 TC009450 mostly yes not localized 

iB_01702 TC010491 mostly yes not localized 

iB_02262 TC014225 mostly no not localized 

iB_02476 TC015430 mostly delayed delivery, confirmed in pBA19 not localized 

iB_02587 TC030076 yes head no, rest yes Serosa and head domain 

iB_03735 TC004374 yes no(fr.2)/yes (fr.3)>80% not localized 

iB_03951 TC005441 yes no not localized 

iB_04050 TC005983 yes no not localized 

iB_04130 TC006392 yes no not localized 

iB_05324 TC012802 yes no not localized 

iB_05326 TC012819 yes yes not localized 

iB_05394 TC013165 yes no (100% empty egg) not localized 

iB_05573 TC014156 no no not localized 

iB_05636 TC014467 mostly yes not cloned 

iB_01574 TC009549 yes no not localized 

iB_02881 TC006704 yes yes not localized 

iB_03525 TC003240 yes yes not localized 

iB_06031 TC030580 mostly no not localized 

iB_05754 TC015120 mostly yes not localized 

iB_04437 TC008149 Gene added later to analysis yes not localized 

iB_04484 TC008419 Gene added later to analysis no not localized 

iB_04439 TC008169 Gene added later to analysis no not localized 

iB_04393 TC007877 Gene added later to analysis Sorted out due to not specific head phenotype 
initially ubiquitous, during later 

germband stages stronger expression in 
midline and limbbuds   

Table 4-1 Group of 29 candidates: results of phenotype confirmation experiments and in situ 

hybridization screen 

Given are the dsRNA IDs from the iBeetle screen (dsRNA ID), the corresponding gene identifiers according to 

BeetleBase (http://beetlebase.org/cgi-bin/gbrowse/BeetleBase3.gff3/) (TC-number), the reproducibility of the 

phenotype during the re-injection experiments (Re-screen: Confirmed?), the reproducibility of the phenotype 

after injection of a non-overlapping fragment (Validated Candidates, NOF in SB strain: Confirmed?) and 

the results of the screen for the gene expression patterns (Validated Candidates: Results in situ screen).  

4.2.4 Tc-wingless expression in candidate RNAi embryos 

The aim of this project was the identification of genes which are required for 

early anterior patterning processes. To this end RNAi embryos were analyzed to 

verify if knock down of the candidate genes resulted in specific anterior defects 
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during early embryonic stages or if the observed effects in larval cuticles were 

rather secondary due to general disruption of embryogenesis or later cuticle secre-

tion. RNAi embryos were collected for all 26 injections from the non-overlapping 

fragment (NOF) injection in the SB strain experiment (4.2.3, Table 4-1). The em-

bryo collections contained about 8–24 h old embryos which developed at 31°C 

and were collected over a period of about one week. To facilitate phenotype identi-

fication and interpretation the embryos were stained for expression of the segment 

polarity gene Tc-wingless (Tc-wg). Tc-wg is expressed in a segmental pattern in 

the Tribolium germ band (Nagy and Carroll, 1994). Germ band stage embryos 

were analyzed for phenotypic defects and Tc-wg misexpression. This experiment 

was done once for every candidate and some of the dsRNA injected females 

showed decreased egg deposition, resulting in limited RNAi embryos for pheno-

type analysis. For this reason the results must be seen as preliminary. For 15 

dsRNA injections the observed phenotype was wild type, or the amount of ob-

tained germ band stage embryos was not sufficient to draw a conclusion (not 

shown). Figure 4-7 depicts embryos from those 11 embryo collections where mor-

phological or Tc-wg-expression defects could be detected in at least three germ 

band stage embryos. For some of the candidate genes a head specific knock 

down effect could not be confirmed by NOF injection into the SB strain (marked by 

a red box in the right column of Figure 4-7). For many of the not confirmed candi-

dates a high number of strong phenotypes or empty eggs (no detectable cuticle in 

the egg after cuticle preparation) was found during cuticle analysis. This might be 

an indication for a rather broad and more general developmental defect. It might 

also be that the phenotype observed after injection into the SB strain was stronger 

than the phenotype obtained in the Pig-19 strain. For other candidates the cuticle 

phenotype could be confirmed (green boxes) but the embryonic phenotype looked 

rather unspecific for head or anterior patterning defects (e.g. iB_00992, Figure 4-7 

B–B’’; iB_01556 Figure 4-7 C–C’’; iB_03525, Figure 4-7 F–F’’). For these three 

candidates also high numbers of strong cuticle defects, not head specific defects, 

or empty eggs were documented for the cuticle analysis. Because the embryonic 

phenotypes indicated general developmental defects these candidates were no 

longer considered. 

One interesting observation was the shift of the ocular Tc-wg-expression do-

main towards a more anterior central position seen for the candidate iB_05754 
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(Figure 4-7 K–K’’). This effect was observed in several embryos. Although the cu-

ticle preparation for this candidate showed a high number of empty eggs and 

strong defects and the head defects which were seen did not appear to be spe-

cific, the embryonic phenotype suggests specific RNAi-mediated defects in the 

head tissue. It might well be that this gene is involved in head patterning as well as 

in other developmental processes during embryogenesis. This might result in plei-

otropic effects on level of the L1 epidermis which hampers the interpretation of the 

cuticle phenotype. Finally, for two of the tested candidates specific anterior defects 

were observed in the cuticle preparations as well as in Tc-wg-stained RNAi em-

bryos. For this reason they were selected for a detailed analysis. 

iB_02881 showed a high penetrance of headless or head-defective cuticles 

in the cuticle collection. These phenotypes will be explained in more detail in 4.3.1, 

pictures are given in Figure 4-10. Headless or head size reduced embryos were 

also found in the RNAi embryos stained for expression of Tc-wg by in situ hybridi-

zation. Additionally, anterior stripes for Tc-wg expression were often missing 

(Figure 4-7 E–E’’). 

Two NOF dsRNAs, covering the original iBeetle fragment, were injected for 

iB_03735. Injection of the first NOF dsRNA against iB_03735 did not result in de-

fects on the L1 cuticle, and also no developmental defects were found in the RNAi 

embryos stained for Tc-wg expression. However, injection of a second NOF re-

sulted with high penetrance in the cuticle phenotype observed in the screen and 

the analysis of RNAi embryos also confirmed specific anterior defects (Figure 4-7 

G–G’’). Cuticle phenotypes for iB_03735 RNAi displayed head defects and miss-

ing anterior body regions (shown in Figure 4-27). The different phenotypes ob-

tained after injection of different dsRNAs for this candidate suggested a transcript- 

or splice variant-specific knock down effect for this gene. The gene model and the 

dsRNA fragments which resulted in head and anterior patterning phenotypes for 

iB_03735 will be shown later (4.4). 
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Figure 4-7 Tc-wg in situ hybridization screen in candidate RNAi embryos 

Germ band stage embryos of different age were stained for the expression of the segment polarity gene Tc-

wg. The column to the right gives a brief summary for the results of the corresponding cuticle analysis for NOF 
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injections in SB females. Green boxes: iBeetle phenotype confirmed, red boxes: iBeetle phenotype not con-

firmed. Anterior to the left for all embryos. Embryos in one row are successively older from left to right. Not all 

embryos in one column are the same age. (A–A’’) In wild type embryos Tc-wg is expressed in every segment 

and in the posterior segment addition zone or growth zone (gz). Abbreviations for the segments are given next 

to the corresponding Tc-wg-stripe. oc: ocular, ic: intercalary. Abbreviations for the other segments are the 

same as in Figure 4-1 and can also be found in the abbreviation list. (B–B’’) Embryos after RNAi against 

iB_00992 showed missing or irregular Tc-wg stripes and sometimes abnormal morphology. (C–C’’) The RNAi 

phenotype of iB_01556 looked similar but stronger. (D+D’) iB_01574 RNAi could cause loss of almost all Tc-

wg stripes, however morphological defects were not as severe as in B’’–C’’. (E–E’’) Knock down of iB_02881 

resulted in smaller headlobes or deletions of entire anterior body regions. (F, F’’) iB_03525 RNAi could result 

in complete absence of Tc-wg-stripes associated with smaller headlobes. However, also relatively intact em-

bryos with missing posterior Tc-wg stripes were observed in the embryo collection (F’). (G–G’’) Knock down of 

iB_03735 led to headless embryos (G’’) or reduced heads. Note the point-like ocular Tc-wg expression do-

mains in G and G’ (arrowheads). (H) Early stage embryo of RNAi against iB_04050 which showed severe 

morphological defects and impaired Tc-wg expression. In later stage embryos, a thinner germ band with miss-

ing posterior Tc-wg stripes was observed (H’). In some embryos the germ band was shortened (H’’). (I) Young 

germ band stage embryo after iB_06031 RNAi, morphologically similar to the phenotype seen in G. Also the 

ocular Tc-wg expression stripe was changed to a point like expression domain (arrowhead). (I’ and I’’) Tc-wg 

pattern of this embryo was only mildly affected, however, the embryo in I’’ showed strong defecs in Tc-wg 

pattern and general morphology. (J–J’’) Tc-wg expression was lost in some segments of iB_03951 RNAi em-

bryos. (K–K’’) Random loss of segmental Tc-wg-expression was detected in iB_05754 RNAi embryos. Note 

the anterior shift of the ocular (oc) Tc-wg expression in K’ and K’’ (compare to A’ and A’’). Lack of anterior 

tissue could potentially also be seen in the young embryo in K (black arrowhead).  

4.3 Identification, isolation and characterization of iB_02881 as 

Tribolium smurf  

BLAST analysis using the translated nucleotide sequence of the iB_02881 

iBeetle fragment against non-redundant protein sequences of Drosophila 

melanogaster (blastx) using the online BLAST algorithm 

(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi; National Center for Biotechnology Informa-

tion,NCBI) resulted in the gene lethal with a checkpoint kinase (FlyBase symbol 

Dmel\lack) as closest fly homolog. The FlyBase ID is FBgn0029006. Other names 

for the gene product according to FlyBase are DSmurf, dSmurf, Smurf, D-smurf 

and dSmurf1 (the abbreviation Smurf is for Smad ubiquitination regulatory factor, 

Zhu et al., 1999). Reciprocal BLAST in Tribolium confirmed the orthology and 

identified a hypothetical protein. The iBeetle dsRNA iB_02881 targets a gene with 

the number TC_006704. I will refer to the Drosophila ortholog under the name 

DSmurf, since this is the name used in the first publication studying the function of 

this gene (Podos et al., 2001). Smurf1 and Smurf2 are the vertebrate orthologs 
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(Lin et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 1999). Consequently I will refer to the Tribolium gene 

as Tc-smurf. Using the Tribolium genome browser and the AUGUSTUS prediction 

‘UTR and hints from cDNA’, gene specific primers (JSP143 and JSP145) were 

generated to isolate the presumably entire coding sequence (CDS) of Tc-smurf 

from an embryonic cDNA collection. The isolated sequences resembled the pre-

dicted gene model in general, showing only slight differences (Figure 4-8 A, se-

quences and alignments on DVD, folder Genes_Sequences/iB_02881_TcSmurf, 

file Alignment_Figure4_8). Two CDS transcripts (JS_M111 and JS_M109) of 

2736 bp and 2748 bp were isolated. The 12 nucleotides that caused the difference 

between the two isolated transcripts were located at the 5’ region of exon 5. The 

transcripts encoded gene products of 910 AA and 914 AA respectively. 

Tc-smurf encodes a HECT-type E3 ubiquitin ligase of the Nedd4 family. E3 

ligases catalyze the last step in the ubiqitination process by accepting the ubiquitin 

from a ubiquitin conjugating protein and catalyzing its transfer to the target protein. 

In HECT-type E3s the C-terminal HECT domain is necessary for enzymatic activity 

through a conserved cysteine, which forms thioester bonds with the ubiquitin mol-

ecule (Huang et al., 1999; Rotin and Kumar, 2009). For Tc-Smurf, protein domains 

and the catalytic cysteine were identified using PROSITE (Swiss Institute of Bioin-

formatics). The cysteine was found to be localized at AA position 878 and 882 for 

the translated nucleotide sequences of clone M111 and M109, respectively. Addi-

tionally to the enzymatic HECT domain Tc-Smurf contains an N-terminal C2 do-

main and three WW domains (Figure 4-8 A+B). See introduction (2.6.1.1) for in-

formation on the different protein domains. 

BLAST search using blastx in the Tribolium genome with JS_M111 as tem-

plate did not yield a second smurf paralog in the beetle. This is consistent with da-

ta from other protostomes as, according to my BLAST approach (3.3, Orthology 

and phylogeny analysis) all analyzed protostome taxa contained only one smurf 

gene. The two closest hits after the Tc-smurf sequence (TC006704, Score 1647, 

Identity 99 %) were the Tribolium orthologs to the HECT type E3 ubiquitin ligases 

Nedd4 (TC008896, Score 379, Identity 49 %) and suppressor of deltex 

(TC014416, Score 376, Identity 48 %). Phylogenetic analysis using the neighbor 

joining method, the C. elegans Protein WWP-1 as outgroup and based on align-

ments of either the entire protein sequence or only the HECT domain confirmed 

the BLAST results and grouped Tc-Smurf to the Smurf protein group with high 
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similarity to DSmurf. The identified Tc-Nedd4 groups to the Nedd4 clade, confirm-

ing the assumption that only one true Smurf paralog exists in Tribolium (Figure 

4-9, alignments on DVD, folder Smurf_Phylogeny/Alignments). 

 

 

Figure 4-8  Gene model and molecular characterization of Tribolium Smurf 

(A) Gene model of Tc-smurf. Shown are the positions of the untranslated regions (white), exons (grey), and 

introns (red). The light blue annotations below the depicted transcripts (JS_M109 and JS_M111) show the 

location of different dsRNA sequences used in this study with respect to the Tc-smurf cDNA sequence. Dark 

blue, green, and yellow annotations show the positions of the encoded, conserved protein domains. The pur-

ple annotation indicates the position of the 12 nucleotides which are present in JS_M109 and absent in 

JS_M111. (B) Depicted is the 910 AA version of Tc-Smurf. The protein contains a C-terminal catalytic HECT 

domain (active cysteine depicted as a red C), three substrate-binding WW domains and an N-terminal C2 

domain. The C2 domain might be involved in membrane binding and in binding to certain substrates. For 

comparison other members of the NEDD4 family are shown. One of the major differences between different 

Smurf proteins applies to the number of WW domains. Protein domains were identified using PROSITE (Swiss 

Institute of Bioinformatics). Tc: Tribolium castaneum (red flour beetle), Dm: Drosophila melanogaster (com-

mon fruit fly), Hs: Homo sapiens (human), Ml: Mnemiopsis leidy (sea walnut, comb jelly). Numbers on top indi-

cate AA position, images created with Geneious version 7.0 (Biomatters).  

 

 

Figure 4-9 (next page) Phylogenetic analysis of Tribolium Smurf 

Phylogenetic trees were constructed by using a MUSCLE alignment based on the entire amino acid sequence 

(A) or on the HECT domain only (B) with the neighbour joining method. T.castaneum Smurf groups with high 

bootstrap value in the Smurf clade (green), with high similarity to Drosophila DSmurf. Tree and image created 

with Geneious version 7.0 (Biomatters). The complete species names, as well as their common names, phy-

lum and Taxonomy ID are given in Table 3-2 (materials and methods section 3.3). 
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4.3.1 Tribolium smurf expression and RNAi phenotype 

To analyze the expression pattern of Tc-smurf, DIG-labeled RNA antisense 

probes were synthesized based on either the entire coding sequence (JS_M111) 

of the Tc-smurf gene or on a 3’-part (JS_M115, Figure 4-8 A). These probes were 

used for in situ hybridization on embryos aged 0-48 hours, development at 31°C. 

Sense probes served as negative controls. No locally restricted expression of Tc-

smurf could be detected at any stages analyzed, suggesting uniform expression of 

this gene. This is in accordance with data for Drosophila DSmurf, which is also re-

ported to be expressed uniformly (Podos et al., 2001). 

Tc-smurf was identified because of the highly penetrant anterior patterning 

phenotype detected during the iBeetle screen (exemplary phenotypes Figure 4-10 

C and D). To rule out possible off target effects, two non-overlapping dsRNAs 

(iBeetle fragment 2 and iBeetle fragment 3, Figure 4-8 A), covering the original 

iBeetle fragment, had been injected during the ‘verified candidate’ phase (4.2.3). 

Applying parental RNAi, both fragments resulted in the same phenotype as ob-

served in the iBeetle screen with a high incidence of cuticles with anterior defects 

(Figure 4-10 C). These cuticle phenotypes were characterized by missing anterior 

body parts, mainly defective heads, but also by deletions of the entire anterior lar-

val region, including thoracic segments, while dorsal-ventral identity of the remain-

ing cuticle was concurrently retained. Using dsRNA based on a more 3’ part of the 

mRNA (JS_M115 fragment, Figure 4-8 A) resulted also in anterior patterning de-

fects, but the observed phenotypes were more severe and many cuticles dis-

played only some remaining abdominal segments (Figure 4-10 D). Also a high 

number of “empty eggs” (EE) occurred, indicating that these animals died before 

they were able to secrete a cuticle, or that they did not develop at all. To check 

whether these stronger phenotypes were unspecific off-target effects or, in con-

trast, represented a more efficient knock down of the Tc-smurf transcript, a third 

cDNA fragment was created as a dsRNA template. This fragment was based on 

the sequence of mainly exon 5 and 6 of the Tc-smurf gene (Exon 5+6 fragment, 

Figure 4-8 A). All dsRNA fragments were also testet for potential off-target effects 

using E-RNAi (German Cancer Research Center, http://www.dkfz.de/signaling/e-

rnai3/, see also 3.4). To compare the different effects of these fragments, adult 

females of the Pig-19 strain were injected with dsRNA against the non-overlapping 

iBeetle fragment 1, JS_M115 fragment and Exon 5+6 fragment (based on 
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JS_M111). Injection of dsRNA targeting DsRed served as a negative control. 

Since Drosophila DSmurf is reported to regulate Dpp signaling in the fly (introduc-

tion, see also Liang et al., 2003; Podos et al., 2001) and Tc-Sog is also a pub-

lished antagonist to Tc-Dpp during early Tribolium development (van der Zee et 

al., 2006, see introduction), RNAi against Tc-short-gastrulation (Tc-sog) was in-

cluded as a positive control and for phenotype comparison. 

Animals that hatched and crawled through the 300 µm mesh into glycerol 

were scored as wild type (wt), since Tc-sog and Tc-smurf RNAi phenotypes were 

lethal and did not hatch. Together with cuticles with wild type morphology during 

cuticle preparation they represented the group “wild type”. Anterior patterning de-

fects were sorted into three categories, depending on how many tagmata were af-

fected (Figure 4-10 E): ‘only head affected’, ‘head and thorax affected’ or ‘head 

and thorax completely absent’. In addition, cuticles were scored as completely 

dorsalized if they showed a tube-like phenotype without detectable ventral struc-

tures (example in Figure 4-10 B) especially in cases when ventral structures were 

replaced by duplication of dorsal structures. The group “empty egg and very 

strong” described empty vitelline membranes that showed only small cuticle rem-

nants or did not contain an identifiable cuticle at all. These remnants were in case 

of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos usually hindgut cuticle and/or urogomphi. The group 

“other” represented phenotypes which could not be reliably grouped into one of the 

previous categories. These were for instance cuticle fragments or balls without de-

tectable dorsal-ventral (DV) or anterior-posterior (AP) polarity but also other kind of 

cuticle phenotypes that occur occasionally in wild type egg collections. 

Over 90 % of the offspring of DsRed dsRNA injected animals hatched and 

showed a wild type phenotype while 3 out of 208 analyzed animals showed head 

defects. Tc-sog RNAi caused a complete dorsalization (“double dorsal” phenotype) 

in over 80 % of the analyzed cuticles, characterized by a tube-like cuticle which 

displays only the typical long dorsal bristles, some of them having a basal scale. 

Another typical feature of the Tc-sog-RNAi phenotype was a second pair of poste-

rior urogomphi, a dorsal body structure. This indicated a complete dorsalization of 

the body cuticle along the anterior-posterior axis. The head cuticle was always 

missing in these phenotypes (see also van der Zee et al., 2006) (Figure 4-10 B 

and E). Head defects without dorsalization of the remaining body cuticle was found 

in 3 out of 313 analyzed Tc-sog RNAi cuticles. 
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Figure 4-10  Cuticle phenotypes of Tc-Smurf RNAi using various dsRNA template fragments 

Loss of Tc-smurf function resulted in anterior patterning defects and potentially strong phenotypes. Anterior to 

the left for cuticles. A and C lateral views, B unknown, D ventral view. (A) Wild type L1 cuticle. Note the differ-

ences between the dorsal and ventral bristle pattern. ug: urogomphi, pg: pygopodia. (B) Tc-sog RNAi cuticle. 
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The head is absent and cuticle is completely dorsalized. Arrowheads point to duplicated urogomphi. (C) Weak 

Tc-smurf phenotype, only parts of the head cuticle are affected by the knock down. (D) Stronger Tc-smurf 

knock down phenotype in ventral view. Only about 6 abdominal fragments are remaining, but dorsal-ventral 

integrity does not seem to be affected. Arrowhead points to typical ventral bristles. (E) Result of a comparative 

RNAi experiment using dsRNAs against DsRed (negative control) Tc-sog and different dsRNAs against Tc-

smurf.  

All three different Tc-smurf dsRNA fragments caused anterior defects after 

injection, but with different penetrance and strength. RNAi using dsRNA against 

iBeetle Fragment 1 caused defects of only the head or the head and the thorax in 

over 70 % of the animals. In contrast, RNAi using the JS_M115 fragment led to a 

high number of cuticles with only varying portions of the abdomen remaining and a 

higher amount of ‘empty egg and very strong’ phenotypes. RNAi using the Exon 

5+6 fragment led to an even higher amount of ‘empty egg and very strong’ pheno-

types and a smaller number of cuticles that showed a clear anterior patterning 

phenotype (about 25 %). All cuticles that were grouped into the anterior patterning 

categories retained some DV-polarity, which could be identified by characteristic 

ventral bristles or the pygopodia, although anterior structures of these cuticle rem-

nants were occasionally dorsalized. In no case a double urogomphi phenotype 

could be detected in any cuticle resulting from Tc-smurf knock down. Deletion of 

body parts was found in all cases at the anterior of the animals, with the posterior 

being less prone to the loss of Tc-smurf function. The amount of missing anterior 

tissue could be very different between cuticles within one injection, but especially 

between cuticles that arose from the injection of different dsRNA fragments 

(Figure 4-10 E). In summary all Tc-smurf dsRNA fragments caused an anterior 

patterning defect with a very low number of phenotypically wild type animals 

(6,6 %, 4,4 % and 0 % for iBeelte fragment 1, JS_M115 fragment and Exon 5+6 

fragment, respectively).  

We have recently reported that RNAi effects in Tribolium can be strain spe-

cific (Kitzmann et al., 2013). To finally exclude this possibility for Tc-smurf, the dif-

ferent dsRNA fragments were injected in different beetle strains (Pig-19 and SB). 

RNAi against DsRed and buffer injections served as negative controls. After adult 

injection, two-day egg-collections of eight living females for each condition were 

gathered on day 13 and day 19 after injection (dai), respectively. Cuticle prepara-

tions were done four days later. The phenotypes of the hatched animals were ana-

lyzed, counted and grouped into four categories similar to the approach in Figure 
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4-10 E. Hatched larvae and phenotypically wild type animals on the cuticle prepa-

ration slide were scored as “wild type”. All head defects and anterior deletions 

were collectively sorted as “anterior defect”. The category “other defect” combined 

all phenotypes that could not be clearly counted as wild type or anterior patterning 

phenotypes. In the case of Tc-smurf RNAi cuticle preparations, this group con-

sisted almost entirely of empty eggs, heavily fragmented cuticles, or very small cu-

ticle remnants. 

The rate of “other defects” was higher for the SB strain in all experimental 

conditions and represented about 20–25 % of all examined animals for the buffer 

injections and the DsRed RNAi control, whereas the rate of these unspecific phe-

notypes was under 10 % for the Pig-19 strain. Anterior defects occurred only in 

some individual cases in both strains. The numbers between the two independent 

egg collections were mostly similar. 

RNAi with the Tc-smurf iBeetle fragment 1 dsRNA resulted in anterior defects 

in over 65 % and over 80 % of all analyzed animals in the SB and Pig-19 strain, 

respectively. Phenotypically wild type animals were more frequent for the injection 

in the Pig-19 strain than for the injection in SB, suggesting a stronger sensitivity of 

the SB strain for the Tc-smurf knock down. The fraction of “other defects” was 

higher for SB (about 30 %) than for Pig-19 (about 5 %). The numbers between the 

two egg collections were mostly similar. 

RNAi with the Tc-smurf JS_M115 fragment dsRNA resulted in anterior de-

fects in 37–42 % and 44–62 % of all analyzed animals in the SB and Pig-19 strain, 

respectively. Phenotypically wild type animals were not detected. The fraction of 

“other defects” was slightly higher for SB (about 60 %) than for Pig-19 (38–56 %). 

The numbers for SB were similar between the egg collections. For the injection 

into the Pig-19 strain a decrease of ‘other defects’ (56 % to 38 %) in favour of ‘an-

terior defects’ (44 % to 62 %) could be observed between day 13 and 19 after in-

jection. 

RNAi with the Tc-smurf Exon 5+6 fragment resulted in a low number of clear 

anterior defects in both the SB and the Pig-19 strain (about 1–7 % for SB and 4–

19 % for Pig-19). The amount of ‘other defects’ was very high compared to all 

other conditions, especially in SB (about 90–99 %) but also in Pig-19 (62–72 %). 

Obvious differences between the two strains affected mainly the amount of ani-

mals scored as phenotypically wild type. After injection into the SB strain almost 
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none (0–3 %) were scored as wt while in the Pig-19 strain about 19–24 % were 

sorted into this category. Similar to RNAi with the Tc-smurf iBeetle fragment 1 the 

SB strain appeared more sensitive to Tc-smurf knock down. 

In summary, the phenotypes for the different Tc-smurf RNAi approaches 

were consistent between the different strains. Differences seen between the dif-

ferent fragments in the Pig-19 strain could also be observed in the SB strain. Al-

though phenotypes in the SB strain in general appeared to be slighly stronger, real 

strain specific effects for Tc-smurf RNAi were not apparent. The differences in the 

amount of ‘anterior defects’ and ‘other defects’ between the different Tc-smurf 

RNAi approaches raised the question whether the ‘other defects’ were qualitatively 

different phenotypes or just the result of a more efficient knock down. There were 

several reasons to consider the second assumption. The group of ‘other defects’ 

consisted almost entirely of empty eggs, heavily fragmented cuticles or very small 

cuticle remnants in case of Tc-smurf RNAi phenotypes. This could be seen in the 

experiment depicted in Figure 4-10, where EE and strong defects were seperately 

counted from all other defects. A smaller number of clear anterior patterning phe-

notypes coincided with a higher number of EE and very strong defects if the re-

sults for the different Tc-smurf RNAi approaches were compared. These empty 

eggs could result from embryonic lethality before cuticle secretion. Another indica-

tion was the decline in ‘other defects’ in favour of ‘anterior defects’ between 13 dai 

and 19 dai after injection of the Tc-smurf JS_M115 fragment dsRNA into the Pig-

19 strain (Figure 4-11). Although the RNAi effect was in most cases stable for the 

19 days of the experiment this observation was potentially the result of a decline of 

the knock down effect during the phase of the experiment. 

Figure 4-11 (next page) Tc-smurf cuticle phenotypes in different strains using various dsRNA template 

fragments 

Two day egg collections of eight injected adult females were gathered at 13 and 19 days after injection (dai) 

and aged for four days at 31°C. All progeny were scored and sorted in different phenotypic categories. wild 

type: animals hatched or no defect of the L1 epidermis detectable. Anterior defect: head defects or anterior 

deletions. Still remaining dorsal-ventral polarity. Other defect: all other kind of defects. Usually empty eggs or 

fragmented cuticles that could not be reliably analyzed. Buffer injections and RNAi against DsRed served as 

negative controls. The different strains did not result in qualitatively different phenotypes, but in some cases 

the SB strain appeared to be stronger affected by the RNAi effect than the Pig-19 strain. All Tc-smurf dsRNA 

fragments resulted in anterior defects after injection. The amount of other defects (not analyzable due to miss-

ing or heavily affected cuticle) differed strongly between injections of different Tc-smurf dsRNA fragments. See 

text for more details. 
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To address the question whether many of the Tc-smurf RNAi embryos died 

prior to cuticle secretion but succeeded to a certain point of development, fuchsine 

stainings were done on embryos resulting from the different RNAi experiments de-

picted in Figure 4-10 E. dsRNA injections took place in the Pig-19 strain. Fuchsine 

staining allowed to discriminate between embryonic tissue with a high density of 

red stained nuclei and the surrounding extraembryonic tissue and yolk with less 

densely packed nuclei. Embryos that developed 24-48 h at 31°C were chosen for 

staining, since in a wild type embryo collection all animals in this clutch would have 

reached the fully developed germ band stage. This was confirmed in the DsRed 

RNAi control collection, since over 97 % of the scored embryos showed a proper 

embryonic germ band (Figure 4-12 A and B). Tc-sog RNAi embryos showed a de-

veloped germ band in over 80 % of the analyzed embryos. However, the germ 

band was usually less broad and the head tissue was missing in all germ bands 

analyzed more thoroughly, although this was not analyzed in detail (Figure 4-12 A 

and C) (see also van der Zee et al., 2006). Tc-sog RNAi also led to a larger frac-

tion of embryos without any detectable embryonic tissue (about 15 %). Over 94 % 

of embryos subjected to knock down of Tc-smurf using the iBeetle fragment 1 

showed a germ band, usually with missing or potentially dispersing anterior tissue. 

Similar effects could be observed for knock down of Tc-smurf using the JS_M115 

fragment. Identifiable germ bands were found in more than 85 % of the embryos 

analyzed. However, the germ bands looked often shorter than those resulting from 

the knock down using the Tc-smurf iBeetle fragment 1. The fraction of embryos 

that did not show any detectable embryonic tissue at all was largest for the RNAi 

approach using the Tc-smurf Exon 5+6 fragment (about 46 %). Still, about 44 % of 

the embryos in this sample showed a proper germ band, often with great portions 

of anterior tissue missing or potentially despersing, as also observed for the other 

Tc-smurf RNAi approaches (Figure 4-12 A, D and E). Comparing these results to 

the numbers of anterior patterning phenotypes detected in L1 cuticle preparations 

(Figure 4-10 E), indicated that especially after RNAi using the JS_M115 fragment 

and Tc-smurf Exon 5+6 fragment a large fraction of embryos developed a germ 

band but never secreted a cuticle. However, it could not yet be clarified whether 

some embryos did not develop at all after Tc-smurf knock down. 
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Figure 4-12 Embryonic phenotype caused by Tc-smurf knock down 

(A) Quantitative analysis of the fuchsine staining. See text for more details. (B–E) Fuchsine stainings on RNAi 

embryos. Anterior to the left and dorsal side up in B–E. In the germ band in C the anterior ventral side faces to 

the viewer. (B) Retracting germ band stage DsRed RNAi embryo serving as negative control. All head parts 

are present. (C) Tc-sog RNAi embryo. The germ band is less broad and all embryonic structures anterior to 

the labial segment are missing. (D) Tc-smurf RNAi embryo. Note that the embryo is minimum 24 h of age. wild 

type embryos of this stage are fully elongated and would be displaying limb buds. The embryonic nuclei in the 
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anterior look less densely packed and more scattered than after DsRed and Tc-sog RNAi. Arrowhead points 

to a very weak and thin headlobe. (E) Embryo taken from the same knock down experiment as (D) but pro-

ceeded further in development. Some abdominal segments look morphologically wild type, but anterior tissue 

including the thoracic segments and the limbs is missing or decreased. The left arrowhead points to remnants 

of embryonic tissue. A gap is visible between this anterior tissue and the anterior of the remaining germ band, 

which like the embryo in (D) shows less densely packed and more scattered nuclei (right arrowhead).  

In summary RNAi mediated knock down of Tc-smurf resulted in anterior de-

fects with all different dsRNA fragments used for injection. These anterior defects 

represented the highest consistency between the knock down phenotypes. De-

fects in L1 cuticles as well as in embryonic tissue primarily affected the anterior 

region of the animals. One big difference between the phenotypes seen in L1 cuti-

cles after Tc-smurf knock down affected the amount of remaining cuticle. This 

could differ strongly between the different dsRNA fragments used for RNAi but 

also between different cuticles resulting from one particular egg collection. All Tc-

smurf RNAi embryos used for downstream analysis in the following chapters re-

sulted from injection with the Tc-smurf JS_M115 fragment. 

 

4.3.2 TUNEL stainings in Tc-smurf RNAi 

RNAi against Tc-smurf led to head defects and anterior deletions in cuticle 

preparations as well as embryos. Cuticle phenotypes often only displayed a few 

remaining abdominal segments, i.e. all remaining segments of these phenotypes 

were derived from the growth zone. In Tc-smurf RNAi embryos stained for expres-

sion of the segmental marker Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) (Nagy and Carroll, 1994) ante-

rior Tc-wg stripes were frequently missing (Figure 4-7 E and E’). Moreover, Tc-

smurf RNAi embryos analyzed morphologically using fuchsine stainings usually 

showed missing anterior tissue and often less densely packed nuclei in the ante-

rior of the remaining embryo. For this reason a TUNEL assay was performed to 

check for cell death in wild type, Tc-sog, and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos.  

Usually no apoptosis was detected in wt embryos during blastoderm stages. 

This was also true for Tc-sog or Tc-smurf knock down embryos (not shown). Many 

elongating germ band stage embryos showed high levels of apoptosis in the ante-

rior of the embryo after RNAi against Tc-sog or Tc-smurf, which could never be 

seen to such an extend in the wild type (Figure 4-13 A and B). Early germ band 

stages of Tc-sog RNAi embryos showed apoptosis in the very anterior of the em-

bryo (Figure 4-13 C). In fully elongated and retracting germ band stage embryos 
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increased cell death could be detected in the embryonic midline and to some ex-

tend in the anterior (Figure 4-13 C and D). No increase in TUNEL-stained cells 

compared to the wt was detected for very early Tc-smurf RNAi germ rudiments or 

germ band stage embryos (Figure 4-13 E, due to the small headlobes it is clearly 

identifiable, that the embryo shown was affected by the knock down of Tc-smurf). 

During germ band elongation, high levels of cell death were detected in the ante-

rior region of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos (Figure 4-13 F and F’). The embryo depicted 

in Figure 4-13 F shows only excessive cell death in the very anterior, more poste-

rior parts of the animal are free of apoptotic cells and also look morphologically 

wild type. Many embryos, like the one shown in F’, showed high levels of apop-

tosis in a more prolonged area of the germ band, especially in the midline. The re-

sults of the TUNEL assay show that loss of Tc-smurf function caused severe cell 

death in the anterior of the embryo during germ band stages. 

 

Figure 4-13 Tc-smurf RNAi causes severe cell death in the anterior of the embryo at germ 

band extension stages 

TUNEL stainings were done in order to analyze the fate of embryonic cells during embryonic development. 

Anterior to the left in all pictures, in D the upper left end is anterior. (A and B) In the wild type (wt) no exces-

sive cell death was detected during any stages analyzed. (C) Tc-sog RNAi embryos showed high levels of 
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apoptosis in the very anterior during early germ band stages (dark spots mark apoptotic cells) and in the ante-

rior and midline during germ band elongation and retraction (D). (E) Excessive cell death was not observed 

before germ band elongation in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. (F, F’) During germ band stages, loss of Tc-smurf 

function led to severe cell death in the anterior of the embryos. (F’) Shows an embryo in which apoptosis 

could be detected in a more extensive region of the embryo).  

4.3.3 Effect of Tc-smurf RNAi on the dpp pathway in Tribolium 

Smurf E3 ubiquitin ligases were reported to be negative regulators of the dpp 

pathway in Drosophila as well as in vertebrates. One major way how they act in 

this context is targeting of receptor activated Smads (R-Smads, in Drosophila 

Mothers against Dpp, MAD) for proteosomal degradation (Liang et al., 2003; Lin et 

al., 2000; Podos et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 1999, see also intro-

duction). To investigate whether the observed phenotype caused by Tc-smurf 

RNAi was due to impaired Tc-Dpp signaling, the distribution of phosphorylated 

(activated) Mothers against Dpp protein (pMAD) was analyzed in wild type, Tc-sog 

RNAi, and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos using a cross-reactive monoclonal antibody. 

Phosphorylated MAD/Smad is only present in cells with activated Dpp/BMP recep-

tors (Dorfman and Shilo, 2001; Persson et al., 1998; Tanimoto et al., 2000; van 

der Zee et al., 2006). I also checked the expression patterns of Tc-

decapentaplegic (Tc-dpp) and the Tc-dpp downstream gene Tc-pannier (Tc-pnr) 

(van der Zee et al., 2006). In the experiments shown here and also in upcoming 

chapters that deal with the function of Tc-smurf, Tc-sog was included as a positive 

control but also as a source for phenotype comparison. Since Smurf E3 ubiquitin 

ligases were published regulators of Dpp signaling, one upcoming question was, 

whether and how Tc-smurf was involved in this process in Tribolium. This was 

done by comparing the observed phenotype to the wild type but also to already 

published data on Dpp signaling processes in Tribolium (van der Zee et al., 2006), 

which I, for the matter of comparability, partially reproduced in my own experi-

ments. 

Expression of Tc-dpp is very dynamic during blastoderm stages and no alter-

ation of Tc-dpp expression could be reliably detected for Tc-smurf knock down 

embryos during these stages. However, Tc-dpp expression and late blastoderm 

stages are very dynamic, hence subtle effects of Tc-smurf RNAi on Tc-dpp ex-

pression could not be excluded. The Tc-dpp expression pattern detected for wild 

type and Tc-sog RNAi was according to the published pattern (Sharma et al., 
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2013; van der Zee et al., 2006). At differentiated blastoderm stages, which is the 

time point when serosa and embryonic tissue can firstly be discriminated due to 

the size and spacing of the nuclei, pMAD was unevenly distributed within the wild 

type embryo. Highest concentrations were detected at the posterior dorsal site, the 

prospective amnion. At the anterior dorsal site, pMAD concentration was higher 

than ventrally. An asymmetry was also present morphologically, since serosa and 

embryonic cells build an oblique border with less embryonic tissue at the dorsal 

than at the ventral site of the embryo (e.g. van der Zee et al., 2006) and (Figure 

4-14 A–A’’). Asymmetries were lost in Tc-sog RNAi embryos. pMAD was evenly 

distributed along the serosa cells and peak levels in the posterior dorsal part of the 

embryo were never reached compared to the wild type. The germ-serosa bounda-

ry was shifted to the posterior and became straight (Figure 4-14 B-B’’ see also van 

der Zee et al., 2006). In Tc-smurf RNAi embryos the most obvious difference in 

stainings for pMAD during blastoderm stages was a non-quantified increase in 

staining activity which was also seen in germ band stages. This difference was 

observed in several independent experiments. Color development was always 

more than three times quicker in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos than in other conditions 

like in wild type or Tc-sog RNAi embryos. An indication for this difference is given 

by comparing the lower amount of unspecific pinkish staining in the yolk between 

C and A+B in Figure 4-14. This suggested a much higher cellular pMAD concen-

tration in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos than in the wild type. However, unlike the situa-

tion in Tc-sog RNAi embryos the distribution of pMAD still showed anterior-

posterior (AP) and dorsal-ventral (DV) polarity, with higher levels of pMAD at the 

dorsal site of the embryo and peak levels in the posterior dorsal region, sometimes 

even reaching the posterior ventral site of the embryo (Figure 4-14 C’). Morpholog-

ically, blastoderm stage Tc-smurf RNAi embryos showed different phenotypic as-

pects. In many embryos a distinguishable oblique germ-serosa boundary was de-

tected (Figure 4-14 F’), indicating that dorsal-ventral fate was not or at least not 

completely impaired during this time point of development as it was the case for 

Tc-sog knock down embryos. Nevertheless, I could detect some individual cases, 

where the germ-serosa boundary was shifted to the posterior and straightened, 

similar to the situation in Tc-sog RNAi embryos. This could indicate that some ven-

tral cells lost embryonic in favor of serosal fate. It was also observed that the 
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boundary appeared to be less exact and more fuzzy (compare germ-serosa 

boundary between C’’ and A’’+B’’ in Figure 4-14).  
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Figure 4-14   pMAD and Tc-pnr expression in wild type, Tc-smurf and Tc-sog RNAi blastoderm stages 

Pictures in every row show the same embryo, A-F are surface views, A’,B’, and C’ are optical cross-sections. 

The right column shows surface views of embryos stained for nuclei with Hoechst 33342. Anterior to the left, 

dorsal side up for all pictures. (A and A’) During the differentiated blastoderm stage pMAD ist distributed 

asymmetrically in the embryo. pMAD could be detected all along the dorsal side with highest concentrations in 

the dorsal and posterior embryonic tissue. At this time point prospective embryonic and serosal tissue form an 

oblique border, arrowheads in A’’ point to the dorsal and ventral edges, the polyploid serosa nuclei are larger 

and more widely spaced than the embryonic nuclei. (B, B’) In Tc-sog RNAi embryos pMAD is evenly distribut-

ed along the dorsal-ventral axis, no polarity could be detected within the serosa tissue. pMAD concentration in 

the embryonic cells was lower than in the wild type and peak concentrations in the dorsal posterior embryo 

was not reached (arrowhead points to weak staining in posterior dorsal embryo). (B’’) The embryos lost dor-

sal-ventral polarity as indicated by straightening of the germ-serosa boundary, which was shifted to the poste-

rior on the ventral side of the embryo. The yellow arrowheads mark the anterior border of the embryonic tis-

sue. (C, C’) pMAD concentration appeared to be higher in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos as indicated by a much 

quicker color development in NBT/BCIP stainings (see text). The distribution is asymmetrical and similar to the 

wild type situation, although pMAD coverage ranged a bit further to the ventral side of the blastoderm (open 

arrowhead in C’), which could also be seen on the posterior ventral edge of the primitive pit (black arrowhead, 

compare to black arrowhead in A’). The germ serosa boundary was often not as defined in Tc-smurf RNAi 

embryos as it was in the wild type or in Tc-sog RNAi embryos (compare embryo in C’’ with embryos in A’’ and 

B’’). (D) Tc-pannier was expressed in the prospective amnion in the wild type embryo, where pMAD concen-

tration was highest (compare to A’). (E) In Tc-sog RNAi embryos Tc-pnr expression was reduced and anterior 

expression was often hardly detectable. Peak levels at the posterior dorsal position were not detectable (ar-

rowhead). Arrowheads in E’ mark the anterior borders of the embryonic tissue. (F) expression of Tc-pnr in Tc-

smurf RNAi embryos was similar to the wild type expression pattern although it appeared to be a little bit 

stronger and might have reached a bit further ventrally in the posterior. Tc-pnr expression was very strong in 

the dorsal amnion (arrowhead).  

Expression of Tc-pnr, which marks the prospective amnion in Tribolium dif-

ferentiated blastoderm stage embryos (van der Zee et al., 2005, Figure 4-14 D), 

was lowered in Tc-sog RNAi embryos compared to the wild type situation, and the 

anterior dorsal expression was almost undetectable (Figure 4-14 E and van der 

Zee et al., 2006). Tc-pnr expression after Tc-smurf knock down did not differ 

strongly from the wild type situation, although it appeared to be stronger (Figure 

4-14 F). However, this statement could not be undoubtedly made using in situ hy-

bridization.  

In wild type germ rudiment stage embryos, Tc-dpp expression was detected 

in the posterior of the germ rudiment and in the amnion. An intense expression 

was also found in the anterior amnion, but not in the embryonic tissue within the 

headlobes (Figure 4-15 A). During elongating germ band stages, Tc-dpp was ex-

pressed in the amnion, the dorsal ectodermal borders of the embryo, and in two 

stripes in the growth zone (see also van der Zee et al., 2006) (Figure 4-16 A). 
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These two stripes disappeared in fully elongated germ band stages and Tc-dpp 

was expressed de novo in the developing limb buds (Figure 4-16 D). In Tc-sog 

RNAi embryos two stripes of ectopic Tc-dpp expression along the ventral midline 

were detected in early germ rudiments (Figure 4-15 B). These ectopic stripes were 

also found during later germ band stages where they were continous with the 

growth zone expression. Additionally, Tc-sog RNAi embryos showed a weakening 

and sometimes even disappearance of the dorsal margin expression (see also van 

der Zee et al., 2006) (Figure 4-16 B+E). Tc-smurf knock down also resulted in ec-

topic rows of Tc-dpp expression in the midline of germ rudiments and elongating 

germ band stage embryos (Figure 4-15 C+D, Figure 4-16 C+F). Especially in germ 

rudiments and early germ band stage embryos, a strong expression domain in the 

head lobes was present (Figure 4-15 C+D). Additionally, the anterior of germ ru-

diments and early germ band stage Tc-smurf RNAi embryos was often not cov-

ered by amnion (Figure 4-15 C). During later stages the ectopic stripes often did 

not seem to be as intense and continuous as those observed for Tc-sog RNAi. In 

older embryos the posterior of the germ band midline was frequently free of Tc-

dpp expression (Figure 4-16 F).  
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Figure 4-15 Tc-dpp expression in germ rudiment stages in wild type, Tc-sog and Tc-smurf 

RNAi embryos 

Anterior to the left in all pictures. (A) During germ band stages, Tc-dpp is detected in the posterior of the em-

bryo and in the amnion. A region of intense Tc-dpp expression is located in the anterior amnion (black arrow-

head). In the depicted embryo the left anterior amnion was removed to show that Tc-dpp expression is not 

present in the embryo proper (open arrowhead points to the border of the amnion). (B) In Tc-sog RNAi em-

bryos, Tc-dpp expression forms two ectopic stripes of Tc-dpp expression in the germ tissue (arrowhead). (C) 

In Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, a strong ectopic expression domain of Tc-dpp is present in the headlobes (yellow 

arrowhead), and two stripes of Tc-dpp expression are detected in the posterior region of the embryo (black 

arrowhead). The anterior of the germ rudiment stage embryo is not covered by amnion (open arrowhead 

points to amnion border). (D) The ectopic expression of Tc-dpp persists during onset of germ band elongation. 

In wild type germ rudiments and early germ band stage embryos, pMAD was 

intensely detected in the amnion and in a very thin stripe at the dorsal margin, lat-

erally in the embryo. During later germ band stages, pMAD localization in general 

resembled the expression of Tc-dpp (Figure 4-16 G+J). The amniotic localization 

of pMAD was also confirmed using confocal microscopy (Figure 4-17 A, B). In the 

embryonic germ band, pMAD was restricted to the dorsal margin (Figure 4-16 G, 

Figure 4-17 A, B). Tc-sog RNAi embryos also showed high levels of pMAD in the 

amnion directly after gastrulation. During germ band elongation, pMAD was pre-

sent in two strong ectopic stripes along the ventral midline and also at the dorsal 

margin and in the amnion. However, pMAD was detectable at lower levels in the 

entire germ band tissue (Figure 4-16 H+K Figure 4-17 C+D). During early germ 

band stages, Tc-smurf RNAi embryos showed pMAD in the amnion and in high 

concentrations ectopically in the anterior (Figure 4-16 I). During later stages, 

pMAD domains in the dorsal margin, the amnion, and the developing limb buds 

could also be detected in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. In the posterior of Tc-smurf 

RNAi embryos, pMAD was often restricted to the dorsal margin, although the bor-

ders of these domains looked frequently less clear and defined compared to the 

wild type situation. Most germ band stage embryos showed ectopic pMAD in the 

anterior (Figure 4-16 I+L, Figure 4-17 E+F). Some elongated germ band stage 

embryos showed absent heads but otherwise normal morphology, and a wild type 

pMAD pattern in the remaining tissue (not shown). In the pictures shown in Figure 

4-16 H and Figure 4-17 E and F the embryos are headless. However, also many 

weaker or earlier phenotypes like the one in Figure 4-16 C with present, although 

reduced headlobes were observed which showed ectopic pMAD within the embry-

onic tissue of the headlobes.  
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In wild type embryos, the Tc-dpp-downstream gene Tc-pannier is expressed 

in the dorsal margin of the embryo and in the amnion (van der Zee et al., 2006) 

(Figure 4-16 M). In Tc-sog RNAi embryos, ectopic expression of Tc-pnr could be 

observed in two stripes in the midline, similar to the ectopic stripes seen for Tc-dpp 

and pMAD (van der Zee et al., 2006) (Figure 4-16 N). The expression pattern of 

Tc-pnr in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos also resembled the localization seen for pMAD 

in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. In the posterior germ band, Tc-pnr was usually re-

stricted to the dorsal margin, while it was detected ectopically almost in the entire 

embryonic tissue in the anterior (Figure 4-16 O). In summary, Tc-smurf knock 

down led to a stabilization of pMAD in blastoderm and germ band stage embryos. 

While the pMAD domains were only slightly altered during blastoderm stages, in-

tense ectopic domains for pMAD as well as for Tc-dpp and Tc-pnr expression 

were found during germ band stages. 
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Figure 4-16  Dpp signaling components in wild type, Tc-sog and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos dur-

ing germ band stages 

Anterior to the left in all pictures. (A) In the wild type, Tc-dpp expression was found along the dorsal border, in 

two stripes in the growth zone (yellow arrowhead), and in amniotic cells during germ band elongation (black 

arrowhead). (B) Tc-dpp expression was detected in two ectopic rows in the midline after Tc-sog RNAi, as pub-

lished previously (van der Zee et al., 2006) (yellow arrowhead in B). (C) In Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, Tc-dpp 

expression was found along the embryonic midline, continuous with the growth zone expression stripes. At the 

dorsal margin of these embryos, Tc-dpp expression was slightly reduced. (D) In wild type fully elongated germ 

band stage embryos, Tc-dpp was expressed along the dorsal ectoderm border and in the developing append-

ages including the labrum. Note that the amnion was for the most part removed in most of the embryos shown 

in this panel. (E) Ectopic expression of Tc-dpp in the midline persisted in Tc-sog RNAi embryos. (F) Spotty 

expression of Tc-dpp could be detected along the midline (yellow arrowhead) of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. (G) 

In wild type early germ band stage embryos, pMAD was present in the posterior amnion (arrowhead) and in 

thin lateral stripes. The embryonic tissue below the stained amnion was free of pMAD as seen if the amnion is 

partially removed (inset). (H) Tc-sog RNAi embryos never developed a head (arrowhead). pMAD was present 

in the amnion. (I) High levels of pMAD were observed in the anterior of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. In the embryo 

shown here, the amnion was probably entirely removed due to preparation. Amniotic localization of pMAD was 

usually detected after Tc-smurf RNAi (Figure 4-17 E). (J) pMAD localization in elongated germ band stage 

embryos in general correlated to Tc-dpp expression in the wild type, although the pMAD domains appeared 

broader and less constrained. (K) Tc-sog RNAi resulted in ectopic pMAD in two columns along the ventral 

midline (arrowhead). (L) the lateral dorsal margin localization of pMAD appeared a bit more fuzzy and wider in 

the posterior of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, although the rest of the posterior abdomen looked morphologically 

wild type. pMAD was found ectopically all over the anterior tissue of the embryo. The germ band was nar-

rowed in this region. The two ectopic stripes of midline pMAD localization as detected in Tc-sog RNAi (K, yel-

low arrowhead) were not detected. (M) Tc-pannier (Tc-pnr) expression in the dorsal ectodermal margin of a 

wild type retracting germ band stage embryo. (N) Tc-pnr was expressed in two ectopic stripes along the mid-

line in Tc-sog RNAi embryos (yellow arrowhead) and at the dorsal margin. (O) Tc-pnr expression in Tc-smurf 

RNAi embryos correlated to the distribution of pMAD seen in (L). The dorsal border of expression was less 

defined in the posterior, when compared to the wild type, and in the anterior of the embryo, Tc-pnr was found 

in ectopic domains. 
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Figure 4-17 pMAD in wild type, Tc-sog and Tc-smurf RNAi, germ band stages 

Immunohistochemical stainings of pMAD, every row shows the same embryo, left column more ventral focal 

plane than right column. Anterior to the left in all pictures. Black and white pictures show the pMAD staining 

from the picture atop without Hoechst 33342 counterstaining. (A+A’) pMAD was detected at the dorsal margin 

of the embryo, the developing appendages and the amion (arrowheads points to pMAD positive amniotic nu-
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clei). (B+B’) A very narrow stripe of cells stained for pMAD was present along the rim of the headlobes (open 

arrowhead). The inner tissue of the germ band was free of pMAD (arrowhead). (C+C’, D+D’) In Tc-sog RNAi 

embryos, pMAD was found in the amnion (arrowhead), but was also strongly present in the ventral midline 

(arrowhead in D). Lower levels of pMAD were observed all over the germ band. (E+E’) pMAD was also pre-

sent in amniotic nuclei of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos (arrowhead). (F+F’) The posterior midline of the embryos 

was free of pMAD, but the dorsal margin domain appeared less constrained than in the wt (compare to B). In 

the anterior of the embryo, pMAD was detected ectopically in high levels all over the embryonic tissue (arrow-

heads in F). 

Wild type and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos were stained for the expression of Tc-

sog, to analyze whether some of the effects seen in Tc-smurf knock down embry-

os could be explained through loss of Tc-sog function. Tc-sog expression has 

been described before (van der Zee et al., 2006). During blastoderm stages, Tc-

sog was expressed in a broad ventral domain highly overlapping with the pre-

sumptive mesoderm (not shown, see also van der Zee et al., 2006). After gastrula-

tion, Tc-sog expression is present in two longitudinal stripes along the anterior-

posterior axis in the ventral ectoderm, leaving the segmental mesoderm free of Tc-

sog expression. Tc-sog expression was also detected in a circular domain in every 

headlobe and broadly in the growth zone, where it could also be detected in the 

mesoderm (Figure 4-18 A, see also van der Zee et al., 2006). In Tc-smurf RNAi 

embryos, growth zone expression of Tc-sog was still intensely detected. Expres-

sion in the germ band was located in the midline and fainted towards anterior. Ex-

pression in the head was usually not detectable (Figure 4-18 B). This indicated, 

that loss of Tc-smurf function led to an inhibition of Tc-sog in the anterior of the an-

imal but not in the posterior germ band and the growth zone. 

 

Figure 4-18 Tc-sog expression in wild type and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos 

Anterior to the left. (A) In wt germ band stage embryos, Tc-sog was expressed in two longitudinal anterior-

posterior stripes, a broad domain in the growth zone, and in a circular domain in every headlobe (arrowhead). 

(B) Expression in the growth zone appeared unaffected in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos (black arrowhead). To-

wards anterior, Tc-sog expression fainted and was eventually completely gone (open arrowhead).  
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4.3.4 Expression of marker genes in Tc-smurf RNAi 

To better understand to what extent cell fate and early pattern formation was 

altered in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, in situ hybridization staining for early ex-

pressed genes was done in embryos of different stage of development. Differenti-

ated blastoderm stage embryos were stained for expression of the genes Tc-

millepattes (Tc-mlpt), Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) and Tc-zerknüllt1 (Tc-zen1) (Falciani et 

al., 1996; Nagy and Carroll, 1994; Savard et al., 2006; van der Zee et al., 2005). 

Tc-mlpt is expressed in two domains during early development. A posterior do-

main marking the primitive pit, and a more anterior, wedge-shaped domain in the 

area of the developing head lobes (Savard et al., 2006) (Figure 4-19). A double 

staining in blastoderm stage embryos was done for the expression of the serosa 

marker Tc-zen1 and for Tc-wg. Both genes are expressed in spatially different re-

gions and can therefore be used simultaneously in an NBT/BCIP staining. Tc-zen1 

is expressed anteriorly and exclusively in the serosa, allowing easy identification of 

the germ serosa boundary (Falciani et al., 1996; van der Zee et al., 2005) (Figure 

4-19 D, E, F). Tc-wg is expressed in two domains during differentiated blastoderm 

stages: In the primitive pit and in an anterior domain marking the ocular region of 

the developing head (Nagy and Carroll, 1994) (Figure 4-19 D).  

In the completely dorsalized embryos caused by knock down of Tc-sog, the 

anterior Tc-mlpt domain formed a thin, almost radial symmetrical circle, and ex-

pression was detected up to the dorsal most regions of the embryo (Figure 4-19 

B). Expression of Tc-zen1 in Tc-sog RNAi embryos protruded posteriorly at the 

ventral side of the embryo compared to the wild type situation, resulting in loss of 

dorsal-ventral expression asymmetry. The anterior (ocular) Tc-wg domain was lost 

whereas the posterior expression could still be detected (Figure 4-19 E; van der 

Zee et al., 2006). 

The effect of Tc-smurf knock down differed from the Tc-sog phenotype. The 

anterior Tc-mlpt expression was still wedge-shaped and restricted from the dorsal 

most cells of the embryo, but it was reduced in the anterior region of the germ ru-

diment, indicating missing prospective head tissue (Figure 4-19 C) which was also 

supported by analysis of concomitant nuclei staining (Figure 4-19 C’). Double 

staining for Tc-zen1 and Tc-wg supported this observation. The anterior Tc-wg 

domain was lost, although the posterior domain was clearly detectable, which indi-

cated that Tc-smurf was not in general necessary for Tc-wg expression during 
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blastoderm stages. The oblique border of Tc-zen1 expression seen in lateral views 

in wild type embryos at the differentiated blastoderm stage was usually also ob-

served in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, albeit slight differences in the angel of this bor-

der could not be excluded (Figure 4-19 F). One regular observation was a bend at 

the posterior border of the Tc-zen1 expression in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos (marked 

by arrowheads in Figure 4-19 F and F’) which was never detected to such an ex-

tent in the wild type. This indicated potentially missing embryonic tissue in favour 

of serosa cells. Missing prospective head tissue was also indicated by the loss of 

the anterior Tc-wg expression domain observed in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos.  

 

Figure 4-19 Expression of Tc-mlpt, Tc-zen1, and Tc-wg during differentiated blastoderm stages in wild 

type, Tc-sog RNAi, and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos 

Anterior to the left and dorsal side up for all pictures. A’–F’ show embryos in A–F stained for nuclei with 

Hoechst 33342. (A) Tc-mlpt expression was detected in a posterior (open arrowhead) and an anterior domain 

marking the prospective head (horizontal stripe marks the length of the domain on the ventral side). (B) Ante-

rior domain of Tc-mlpt was thinner and ranged to the dorsal most part of the embryo in Tc-sog RNAi embryos. 

(C) The anterior Tc-mlpt domain was shortened anteriorly in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos (indicated by black bar). 

Loss of embryonic tissue could also be observed in Hoechst stainings (white arrow in C’ points to germ serosa 

boundary, compare to A’). (D) Tc-zen1 was restricted to the serosa and reached dorsally more posterior than 
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ventrally, forming an oblique border of expression (open arrowheads point to the posterior Tc-zen1 expression 

border). Tc-wg expression was detected in the primitive pit and in an anterior domain marking the ocular seg-

ment (black arrowheads). (E) In Tc-sog RNAi embryos the posterior Tc-zen1 border was straightened and the 

anterior Tc-wg domain was lost. (F) In Tc-smurf RNAi embryos the anterior Tc-wg domain was lost, but the 

oblique border of the Tc-zen1 expression was still present. A bend in this border could be detected in several 

embryos analyzed (black arrowhead in F and yellow arrowhead in F’).  

Germ band stage embryos were analyzed for changes in neuroectodermal 

and mesodermal fate by staining for the expression of the proneural gene Tc-

achaete-scute (Tc-ash) (Wheeler et al., 2003) and the mesodermal marker Tc-

twist (Chen et al., 2000; Handel et al., 2005; Sommer and Tautz, 1994). To facili-

tate staging and segment identification, the embryos were at the same time 

stained for the expression of the segment polarity gene Tc-wg (Nagy and Carroll, 

1994). Tc-ash is expressed in the central nervous system (CNS) neural precursors 

and in an ectodermal stripe outside the nervous system in the anterior of every 

segment (Wheeler et al., 2003) (Figure 4-20 A). Tc-twist is expressed ventrally 

during blastoderm stages (not shown) and in mesodermal patches along the ante-

rior-posterior axis during germ band stages (Sommer and Tautz, 1994) (Figure 

4-20 G).  

In Tc-sog RNAi embryos, CNS expression of Tc-ash during germ band 

stages was lost and only the transverse stripe in the anterior of the segments re-

mained (Figure 4-20 C). Tc-twist expression was still detected in segmental 

patches along the midline of the embryo, indicating that mesoderm formation dur-

ing germ band elongation was not fundamentally affected (see also van der Zee et 

al., 2006) (Figure 4-20 I). Segmental expression of Tc-wg was often partially miss-

ing in Tc-sog RNAi embryos (Figure 4-20 D, J). 

In the posterior region of germ band-stage Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, the CNS 

as well as the anterior ectodermal stripe expression of Tc-ash was still present. In 

the anterior of the embryos the pattern continuity was often disrupted and CNS, 

but often also ectodermal stripe expression was lost (Figure 4-20, E). Additionally, 

Tc-wg expression was often absent from some of the anterior segments (Figure 

4-20, F, L). Expression of Tc-twist was not noticeably affected in Tc-smurf RNAi 

embryos (Figure 4-20 K).  

These results indicated that Tc-smurf is not or very weakly involved in speci-

fication of neurogenic or mesodermal fate in the posterior of the Tribolium embryo 

during germ band elongation. However, Tc-smurf seems to be essential for ante-
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rior patterning during blastoderm stages and for the retention of anterior segments 

during germ band elongation.  

 

Figure 4-20  Expression of Tc-ash and Tc-twist in wild type, Tc-sog and Tc-smurf RNAi embryos dur-

ing germ band stages 

Anterior to the left in all images. A, C, and E show Tc-ash in situ hybridization staining with NBT/BCIP in blue, 

G, I, K show Tc-twist in situ hybridization staining with NBT/BCIP in blue. Tc-wg expression stained with Vec-
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tor® Red in left column in red, in right column visualized by fluorescence. (A) Tc-ash was detected in the neu-

ral precursors (open arrowhead) and in an ectodermal stripe outside the nervous system in the anterior of 

every segment (black arrowhead). (B) Tc-wg was expressed in a segmental pattern. (C) CNS expression of 

Tc-ash was lost in Tc-sog RNAi embryos, only the segmental ectodermal stripe could be detected (arrow-

head), anterior Tc-wg-stripes were often missing (D, also seen in J). (E) Posterior Tc-ash expression was not 

altered in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos as indicated by CNS expression (arrowhead in inset). Anterior Tc-ash ex-

pression was often lost, except for a few remaining Tc-ash expressing cells (arrowhead). (F+L) Tc-wg expres-

sion was often lost in anterior segments of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos (arrowheads). (G) Tc-twist (in blue) was 

expressed in mesodermal patches along the anterior-posterior axis of the embryo. (H) Segmental expression 

of Tc-wg in the embryo shown in G. (I, K) Tc-twist expression was not severely affected, neither by Tc-sog 

RNAi (I) nor by Tc-smurf RNAi (K).  

4.3.5 Live imaging of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos 

In situ hybridisation stainings for marker gene expression, immunhistochem-

istry, and the TUNEL assay provided a good insight about the Tc-smurf RNAi phe-

notype and the function of Tc-smurf during development. Nevertheless, Tc-smurf 

phenotypes appeared to be quite manifold. In addition, differentiated blastoderm 

stages of Tribolium embryos were very dynamic, with a high level of cell move-

ments which continuously changed the shape of the embryo and made absolutely 

exact stage-matching challenging. To get a better impression about what exactly 

happened during embryogenesis, the development of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos 

was monitored over a period of time by doing live imaging experiments. The ex-

periments were done using a transgenic line that expresses nuclear localized GFP 

in all embryonic cells (Sarrazin et al., 2012). The experimental setup allowed sim-

ultaneous imaging of several (up to 60) embryos. Not all embryos could be scored 

for every phenotype, for instance due to an unsuitable orientation or lethality be-

fore a phenotypic aspect became apparent. I will therefore always specify the 

amount of embryos showing a specific aspect in relation to all embryos that were 

scorable for the respective aspect. Injection of dsRNA against DsRed served as 

negative control, RNAi against Tc-sog served as positive control. 

Figure 4-21 shows exemplary frames for the development of a control em-

bryo (the complete movie can be found on the DVD, folder Movies/Control, file 

wt_131204a02_07_R3D.dv.tif). The reference time point used in all movies started 

with the flattening of the posterior pole, which happens directly before differentiat-

ed blastoderm formation (Kristen Panfilio, Köln, personal communication). The 

posterior flattening is followed by amniotic fold formation and concomitant gastru-
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lation, the enveloping of the embryo by extraembryonic membranes and subse-

quent germ band formation. Posterior flattening served therefore as a develop-

mental landmark for the live imaging analyses. Many aspects of Tribolium embry-

ogenesis have previously been described using scanning electron microscopy and 

live imaging approaches (Benton and Pavlopoulos, 2014; Benton et al., 2013; 

Handel et al., 2000; Kittelmann, 2012). I will therefore stick to differences that 

could be detected between the development of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, control 

embryos, and Tc-sog RNAi embryos.  

During live imaging experiments a high number of Tc-smurf RNAi embryos 

(43 out of 83 imaged embryos) died before building a proper and organized 

blastoderm. At the beginning of the experiment these embryos usually showed a 

fluorescent cluster within the yolk, representing nuclei. Later during development 

nuclei were also found on the surface. Although this indicated that the nuclei un-

derwent division cycles and also moved, these embryos never developed to a 

proper blastoderm stage and never formed a condensed germ rudiment (Figure 

4-22, the movie can be found on the DVD, folder Movies/smurfRNAi, file 

smurf_early_lethal_131204a02_23_R3D.dv.tif). In the negative control only 2 out 

of 66 embryos showed this kind of early defect during development. This pheno-

type was clearly distinguishable from technical lethality for instance due to desic-

cation. 

Figure 4-23 shows exemplary frames from a movie of a Tc-smurf RNAi em-

bryo which developed to the germ band stage (the movie can be found on the 

DVD, folder Movies/smurfRNAi, file smurf_301113a04_11_R3D.dv.tif). The Tc-

smurf RNAi embryo did not develop a clear germ-serosa border and the entire 

blastoderm looked less properly organized compared to the control (see frames for 

40–120 minutes in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-23). Formation of the amniotic fold 

happened at a comparable time point in the Tc-smurf RNAi and negative control 

embryo (about 160 minutes after posterior flattening in Figure 4-21 and Figure 

4-23). In the control the amniotic fold moved anteriorly covering the embryo and 

taking the serosa with it (control Figure 4-21, 240–360 minutes), resulting in an 

embryo covered by two extraembryonic membranes. The movement of the amni-

otic fold and coverage of the germ rudiment was a quick process (240–280 

minutes after posterior flattening in the control). Coverage of the embryo with the 

extraembryonic membranes was followed by a forward movement of the head 
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which happened quite suddenly (compare frames 280 and 360 minutes in Figure 

4-21). In the Tc-smurf RNAi embryo the amniotic fold did not succeed in forward 

movement. 360 minutes after posterior flattening the fold itself could still be seen. 

Hence Tc-smurf RNAi embryos showed a delay in this process. Defects in embryo 

enveloping and gastrulation were detected in 16 out of 23 Tc-smurf RNAi embryos 

which could be analyzed for this phenotype (DsRed RNAi: 4 out of 41). Morpho-

logically identifiable headlobes were first observed 160–200 minutes after posteri-

or flattening in the control embryo. In the Tc-smurf RNAi embryo, headlobes could 

be observed about 240–280 minutes after posterior flattening. The headlobes of 

Tc-smurf RNAi embryos were strongly reduced in size compared to the control 

(Figure 4-23, 240–360 min frames), indicating that a smaller amount of cells was 

involved in forming the head. This kind of small head phenotype was detected in 

15 out of 19 Tc-smurf RNAi embryos that could be scored for this phenotype 

(DsRed RNAi: 1 out of 49). Furthermore the head in the Tc-smurf RNAi embryo 

never moved forward (240–360 minutes frames in Figure 4-23). Instead, the ante-

rior tissue of the Tc-smurf RNAi embryo started decaying, indicated by a loss of 

fluorescence (starting about 720 minutes after posterior flattening). The region of 

this cell death is indicated by a yellow bar in the frames 760–940 minutes (Figure 

4-23). This anterior cell death was detected in 15 out of 20 analyzable embryos 

and was never seen in the control (n=46). The observed cell death in Tc-smurf 

RNAi embryos was in accordance with the observations for the TUNEL assay 

(4.3.2). 

Figure 4-24 shows exemplary frames for the development of a Tc-sog RNAi 

embryo (the movie can be found on the DVD, folder Movies/sogRNAi, file 

sog_031213a02_51.tif). Tc-sog RNAi embryos formed a properly organized differ-

entiated blastoderm with a clear germ serosa border (Figure 4-24, 80 minutes 

frame). In contrast to the Tc-smurf knock down embryos, Tc-sog RNAi embryos 

never formed a head (Figure 4-24, frames 160–280 minutes). The amount of tis-

sue in the anterior of Tc-sog RNAi embryos which seemed to be dying during later 

germ band stages was small if detectable at all (indicated by a yellow arrowhead 

in the frames 960 and 1080 minutes after posterior flattening in Figure 4-24). The 

Tc-sog phenotype is comprehensively explained in van der Zee et al. (2006).  
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Figure 4-21  In vivo imaging of Tc-DsRed RNAi embryo (negative control) 

Pictures are timed with respect to the time after flattening of the posterior pole (location of the prospective 

primitive pit) became firstly visible (arrowhead in upper left picture). Anterior to the left and dorsal side up. 

After rotation of the embryo the pictures give a ventral view. Embryonic and serosa nuclei could be distin-
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guished about 40 minutes after posterior flattening. The amniotic fold formed after about 160 minutes (arrow-

head) and quickly pulled over the entire embryonic tissue, enveloping the embryo with two extraembryonic 

membranes. The serosa window closure could not be clearly identified in these movies due to lack of optical 

resolution. Another landmark of Tribolium development is forward movement of the head (H), which took place 

between 280 and 360 minutes after posterior flattening. Germ band elongation progressed and the embryo 

underwent a 90° rotation (280–480 min). Limb buds became visible about 560 minutes after posterior flatten-

ing. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4-22  Live imaging of early embryonic death of Tc-smurf RNAi embryo  

The embryo shown was about 8-10 h of age at the timepoint of the 0 min frame. The first frame could not be 

precisely timed due to the lack of morphological landmarks, and timing is hence not analogous to the timing 

used in Figure 4-21. The open arrowhead in the 0 min frame points to a highly fluorescent artifact probably on 

the surface of the embryo. This artifact is also visible in the other frames. At the beginning of imaging, a clus-

ter of fluorescence could be detected deep within the yolk (arrowhead). 200 minutes later the nuclei have scat-

tered further within the yolk and were eventually distributed among the egg. Some nuclei also reached the 

surface (600 minutes, arrowhead points to a surface nucleus). The nuclei were moving continuously within the 

egg, but a proper blastoderm or germ rudiment never formed (600–1000 minutes).  
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Figure 4-23 In vivo imaging of Tc-smurf RNAi embryo 

Pictures are timed with respect to the time after flattening of the posterior pole (location of the prospective 

primitive pit) became firstly visible (arrowhead in upper left picture). During the next cell division cycle, serosa 

(s) and embryonic (e) cells became distinguishable due to the different size and spacing of the nuclei (40 min). 

This border was more indistinct compared to the control (compare pictures 80 and 120 minutes to Figure 

4-21). The very broad amniotic fold (arrowhead in 160 min) persisted for an extended time period and did not 

succeed to cover the embryo (160–480 minutes). The headlobes (H) were strongly reduced in size. After 

about 720 minutes, the anterior embryonic tissue started to die, indicated by loss of fluorescence within the 

germ band (yellow bar in frames 760–940 min). 
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Figure 4-24  In vivo imaging of Tc-sog RNAi embryo  

Pictures are timed with respect to the time after flattening of the posterior pole (location of the prospective 

primitive pit) became firstly visible (arrowhead in upper left picture). Pictures are ventral view, anterior to the 

left. Embryonic (e) and serosal (s) tissue could be distinguished after about 40 minutes. No headlobes were 
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formed (arrowheads in frames 160 and 200 min, compare to control, Figure 4-21). The amniotic fold formed 

properly (160 min, open arrowhead), and quickly covered the embryo (200–240 min), which then detached 

from the serosa and started rotating (280–360 min). The posterior of the embryo elongated into the yolk, form-

ing a tube-like structure (440–1080 min). The anterior of this embryo never reached the anterior pole of the 

egg. The germ band was narrower than in the control (compare to Figure 4-21). A small area with disappear-

ing cells could be seen in the anterior (arrowhead in frames 960 and 1080 min) indicating cell death. 

4.4 Identification, isolation and characterization of iB_03735 as Tri-

bolium TC004374 

BLAST analysis with the translated nucleotide sequence of the iB_03735 

iBeetle fragment against non-redundant protein sequences of Drosophila 

melanogaster (blastx) using the online BLAST function of the National Center for 

Biotechnology information (NCBI) (available at 

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) identified a predicted protein coding gene 

with the name similar to 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine-triphosphatase, putative iso-

form 1, also called TC004374. The closest fly homolog was CG10898, FlyBase ID: 

FBgn0037911. BLAST search with the amino acid (AA) sequence of CG10898 

against non-redundant protein sequences of Tribolium castaneum (blastp) con-

firmed the homology. The two closest hits after TC004374 (Score 382; Identity 

54 %) were the hypothetical Tribolium proteins TC006500 (Score 51,6; Identity 

40 %) and TC005943 (Score 33,9; Identity 30 %). Backblast with the putatively full 

AA sequence of TC004374 (based on the AUGUSTUS gene model g488.t1) 

against non-redundant protein sequences of Drosophila melanogaster again iden-

tified CG10898 (Score 382; Identity 54 %) as closest fly homolog, followed by 

CG8128 (Score 45,8; Identity 32 %) and decapping protein 2 (CG6169, Score 

40,8 %, Identity 34 %). 

The gene was cloned using gene specific primers (JSP148 and JSP149) and 

the putatively full coding sequence (CDS) was isolated. The CDS of TC004374 

has a length of 1014 bp consisting of 4 exons and encoding a 337 AA protein. The 

AUGUSTUS gene model identified three potential transcripts of different length 

(g488.t1, g488.t2 and g488.t3) for this gene. The four protein coding exons are 

separated by three introns, two of them short with a length of 45 and 48 bp, re-

spectively. The intron in the middle position has a length of 2238 bp and contains 

another gene (g489.t1) on the complementary strand identified as being homolo-

gous to Cyclin J in Drosophila. Protein domain analysis using PROSITE (SIB, 
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Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics) identified a NUDIX hydrolase domain at AA posi-

tions 57–185 including a so-called NUDIX box motif at AA positions 92–113 

(Figure 4-25). Supported by sequence homology and the NUDIX domain this gene 

belongs to the Nudix (nucleoside diphosphate linked to another moiety, X) super-

family of proteins, which is common in eukaryotes, bacteria, archaea and viruses 

and consists mainly of pyrophosphohydrolases. The substrates of these hydrolas-

es can be quite divers and the number of Nudix genes encoded by the genome 

differs highly between species (Bessman et al., 1996; McLennan, 2005). Accord-

ing to a blastx search against non-redundant protein sequences of human and 

mouse, the gene product of TC004374 showed highest similarity to the mammali-

an NUDT18 protein (name of human ortholog is 8-oxo-dGDP phosphatase, acces-

sion number NP_079091). Backblast using blastp with the AA sequence of human 

NUDT18 confirmed this result and identified TC004374 as first hit (Score 150; 

Identity 36 %), followed by TC006500 (Score 46,6; Identity 38 %) and TC005943 

(Score 38,9; Identity 43 %). An analogous approach for Drosophila identified 

CG10898 as closest homolog (Score 161; Identity 41 %), followed by CG8128 

(Score 50,1; Identity 40 %) and CG4098 (Score 32; Identity 39 %).  

Homology of TC004374 to Drosophila CG10898 and vertebrate NUDT18 was 

also supported by a phylogenetic analysis using a high number of Nudix proteins 

from diverse species (see 3.3 for details on tree construction and Figure 4-26). Re-

ferring to FlyBase no functional data for the fly ortholog of TC004374, CG10898, is 

available to date. 

5’RACE PCR was performed to isolate the short g488.t3 transcript using a 

gene specific primer designed to bind to the 3’ end of Exon 2 of the g488.t3 tran-

script. Several short PCR fragments were isolated and sequenced, however, none 

of them represented the g488.t3 annotation since all sequences contained nucleo-

tide reads from Exon2 of the g488.t1 annotation. This leaves it unclear, whether 

this transcript was present during embryonic stages. In the following the name 

TC004374 always refers to the large transcript g488.t1 if not mentioned otherwise.  
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Figure 4-25        Gene locus of TC004374 and sequence location of dsRNA templates used in this study 

Numbers on top indicate nucleic acid position. (A) Given are the exon/intron structure of TC004374 and the 

regions of the open reading frame that encode the Nudix domain (blue) and Nudix box (green) (identified us-

ing PROSITE). Three transcripts are annotated in the Tribolium gene browser, the upper most transcript is 

g488.t1. The gene Tc-CyclinJ is located on the complementary strand of the second intron of the longest tran-

script of TC004374. (B) Location of dsRNA sequences used in this study in relation to the coding sequence of 

TC004374. Image created with Geneious version 7.0 (Biomatters). 
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Figure 4-26 Phylogeny of TC004374 

The tree shows the phylogeny of TC004374 in relation to other members of the Nudix protein family, especial-

ly to representatives from vertebrates. For some branches the FastTree support values are quite low, but 

orthology of TC004374 into the NUDT18 clade (green) and orthology to Drosophila CG10898 is highly sup-

ported. Xl: Xenopus laevis, Xt: Xenopus tropicalis, Hs: Homo sapiens, Mm: Mus musculus, Ce: 

Caenorhabditis elegans, Ta: Trichoplax adhaerens, Dp: Daphnia pulex, Tc: Tribolium castaneum, Is: Ixodes 

scapularis, Dm: Drosophila melanogaster, Nv: Nasonia vitripennis, Nvec: Nematostella vectensis, Cg: 

Crassostrea gigas, Am: Apis mellifera, Dr: Danio rerio. Common names, phylum and Taxonomy ID are given 

in Table 3-2 (materials and methods section 3.3). Image created with Geneious version 7.0 (Biomatters). 

4.4.1 Gene expression and cuticle phenotype of TC004374 

TC004374 was chosen as a potential interesting candidate after the screen-

ing steps due to a penetrant head phenotype detected during cuticle analysis and 

a small or absent head phenotype detected in the Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) in situ hy-

bridization screen in RNAi embryos (Figure 4-7 G-G’’). 

To analyze the expression pattern of TC004374, RNA antisense probes were 

synthesized based either on the entire coding sequence (JS_M133) of the 

TC004374 gene or on a 3’-part, spanning 490 bp of exons 3+4 (JS_M255, se-

quences on DVD, folder Genes_Sequences/iB_03735_TC004374/ 

M133_M264_M255). These probes were used for in situ hybridization on embryos 

of age 0-48 hours, development at 31°C. Sense probes served as negative con-

trols. No localized expression for TC004374 could be detected in any stages ana-

lyzed, suggesting uniform expression of this gene (not shown). 

To ensure that the RNAi phenotype observed after injection of TC004374 

dsRNA was not due to degradation of Tc-Cyclin J transcripts, Tc-Cyclin J cDNA 

was isolated from an embryonic cDNA collection using gene specific primers 

(JSP198 and JSP199). After parental RNAi against Tc-Cyclin J all progeny 

showed an empty egg (EE) phenotype in cuticle analysis and brief light micro-

scope analysis of these embryos supported the assumption that the embryos did 

not develop at all. This result confirmed that the anterior patterning phenotype ob-

served for TC004374 RNAi was not due to loss of Cyclin J function. 

The cuticle phenotype resulting from TC004374 RNAi was characterized by 

anterior deletions of body cuticle, similar to the cuticle phenotypes seen after Tc-

smurf RNAi. TC004374 RNAi phenotypes displayed head defects or broad dele-

tions of anterior body cuticle (Figure 4-27, B+C). Two independent iBeetle dsRNA 

fragments (iB_03735_2, iB_03735_3), both partially overlapping with the original 
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iBeetle fragment (iB_03735_1) were injected for TC004374 (green annotations in 

Figure 4-25 B). Injection of the iB_03735_1 fragment resulted in the anterior pat-

terning phenotype observed during the iBeetle screen. During injection of the two 

new non-overlapping fragments, only injection of the iB_03735_3 dsRNA fragment 

resulted in the anterior patterning phenotype. After injection of dsRNA against 

iB_03735_2 no cuticle defects were observed and almost all progeny of dsRNA 

injected females hatched. This gave rise to the assumption, that the anterior pat-

terning phenotype depended on the 3’ region of the TC004374 gene. To further 

clarify this result dsRNAs based on two different sequence parts of the TC004374 

cDNA were synthesized. One targeting exons 1 and 2 (Exon 1+2 fragment), and 

one targeting Exons 3 and 4 (Exon 3+4 fragment). These dsRNAs were used for a 

parental RNAi experiment in different Tribolium beetle strains to verify the frag-

ment specific phenotype and to test for strain specific effects at the same time 

(Figure 4-25 B for fragments and Figure 4-28 for results of the injections). Injec-

tions were done in the SB, Pig–19, and Black strains. Cuticle preparations on egg 

collections were done at three different time points to analyze a wearing off of the 

knock down effect (13, 20, and 27 days after injection, abbreviated dai). Buffer in-

jections and RNAi against DsRed served as negative controls. Progeny of the in-

jected females were counted and scored as described for the similar experiment 

for Tc-smurf (4.3.1). 
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Figure 4-27 Cuticle phenotype of TC004374 

Anterior to the left for cuticles. A and B lateral views, C dorsal view. (A) Wild type L1 cuticle. ug: urogomphi, 

pg: pygopodia. (B) Mild TC004374 RNAi phenotype, broad regions of the anterior head are missing. (C) 

Stronger TC004374 RNAi cuticle phenotype. The entire head and thorax and part of the abdomen are miss-

ing. This cuticle also shows a dorsal hole (arrowhead).  

Similar to the observations seen for the RNAi experiments for Tc-smurf, the 

SB strain showed a relatively high number of unspecific background phenotypes 

observable in all different conditions tested (grey bars in in Figure 4-28). The frac-

tion of these background phenotypes ranged between 15 % and 30 % in the con-

trols. Background phenotype levels in the Black and in the Pig-19 strains never 

exceeded 10 %. Anterior defects were observed in 0–3 % of all analyzed progeny 

in the controls. Injection of the TC004374 Exon 1+2 dsRNA fragment resulted in 

0–1,7 % anterior defects, confirming that dsRNAs targeting the first two exons of 

TC004374 did not lead to anterior patterning defects in any of the strains ana-

lyzed. Injection of the TC004374 Exon 3+4 dsRNA fragment resulted in anterior 

patterning defects. The fraction of animals that showed defects or deletions of an-

terior body parts ranged, depending on the strain, from 26,6 % to 56,5 % 13 dai 

and wore off during the following two weeks of the experiment. 27 dai the fraction 

of anterior defects observed among all progeny ranged between 2,6 % and 4,7 % 

and was thereby comparable or almost comparable to the controls. If at all, the 

amount of other defects was only slightly increased in TC004374 Exon 3+4 RNAi 

cuticles. The Pig-19 strain appeared to react stronger to knock down of TC004374 

and the RNAi effect in this strain was also more stable over the time of the exper-

iment. The fraction of anterior defects after injection in Pig-19 was perceptibly 

higher than in the other strains 13 and 20 dai. Additionally, after injection in the 

Black and the SB strain, a strong decline in the fraction of anterior defects was al-

ready observed between 13 and 20 dai. After injection in the Pig-19 strain this 

fraction was almost consistent between these two time points, although a small 

increase in wild type progeny could be observed. Almost no anterior defects were 

observed 27 dai. The different strains showed a different susceptibility to 

TC004374 RNAi resulting in a different penetrance of the knock down effect. Qual-

itatively, anterior defects could be observed in all strains after TC004374 RNAi. 

Strain specific effects could therefore be excluded. Due to the observed higher 

penetrance, Pig-19 was used in all following experiments. 
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Figure 4-28  Fragment specific knock down phenotype of TC004374  

Different strains showed a different ratio of background defects (grey bars). IP: Buffer injections. Only dsRNAs covering the region of Exon3+4 of the TC004374 gene led to high pro-

portions of anterior defects (red bars). The anterior defect phenotypes were detectable in all strains analyzed. A decline in these phenotypes was observed two to three weeks after 

injection. See text for more details. 
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4.4.2 Immunohistochemistry and expression of marker genes in TC004374 

RNAi during embryonic stages 

To understand how TC004374 acts during embryonic development in 

Tribolium, in situ hybridization stainings for the expression of selected marker 

genes and antibody stainings for the activated, dual-phosphorylated form of MAP 

kinase (pMAPK) and the activated, phosphorylated mothers against dpp (pMAD) 

protein were done. All RNAi embryos shown resulted from injection of the 

TC004374 exon 3+4 fragment dsRNA into the Pig-19 strain. 

Due to the overall similarity between TC004374 and Tc-smurf RNAi pheno-

types, a gene expression analysis similar to the approach pursued for Tc-smurf 

was done for TC004374. Blastoderm stage TC004374 RNAi embryos were 

stained for expression of Tc-mille-pattes (Tc-mlpt) (Savard et al., 2006) and dou-

ble-stained for expression of Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) and Tc-zen1 (Falciani et al., 

1996; Nagy and Carroll, 1994; van der Zee et al., 2005) using in situ hybridization. 

The wild type expression domains of these genes are explained in 4.3.4. Both ex-

pression domains for Tc-mlpt were detected in TC004374 RNAi embryos. The an-

terior wedge-shaped domain was not noticeably affected with respect to its ante-

rior-posterior prolongation. The only alteration detected was a subtle shift of the 

dorsal-most part of the anterior Tc-mlpt expression to the ventral side (Figure 4-29 

arrowhead in B, compared to A). Both Tc-wg domains were present in TC004374 

RNAi embryos (Figure 4-29, C and D). The most obvious morphological pheno-

type in TC004374 RNAi embryos during differentiated blastoderm stages was a 

conspicuous bend in the germ rudiment (white arrowheads in Figure 4-29 B’ and 

D’). The germ-serosa border was, depending on the exact stage, also not always 

absolutely oblique in the wild type. However, the strong angle observed in 

TC004374 RNAi embryos (particularly visible in D and D’) was never detected in 

wild type embryos.  

Stainings for the expression of Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) (Nagy and Carroll, 1994) 

in TC004374 RNAi embryos (iB_03735 in the figure) during germ band stages are 

shown in (Figure 4-7, G-G’’). Compared to the wild type the originally triangular 

ocular Tc-wg domain appeared dot-like and the antennal stripe was missing. In the 

stronger phenotype shown in G’’ the headlobes were almost completely absent. In 

the wild type, the ocular Tc-wg domain reached the outer margin of the embryonic 
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tissue (Figure 4-7 A’). In contrast, in the embryos seen in Figure 4-7 G and G’ the 

dots of Tc-wg expressing cells were surrounded by tissue without Tc-wg expres-

sion. No difference for the segmental Tc-wg expression in the germ band was ob-

served compared to the wild type. The weak staining seen for all Tc-wg stripes in 

the TC004374 RNAi embryos in Figure 4-7 was due to a weak staining efficiency 

during the experiment and was also present in the control. 

 

Figure 4-29 Expression of Tc-mlpt, Tc-zen1 and Tc-wg during blastoderm stages in wild type and 

TC004374 RNAi embryos 

Anterior to the left and dorsal side up for all pictures. A’–D’ show embryos in A–D stained for nuclei with 

Hoechst 33342. (A) Tc-mlpt was expressed in an anterior domain and in the primitive pit (open arrowhead in 

A). (B) In TC004374 RNAi embryos the anterior Tc-mlpt domain was reduced in the dorsal part of the embryo 

(arrowhead points to dorsal edge of the expression). (C) Tc-wg expression was detected in two domains dur-

ing differentiated blastoderm stages (black arrowheads): an ocular stripe and at the posterior pole. Open ar-

rowheads point to the germ-serosa border. (D) Both Tc-wg domains were present in TC004374 RNAi embryos 

(black arrowheads), but an obvious bend was observed in the germ serosa border (arrowhead in D’, weaker 

but also present in B’).  
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During germ band stages, ectopic pMAD was detected in the anterior and in 

the head in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. To check if an accumulation of pMAD could 

also be observed in TC004374 RNAi embryos, immunohistochemistry for pMAD 

was done on a collection of embryos aged 0–48 h at 31°C. pMAD localization in 

wild type embryos is described in 4.3.3. No effect of TC004374 knock down on 

pMAD localization during blastoderm stages was observed. TC004374 RNAi em-

bryos displayed much smaller heads than wild type embryos of comparable age. 

Similar to the wild type, pMAD was detected in the amnion and in the dorsal mar-

gin of the germ band. However, in contrast to the wild type, strong ectopic do-

mains of pMAD were detected in the headlobes (Figure 4-30, C and D). In the 

germ band, pMAD was restricted to the dorsal ectodermal borders of the embryos. 

In some embryos these pMAD domains appeared stronger and more broad in 

comparison to the wild type (Figure 4-30, D). 

The heads of TC004374 RNAi embryos were severely reduced in size 

(Figure 4-7 G–G’’). To ascertain the effect of TC004374 knock down on the most 

terminal anterior structures, RNAi embryos were stained for the expression of Tc-

six3 and the distribution of activated MAP kinase (pMAPK). Tc-six3 expression 

during embryonic development has been described previously in detail 

(Kittelmann, 2012; Posnien et al., 2009b; Posnien et al., 2011). In early germ ru-

diments, Tc-six3 is expressed in one wide domain at the anterior rim. The expres-

sion domains separate in three single domains during germ band elongation, the 

central domain marking clypeus, labrum, stomodeum, and the outer domains 

marking neurogenic precursors (Kittelmann, 2012; Posnien et al., 2011 and Figure 

4-30 E and F). Later in development, expression domains occur de novo in the 

ocular region. The dynamics of Tc-six3 expression during Tribolium germ band 

stages have been described in detail by Kittelmann (2012). Data for Tc-six3 ex-

pression during blastoderm stages in TC004374 RNAi embryos was too limited to 

draw a final conclusion. During early germ band stages the anterior lateral do-

mains of Tc-six3 expression were absent, only a central, circular domain remained 

(Figure 4-30, G). In some early germ band stage embryos Tc-six3 expression was 

not detectable at all. The ocular expression domains that arised de novo during 

later germ band elongation could at least partially be detected in the TC004374 

RNAi embryo depicted in Figure 4-30 H. The central, almost circular Tc-six3 ex-

pression domain was still detectable, but shifted far posteriorly compared to the 
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central expression domain in wild type embryos. The posterior border of this circu-

lar domain almost touched the anterior border of the mandibular segment (Figure 

4-30 H). 

Distribution of active MAP kinase (pMAPK) during Tribolium embryogenesis 

has been described previously (Schoppmeier and Schröder, 2005; Wheeler et al., 

2005). pMAPK was reported to be localized in two terminal domains during the 

uniform blastoderm stage and could be found in two narrow stripes on either side 

of the midline before gastrulation. During the differentiated blastoderm stage it was 

also localized at the border between embryo and serosa (Schoppmeier and 

Schröder, 2005; Wheeler et al., 2005). It was therefore interesting to determine 

whether TC004374 RNAi had an effect on the distribution of pMAPK during em-

bryogenesis. Early developmental stages were so far not analyzed far enough to 

make a clear conclusion whether knock down of TC004734 affected the localiza-

tion of pMAPK during differentiated blastoderm stages. The terminal domains of 

pMAPK were not affected in TC004374 RNAi embryos. After gastrulation in wild 

type embryos the pMAPK marked stripes widened and the protein was found in a 

large fraction of neuroectodermal cells which became restricted to single columns 

of cells adjacent to the ventral epidermal midline. In the head, the stripes of 

pMAPK marked cells formed a Y-shaped pattern and marked a large number of 

cells within the headlobes (Figure 4-30 I) (see also Wheeler et al., 2005). During 

later germ band stages, pMAPK was detected de novo in the periphery of the ocu-

lar region. In TC004374 RNAi embryos, the germ band localization for pMAPK 

was present and no clear aberration was detected. However, in the reduced head-

lobes of phenotypic TC004374 RNAi embryos, pMAPK was absent (Figure 4-30 

J). 

In summary, knock down of TC004374 caused a bend in the germ serosa 

boundary during differentiated blastoderm stages. This bend was potentially due to 

a loss of embryonic tissue on the anterior dorsal side, which was replaced by se-

rosa. During germ band stages, knock down of TC004374 resulted in a reduced 

head size. The loss of the outer (neurogenic) Tc-six3 expression domains indicat-

ed that prospective neurogenic head tissue was most prone to loss of TC004374 

function. This assumption was supported by the loss of pMAPK in the headlobes 

of TC004374 RNAi embryos, since MAPK signaling was suggested to indirectly 

pattern neural precursors in Tribolium (Wheeler et al., 2005).  
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Figure 4-30 Expression of Tc-six3 and localization of pMAD and pMAPK in TC004374 RNAi 

embryos during germ band stages 

Anterior to the left in all pictures. (A) In wild type embryos, pMAD was present in the posterior and anterior 

amnion, the dorsal margin and during later stages also in the developing labrum anlage (anterior centric spot 

in B). (C+D) pMAD was also detected in the amnion and dorsal margin in TC004374 RNAi embryos. In con-

trast to the wild type, high levels of pMAD were present in the reduced headlobes. (E) During early germ band 

stages, Tc-six3 expression was detected in a central (arrow) and two lateral, prospective neurogenic domains 

(arrowheads). These domains persisted during germ band elongation (F) and two lateral, ocular domains 

occured de novo (open arrowheads in F). (G) In TC004374 RNAi embryos the anterior lateral Tc-six3 expres-

sion domains were not present during early germ band stages. Only a single circular domain was present in 
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the anterior center of the head (arrow). (H) During later germ band stages this domain persisted (arrow) and 

ocular domains (albeit smaller than in wild type) arose de novo (open arrowheads). (I) During early elongating 

germ band stages, activated MAP kinase was found in two columnar stripes next to the ventral midline and in 

a prominent Y-shaped pattern in the headlobes. Two spots of pMAPK occured in the ocular margin of every 

headlobe during germ band elongation. (J) In TC004374 RNAi embryos, columnar germ band location of 

pMAPK was detected but activated MAPK was completely absent anterior to the mandibular segment.  

4.4.3 TUNEL assay in TC004374 RNAi embryos 

To check whether the reduced head seen in TC004374 RNAi embryos was 

due to an increase in anterior cell death during development, a TUNEL assay was 

performed on TC004374 RNAi embryos aged 0–48 h at 31°C. In contrast to the 

phenotype seen for Tc-smurf RNAi embryos, no consistent massive increase in 

cell death in the anterior tissue of germ band stage embryos was detected (Figure 

4-31). A few TC004374 RNAi embryos showed a high level of TUNEL marked 

cells in the anterior, but also along the complete anterior-posterior axis, indicating 

severe cell death all over the embryo (not shown). In wild type embryos usually no 

apoptotic cells were observed in gastrulating embryos and at early germ band 

stages (Figure 4-32, A and B) (see also Kittelmann, 2012). In contrast, cell death 

especially in young stages was noticeably increased in TC004374 RNAi embryos. 

A very prominent observation made after knock down of TC004374 was a high 

level of cell death in extraembryonic tissue, in most cases in the direct vicinity of 

the embryo. This was never seen in the wild type and also not in Tc-smurf RNAi 

embryos (Figure 4-32, for Tc-smurf TUNEL see 4.3.2). It could not be clearly as-

certained whether these areas of dying cells overlapped with the embryonic tissue. 

Dark staining after TUNEL and altered morphology often hampered a decision if 

the cells were of serosal, amniotic, or embryo proper origin. The embryonic rim of 

TC004374 RNAi embryos looked usually a lot less defined compared to the very 

clearly defined border between embryo proper and extraembryonic tissue in the 

wild type embryos (Figure 4-32, compare B’ with C’ and D’). Individuals or clusters 

of dying cells could also occasionally be detected in the region of the embryo 

proper. Although at least some of these cells were probably located within or di-

rectly above the embryonic tissue, it could not absolutely be excluded that these 

cells originated from the overlaying extraembryonic cell layers and were excluded 

from the united cell structure. 
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Figure 4-31 TUNEL assay in wild type and TC004374 RNAi embryos during germ band stages 

Anterior to the left in all pictures. TUNEL-stained cells marked in dark. (A) Wild type embryo during early germ 

band stage. (B) Wild type embryo, fully elongated. Levels of cell death were low in wild type embryos. (C) 

TC004374 RNAi embryo, early germ band stage, head lobes are almost completely absent. (D) Older 

TC004374 RNAi embryo, head lobes are decreased in size. Cell death was usually not noticably increased in 

the embryonic tissue of TC004374 RNAi embryos during germ band stages (C+D). However, some individual 

embryos showed high levels of cell death all over the embryo (not shown). 
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Figure 4-32 TUNEL assay in wild type and TC004374 RNAi embryos in germ rudiments and 

during early germ band stages 

Anterior to the left in all pictures. TUNEL-stained cells marked in black. Every row shows the same embryo. 

First column DIC filter, second column nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342, third column show a merge of both 

modes. Anterior to the left in all pictures, dorsal side up in A–A’’, B–B’’ ventrolateral view, C–C’’ and D–D’’ 

ventral views. (A–A’’) Early germ band stage wild type embryo, no cell death was detected. (B–B’’) wild type 

embryo later in development, no TUNEL positive cells were present. (C–C’’) TC004374 RNAi embryo early in 

development. The headlobes were almost completely missing (open arrowhead in C’). many TUNEL marked 

cells were detected at the direct border of the embryo proper (black arrowhead in C). (D–D’’) substantial cell 

death in the vicinity of TC004374 RNAi embryos could also be observed during later germ band stages (black 

arrowhead in D, open arrowheads in D’ point to the headlobes). Note the distinct border between embryo 

proper and extraembryonic tissue in B’ and the less defined borders in C’ and D’. 

4.4.4 Live Imaging of TC004374 RNAi  

To further clarify the embryonic phenotype after TC004374 RNAi, live imag-

ing experiments were performed using a transgenic line that expresses nuclear 

localized GFP in all embryonic cells (Sarrazin et al., 2012). Experimental setup, 
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controls and scoring of embryos were identical to the experiments performed for 

Tc-smurf RNAi 4.3.5. 

TC004374 RNAi embryos exhibited several defects during development. The 

first defect observable for TC004374 RNAi embryos was a remarkable delay in 

forming the amniotic fold. Formation of the amniotic fold and gastrulation is a pro-

cess that happens smoothly and very quickly in wild type embryos. Figure 4-33 

shows selected frames of a control embryo undergoing gastrulation. Time points 

indicated in the given frames are referred to the time after flattening of the posteri-

or pole became firstly visible (Tc-smurf live imaging chapter 4.3.5). Pictures were 

taken every 10 minutes. During each time interval a morphological advancement 

in development could clearly be identified for the control embryo. The amniotic fold 

formed about 30 minutes after formation of the differentiated blastoderm stage 

(Figure 4-33, 150 minutes frame) and within the next 30 minutes, it reached the 

ventral side of the embryo. 240–280 minutes after posterior flattening the embryo 

was completely covered with serosa and amnion. In control embryos the amniotic 

fold reached between 30 and 50 % of the anterior to posterior distance on the ven-

tral side (Figure 4-33 frame 180 min) within 190 minutes after posterior flattening. 

This was the case in 32 out of 35 embryos (mean time 177 minutes). 

The TC004374 RNAi embryo appeared to be stuck at the differentiated 

blastoderm stage (Figure 4-34). After formation of the differentiated blastoderm 

only very low developmental progress was observed for almost 60 minutes. The 

embryonic cells moved slowly towards posterior and about 180 minutes after pos-

terior flattening an indentation on the posterior dorsal side occured. In the control 

the amniotic fold had already reached the ventral side of the amnion at this 

timepoint. Suddenly, between 210 and 220 minutes after posterior flattening the 

amniotic fold moved over the posterior pole and the embryo was covered by the 

extraembryonic membranes. A delay in the progress of the amniotic fold could be 

seen in a high number of TC004374 RNAi embryos: 10 out of 22 embryos needed 

over 210 minutes before the amniotic fold reached between 30 and 50 % of the 

anterior to posterior distance on the ventral side (mean time 215 minutes). Two 

other phenotypic aspects after TC004374 RNAi were observed during live imag-

ing. 6 out of 20 TC004374 RNAi embryos scorable for the head showed clearly 

identifiable smaller heads (1 out of 49 in control embryos). 9 out of 26 embryos 

showed decaying tissue (control 1 out of 46), either in the anterior or laterally at 
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the border between embryonic and extraembryonic tissue. Cell death was identifi-

able by loss of fluorescence in the embryo proper. In TC004374 RNAi embryos the 

embryonic rim often appeared to be less strictly defined than in the control. Alt-

hough this observation would fit to the results for the TUNEL assay, this was diffi-

cult to score with the given optical resolution. Figure 4-35 shows selected frames 

for the development of a TC004374 RNAi embryo displaying all phenotypic fea-

tures mentioned. All movies are included on the DVD (folder Mov-

ies/TC004374RNAi). 

 

Figure 4-33 Time-lapse of control embryo undergoing gastrulation 

0–280 minutes frames: lateral view. 900 minutes frame: ventral view. Given are 10 minutes time lapse frames 

of a control embryo with focus on the period of amniotic fold formation and embryo enveloping. Reference 

timepoint is posterior flattening (yellow arrowhead in 0 min frame) of the embryo before posterior pit formation. 

120 minutes frame shows the differentiated blastoderm with clearly identifiable embryonic (e) and serosal (s) 

nuclei. Shortly later the dorsal edge of the embryonic tissue moved over the posterior of the embryo and 

formed the amniotic fold (arrowhead in 150–190 min frames). 190 min after posterior flattening over 30 % of 

the posterior embryo was covered with the extraembryonic membranes.  
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Figure 4-34 Amniotic fold delay in TC004374 RNAi embryo 

Reference timepoint is posterior flattening (yellow arrowhead in 0 min frame) of the embryo before posterior pit 

formation. Lateral view, anterior to the left, dorsal side up. 120 minutes frame shows the differentiated 

blastoderm with distinguishable embryonic (e) and serosal (s) nuclei. Cells condensed at the anterior ventrally 

and in the posterior along the entire dorsal-ventral axis. The posterior cells moved slowly further posteriorly. A 

bend became apparent at the germ serosa border (arrowhead in 160 min frame). After 180 min an indentation 

was visible at the dorsal posterior end of the embryo. Only very little developmental progress could be seen 

until 210 min after posterior flattening. Then, suddenly, the amniotic fold (arrowhead in 220 min frame) quickly 

moved over the posterior pole and the embryo was covered with the extrembryonic membranes.  
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Figure 4-35 Selected frames of the development of a TC004374 RNAi embryo 

Before turning of the embryo (about 360 min time frame) pictures show a slightly tilted ventral view. After-

wards: lateral view. Reference timepoint is posterior flattening (yellow arrowhead in 0 min frame) of the em-

bryo before posterior pit formation. 40 min after posterior flattening, embryonic (e) and serosal (s) nuclei could 
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be distinguished and a clear differentiated blastoderm had formed after 120 min. The amniotic fold (arrowhead 

in 240 min frame) started covering the germ rudiment about 240 minutes after posterior flattening, and the 

serosal window (open arrowheads in 280–360 min time frames) started to close. Headlobes (H in 240–

360 min frames and in 600 min frame) were detectable but especially later (600 min) they were clearly re-

duced in size (compare to control embryo in Figure 4-21  In vivo imaging of Tc-DsRed RNAi embryo 

(negative control)). The borders of the embryo appeared abnormally indistinct (arrowheads in 560 min frame) 

and the head never moved to the anterior as observed in the control. Later, fluorescence in the embryonic 

tissue vanished from the anterior germ band region, indicating potential cell death (arrowhead in 1070 min 

frame). 

4.5 Isolation and characterization of Tribolium mothers against dpp 

The presence of a mothers against dpp (mad) gene in Tribolium has previ-

ously been determined by antibody staining against the phosphorylated (activated) 

form of MAD using a crossreactive antibody (van der Zee et al., 2006). In an ap-

proach to identify components of the TGF-β pathway in the Tribolium genome the 

gene TC014924 was later identified to be the ortholog to Drosophila mad (Van der 

Zee et al., 2008). In the following the gene TC014924 will be referred to as Tc-

mad. However, Tc-mad had not been cloned, limiting sequence information to 

bioinformatic genome annotation. To be able to reliably identify binding sites for 

Tc-smurf as well as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and glycogen syn-

thase kinase 3 (GSK3) phosphorylation sites, the putatively full coding sequence 

(CDS) of Tc-mad was isolated using gene specific primers (JSP204 and JSP205). 

Several transcripts were isolated and sequenced and the clone JS_M292 was 

chosen as consensus sequence (all sequences on DVD, folder 

Genes_Sequences/Tc_Mad). The CDS of Tc-mad has a length of 1365 bp, encod-

ing a 454 AA protein (Figure 4-36). MH1 and MH2 domains of Tc-MAD were iden-

tified using PROSITE (Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics). All other motifs were iden-

tified by hand with the help of the Geneious 7.0 software (Biomatters). Receptor 

regulated Smads (R-Smads) contain a C-terminal SXS motif. Both serines in this 

motif can be phosphorylated by activated type I Dpp/BMP receptors (Feng and 

Derynck, 2005). This motif was identified in Tc-MAD (Figure 4-36, see also Van 

der Zee et al., 2008). One PPxY binding motif for Smurf could be identified to be 

located at AA positions 225–228 in the linker region between the MH1 and MH2 

domain, similar to a location previously described for a PPxY motif in Drosophila 

MAD (Eivers et al., 2008, see introduction). It has been reported, that MAPK 

phosphorylates MAD/Smad1/5/8 proteins on serines in canonical phosphorylation 
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sites (PxSP) (Eivers et al., 2008; Kretzschmar et al., 1997; Sapkota et al., 2007). 

Two PxSP motifs were detected in the amino acid (AA) sequence of Tc-MAD. Both 

are located in aminoterminal direction to the Smurf binding site. Eight amino acids 

separate the Smurf binding site and the closest MAPK motif, which is identical to 

the situation in the Drosophila MAD protein (Eivers et al., 2008, see also Figure 

2-5). The second MAPK phosphorylation motif is located at AA positions 195–198 

and does not have a counterpart in Drosophila (Eivers et al., 2008). Many sub-

strates of GSK3 need to be pre-phosphorylated on a serine or a threonine four AA 

carboxyterminal from a serine or threonine that can then be targeted by GSK3 

(S/TXXXS/T) (Cohen and Frame, 2001). Although the linker region of Tc-MAD is 

rich in serines, and many serines exhibit the proper distance of four AA to the next 

serine, a consensus sequence was not identified to be located directly at the 

MAPK phosphorylation sites. Compared to Drosophila, Tribolium MAD exhibits 

one additional asparagine between the second MAPK phosphorylation site and the 

next serine in aminoterminal direction (Figure 4-36 compare also to Figure 2-5). 

 

Figure 4-36 Tc-MAD protein sequence, domains and motifs 

Serines are highlighted in red, threonines highlighted in orange. The Tc-MAD protein consists of a C-terminal 

MH1 and an N-terminal MH2 domain, divided by a linker region. The serines in the C-terminal SXS motif (in 

this case SVS) are phosphorylated via Dpp type I receptors. Green box (PPAY) marks the Smurf binding site. 

Blue boxes (PxSP) mark canonical phosphorylation sites for MAPK. Typical phosphorylation motifs for GSK3 

(S/TXXXS/T) were not identified in aminoterminal direction to the MAPK phosphorylation sites. Image created 

with Geneious version 7.0 (Biomatters). 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 iBeetle screen and candidate gene selection 

The aim of the first part of this project was the identification and characteriza-

tion of previously unknown factors required for head development and anterior pat-

terning. The approach to achieve this aim was a wide-ranging reverse genetic 

RNAi screen followed by a stepwise selection of candidate genes. In the next 

chapters I will evaluate the screening approach by focusing on two aspects: 

 Detection of candidate genes for anterior patterning processes in the 

iBeetle screen. 

 Filtering the most promising candidate genes from the iBeetle da-

taset. 

5.1.1 The iBeetle screen is an efficient approach to detect genes involved 

in head development and anterior patterning 

The identification of anterior patterning phenotypes during the screen de-

pended on a sufficient knock down of the respective genes, resulting in defects of 

the L1 larval cuticle, and the subsequent identification by the screeners. RNAi in 

Tribolium usually causes a robust phenotype (Brown et al., 1999a; Bucher et al., 

2002; Cerny et al., 2005) and the results of the positive control injections also indi-

cate that sufficient gene knock down was usually achieved during the iBeetle 

screen. 

Controls were continuously included during the screen in order to monitor the 

rate of identified phenotypes. The results of the positive control injections demon-

strated a correct annotation rate between 90–95 % for the pupal injection screen 

which suggests that potentially 5 –10% of the phenotypes were missed. The anal-

ysis of genes with known phenotypes confirmed a high rate of identified pheno-

types. Hence, it can be expected that most head or anterior patterning defects that 

affected the L1 larval cuticle were identified and correctly annotated during the 

iBeetle screen. This is also confirmed by the results for selected positive control 

injections for Tc-six3 and Tc-empty-spiracles (Tc-ems). Both gene knock downs 

lead to head defects in Tribolium, and the phenotype for Tc-ems is also quite sub-

tle (Posnien et al., 2011, Schinko et al., 2008). After RNAi against Tc-six3 and Tc-
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ems the phenotypes were correctly annotated for 100 % and 86 % of the injec-

tions, respectively (n=8 for Tc-six3, n=7 for Tc-ems) (Schmitt-Engel et al., in prep-

aration). Thus, highly specific and highly penetrant phenotypes are very unlikely to 

be missing in the database. The iBeetle screen was designed as a first pass 

screen and the screeners were instructed to rather annotate a potentially unspecif-

ic phenotype than to risk missing an interesting gene. This is represented by my 

results, since for almost 10 % (305 out of about 3500) of the datasets head pheno-

types were annotated. In many cases these head phenotypes were part of a com-

plex and pleiotropic phenotype and not further analysed. Genes required for head 

development or anterior patterning which might have not been detected during the 

iBeetle screening process most likely belong to one of the following three catego-

ries: 

 Splice variant specific gene functions or different transcripts 

It cannot be completely excluded that certain splice variants of particular 

genes were missed or that some genes coded for several different transcripts 

which were not all covered by the dsRNA sequences used during the iBeetle 

screen. Splice specific knock down in Tribolium has been reported previously 

(Arakane et al., 2005) and differential expression of isoforms is known for 

Tribolium as well (Kittelmann, 2012). The sequence specific RNAi effect seen 

for TC004374 demonstrated different functions for different transcripts of the 

same gene during development. If the iBeetle fragment 2 for TC004374 had 

been used during the screening procedure this gene would not have been 

detected as potential head patterning gene. Estimating the number of poten-

tially missed genes due to splice specific or transcript specific knock down is 

to date not possible, as the incidence of these phenomena in Tribolium is un-

known. 

 Functional redundancies 

dsRNAs targeting single genes were injected during the iBeetle screen, re-

sulting in single gene knock down. For this reason, genes required for anteri-

or patterning could not be identified with the applied approach, if a loss of 

function phenotype was rescued by the action of another gene. The only 

possibility to reduce this drawback to a certain extend would be the simulta-

neous knock down of highly related genes which is not feasible in a large 

scale screen with respect to time effort and costs. Analysis of redundancies 
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is done in more focused experiments, dealing with specific gene families. 

This has for instance been done for the knirps gene family in Drosophila 

(Chen et al., 1998; González-Gaitán et al., 1994). 

 Pleiotropic effects 

The first two categories are related to aspects that hamper the detection of a 

phenotype although a gene is actually involved in a certain process. Howev-

er, genes with the highest probability to be missed as potential candidate 

genes for head development and anterior patterning were probably genes, 

which were involved in more than one process. This includes genes causing 

lethality during the screen and making downstream analysis of the progeny 

impossible. But also functions in ovario- or oogenesis mask potential func-

tions during embryonic development, since dsRNA injected females do not 

produce eggs. Effects like this have been described for RNAi against Tc-dpp 

(van der Zee et al., 2006) and Tc-axin (Fu et al., 2012). Pleiotropic effects 

can also occur during embryogenesis and hamper the identification of pheno-

types. Injection of the iB_05754 dsRNA resulted in rather broad defects of 

the L1 larval cuticle, indicating a more general defect during development. 

Still, analysis of the RNAi embryos and concomitant staining against the 

segment polarity gene Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) showed a specific shift of the 

ocular Tc-wg domain towards anterior (Figure 4-7 K–K’’). This can be an in-

dication for a specific function during head patterning processes, in spite of 

other defects which occured simultaneously in other regions of the embryo. 

To reduce the risk of missing important candidate genes due to pleiotropic ef-

fects on the level of the L1 cuticle, non-restrictive database search terms dur-

ing first candidate selection and careful cuticle analysis are necessary.  

The number of false positive annotations was very low for the negative control in-

jections during the screen. During the re-injection experiments also most pheno-

types were at least partially confirmed (40 out of 47). However, after injection of 

non-overlapping fragments for 25 genes in a different strain, 12 of them did not 

result in the cuticle phenotype observed during the screening process. The cause 

for this effect has not yet been analyzed in detail. It cannot be excluded that for 

some of the phenotypes, transcript or splice specific knock down was the reason 

for missing reproducibility. But also strain specific effects can account for some of 

the not reproduced phenotypes (Kitzmann et al., 2013). Furthermore, it seems that 
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head defects are a common aspect of pleiotropic effects in Tribolium since about 

10 % of all dsRNA injections resulted in some kind of head defects in the L1 larval 

cuticle. Hence, for a number of the not-reproduced phenotypes, the observed ef-

fect after injection of a non overlapping fragment in a different strain might display 

a stronger knock down phenotype or affect broader regions of the L1 larval cuticle. 

In summary, the iBeetle screen proved to be an efficient approach to identify head 

and anterior patterning phenotypes in Tribolium and provided a large number of 

datasets for potential candidates. 

5.1.2 New anterior patterning genes for Tribolium are identified through 

the iBeetle screen 

Depending on the respective gene model, the Tribolium genome consists of 

between 13.000 (AUGUSTUS predictions) and 16.600 (official gene set, GLEAN) 

genes (Kim et al., 2010; Park et al., 2008; Richards et al., 2008). Since the 

dsRNAs for the iBeetle screen were designed according to the AUGUSTUS pre-

dictions, all genes identified by this prediction were screened or will be screened in 

the future according to the iBeetle concept. This in turn means that every potential 

head or anterior patterning gene represented by the AUGUSTUS gene models will 

be subjected to the screening process. My results allow a careful estimation of 

how many new head patterning genes we can expect to identify with the help of 

the iBeetle screen. 

The candidates in this project were selected from datasets for the injection of 

3500 dsRNAs, each targeting a single annotated gene. Extrapolated to an esti-

mated set of 14.000 genes (Gregor Bucher, personal communication, Mario 

Stanke unpublished results) the datasets represented the results for about 25 % of 

the Tribolium genome. Two candidates were finally chosen for deeper analysis. At 

least two other candidate genes out of the list might be specifically involved in an-

terior patterning. L1 larval cuticles derived from knock down of the gene TC006853 

(iB_01098) showed absence of bristles from the dorsal ridge row (Schinko et al., 

2008). TC015120 (iB_05754) RNAi resulted in an anterior shift of the ocular Tc-wg 

domain (Figure 4-7). This argues for a specific function during the development of 

the anterior head in spite of more diverse cuticle defects observed in the L1 larva 

after gene knock down. Together with the identification of Tc-smurf and TC004374 

this makes 4 identified anterior patterning genes based on a dataset for 3500 in-
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jected dsRNAs. These numbers lead to an estimated number of 16 new anterior 

patterning genes that might be identified in the AUGUSTUS gene set. However, 

this number probably underscores the real potential. One has to consider, that 

some candidates were excluded from analysis because they were studied by other 

members of the iBeetle consortium. Some of those genes are potentially involved 

in development of the anterior body region of Tribolium and might be interesting 

for upcoming projects. In addition, the criteria of the candidate selection process 

presented here were rather strict to select the most promising candidates. One 

can assume, that some of the genes not chosen due to pleitropy or phenotypic 

variability, would indeed turn out to be involved in head patterning after a detailed 

analysis. 

5.1.3 Candidate selection from the database 

Candidates were selected from the database using the search term “pupal 

day15/larval head”. I stepwise selected the candidates by analyzing all iBeetle da-

tasets with annotations for the tagma “head”. Although this approach was probably 

the best way to minimize the risk of missing a potentially specific head or anterior 

patterning phenotype, it could have been advantageous to be more restrictive by 

setting a cutoff penetrance value. My results showed that all annotations with a 

penetrance of under 30 % were eventually sorted out from analysis. Restricting the 

search to phenotypes with a penetrance of over 30 % or even over 50 % could 

have led to a quicker finding of final candidates, saving time and work without 

missing important candidates. The two finally selected candidates for this project 

were both annotated with a penetrance of over 50 % during the iBeetle screen.  

5.1.4 From primary candidates to final candidates 

For a project like the one presented in this thesis, it is crucial to identify as 

quickly as possible the final genes of interest from all screened candidates while at 

the same time taking due care in this process to not exclude important candidate 

genes. The experimental steps that led to the eventual selection of Tc-smurf and 

TC004374 out of a group of 47 genes involved a good part of laboratory and anal-

ysis work and although all experiments were of considerable importance, some 
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steps of the strategy can probably be improved when similar projects are to be 

planned again. 

The re-injection experiment as the first step in the selection process proved 

to be of major importance and allowed to sort out a large number of genes that 

were most likely not specifically involved in anterior patterning. As the iBeetle 

screen involved several different screeners, the use of the controlled vocabulary 

and the criteria for annotating a phenotypic aspect differed slightly. Additionally, 

every iBeetle dsRNA was injected only once, no experimental replicates were 

available, increasing the chance for the annotation of unspecific, naturally occuring 

abberrations of development. Reproduction of the iBeetle experiment before any 

subsequent step of analysis turned out to be essential for the identification of po-

tential anterior patterning genes. If time and workload were compared to the gain 

of knowledge the cost-benefit ratio of this selection step was very effective and re-

duced the number of candidate genes for the next experiments from 47 to 25. 

Chronologically, the next step of analysis was the determination of the ex-

pression patterns for the candidate genes. Many genes are locally expressed and 

have functions in regions which correspond to their expression patterns during de-

velopment. During Tribolium head development this is for instance the case for Tc-

otd1, Tc-cap’n’collar, Tc-labial, and Tc-six3 (Kittelmann et al., 2013; Posnien and 

Bucher, 2010; Posnien et al., 2011; Schinko et al., 2008). However, there are also 

many cases where a localized loss of function defect does not need the localized 

expression of the gene, the expression of the Torso receptor in Tribolium and Dro-

sophila to give an example (Casanova and Struhl, 1989; Klingler et al., 1988; 

Schoppmeier and Schröder, 2005; Stevens et al., 1990). The expression analysis 

involved cloning of the gene fragments, probe synthesis and in situ hybridization 

stainings. Only three of the candidates showed localized expression domains, but 

these three genes were sorted out during later selection steps. Hence determina-

tion of the expression patterns did not have an influence on the selection process 

of the final candidate genes and did not lead to a reduction of the number of genes 

that had to be analyzed. 

Compared to the gene expression screen the analysis of RNAi embryos of 

the candidate genes with concomitant staining for the expression of the segment 

polarity gene Tc-wingless (Tc-wg) served a lot more fruitful. This step was time 

and labor intensive but provided a very good insight in the embryonic phenotype 
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caused by knock down of the candidate genes and had a big impact on the selec-

tion of the final candidates.  

In summary, the approach used in this project to identify head and anterior 

patterning genes proved to be effective and led to the identification of two promis-

ing final candidate genes. However, although the determination of the expression 

pattern is of undoubted importance for the characterization of a gene, in this pro-

ject it would have saved much cloning, staining, and analysis time, if the gene ex-

pression screen had taken place after the analysis of the RNAi embryos. 

5.2 Tc-smurf 

One of the identified final candidate genes was Tc-smurf. Tc-smurf RNAi 

phenotypes were characterized by severe head defects and anterior deletions on 

the level of the L1 body cuticle. Germ band stage embryos for Tc-smurf knock 

down showed reduced headlobes or absence of anterior body regions. Hence the 

cuticle as well as the embryonic RNAi phenotype made Tc-smurf an excellent an-

terior patterning gene candidate. 

5.2.1 Tc-smurf regulates phosphorylated MAD during Tribolium embryo-

genesis 

RNAi mediated knock down of Tc-smurf stabilized carboxyterminal phos-

phorylated Mothers against dpp (pMAD) in Tribolium embryos as indicated by a 

noticably stronger staining in immunohistochemistry. It also resulted in ectopic 

domains of pMAD during germ band stages. This indicated an important function 

of Tc-smurf on Decapentaplegic (Dpp)-signaling during Tribolium embryogenesis. 

This function consists probably in signal termination through Smurf mediated deg-

radation of pMAD. This function is a common feature of DSmurf in Drosophila and 

Smurf proteins in vertebrates and is probably a conserved function of Smurf pro-

teins at least in the bilaterians. It might even be the original function of these mole-

cules (Liang et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2000, 2; Podos et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; 

Zhu et al., 1999). However, also other mechanisms for Smurf mediated regulation 

of Dpp signaling have been described and can play a role in this regulative pro-

cess. In the Drosophila ovary DSmurf has been described to regulate 

ubiquitination and proteolysis of the Dpp type I receptor Thickveins, working in 
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concert with the Fused serine/threonine kinase (Xia et al., 2010). Type I receptor 

ubiquitination mediated degradation through Smurf proteins has also been de-

scribed in vertebrates but needs the binding of an inhibitory Smad (I-Smad) as 

adaptor (Ebisawa et al., 2001; Inoue and Imamura, 2008; Kavsak et al., 2000; Mu-

rakami et al., 2003). Mainly via biochemical approaches on Smurf proteins in ver-

tebrates it was shown that Smurf proteins can ubiquitinate Smads at various levels 

of the TGF-β and BMP signaling cascades (reviewed in Cao and Zhang, 2012). It 

remains to be ascertained whether other ubiquitination mediated degradation pro-

cesses besides MAD degradation play relevant roles in the function of Tc-Smurf 

during embryogenesis. Comparing my results to data from Drosophila it is most 

likely that Tc-Smurf acts directly through the degradation of pMAD, since it was 

described that DSmurf selectively inhibited Dpp signaling in the fly by targeting 

Dpp-activated MAD but not Medea, Daughters against Dpp (DAD), or dSmad2 for 

proteasomal degradation (Liang et al., 2003). Nevertheless, a stabilization of Dpp 

receptors due to Tc-smurf knock down could also lead to a Dpp dependent in-

crease in cellular pMAD concentrations and the source of this increase (pMAD 

stabilization or receptor stabilization) cannot be distinguished with the approaches 

used in this study. Deeper biochemical analyses using protein interaction assays 

and analyzing ubiquitination states of Tc-MAD proteins and Tc-Tkv receptors 

would serve useful to test whether Tc-Smurf solely acts through degradation of Tc-

MAD. 

5.2.2 Loss of Tc-smurf function can lead to pre-blastodermal lethality 

Tc-smurf knock down with the JS_M115 and Exon 5+6 dsRNA fragments led 

to a high number of embryos that died before cuticle secretion, resulting in empty 

egg (EE) phenotypes in cuticle preparations. Analysis of fuchsine stained embryos 

showed that many Tc-smurf RNAi embryos nevertheless developed to germ band 

stages indicating that probably not all EE phenotypes observed in cuticle prepara-

tions were due to undeveloped embryos (Figure 4-12). TUNEL assay and live im-

aging experiments suggest that at least a fraction of the eggs without any identifi-

able embryonic tissue observed after RNAi with the JS_115 fragment or Exon 5+6 

fragment dsRNA resulted from embryos that had completely undergone cell death 

prior to fixation of the embryos. However, the live imaging experiments also 

showed that indeed many Tc-smurf RNAi embryos do not even form a properly 
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organized blastoderm stage, indicating that Tc-smurf has a function during very 

early developmental processes or even already during oocyte maturation. The da-

ta presented in this study cannot decipher how Tc-smurf acts exactly prior to 

blastoderm formation. Tc-dpp is already expressed during very early blastoderm 

stages (Sanchez-Salazar et al., 1996; Sharma et al., 2013; van der Zee et al., 

2006) and too high levels of Dpp-signaling might interfere with overall blastoderm 

integrity. However, the pre-blastodermal Tc-smurf function could also be complete-

ly independent of Dpp. The Mothers against Dpp (MAD) protein was described to 

be involved in canonical Wg signaling in Drosophila by interacting with the Pango-

lin-Armadillo complex (Eivers et al., 2011). It is therefore possible that Tc-smurf is 

already necessary to keep Tc-MAD levels low before Tc-dpp is expressed in 

Tribolium. Tc-axin, which encodes for a component of the β-Catenin destruction 

complex is maternally provided in Tribolium and anteriorly localized (Fu et al., 

2012). It could be that early Wg signals play an important role already during early 

nuclear division cycles in Tribolium, making use of Tc-MAD. More experiments are 

necessary in order to completely understand the functions of Tc-Smurf during pre-

blastoderm stages in Tribolium. It might also be that the early effects are due to a 

germ line function of Tc-smurf. Smurf function in the regulation of Dpp signaling in 

the germ line has been described for Drosophila (Casanueva and Ferguson, 2004; 

Chang et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2010). Additionally, knock down of Tc-dpp in pupal 

stages causes female sterility (van der Zee et al., 2006 and data not shown) sug-

gesting an important function of Dpp-signaling in the Tribolium germ line. The early 

defects seen before blastoderm formation might therefore be due to a general loss 

of egg integrity and not a result of loss of Tc-Smurf function after egg deposition. 

Pupal and adult injections were performed in this study in order to knock down the 

function of Tc-smurf. Embryonic dsRNA injections could serve useful to elucidate 

whether the pre-blastodermal defects seen in some Tc-smurf RNAi embryos are 

due to a very early Tc-Smurf function during development.  

5.2.3 Tc-smurf is involved in patterning the blastodermal fate map in 

Tribolium 

Knock down of Tc-smurf changed the blastoderm fate map of Tribolium em-

bryos. Staining for marker genes and live imaging experiments showed that the 

fraction of cells specified to form head tissue was clearly reduced upon Tc-smurf 
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knock down. This resulted in a bend in the germ serosa boundary during the dif-

ferentiated blastoderm stage and eventually in headlobes that were strikingly re-

duced in size during the germ rudiment stage. Interestingly, the dorsal anterior tis-

sue (in the lateral midline) of the germ anlage in the blastoderm was stronger af-

fected than the most anterior ventral or dorsalmost tissue. This resulted in the ob-

vious bend in the germ serosa border and was most likely due to Tc-sog activity 

on the ventral most side of the embryo which inhibited Dpp-signaling in this region 

(van der Zee et al., 2006). It has previously been shown that loss of Tc-sog leads 

to a complete loss of the head anlage in the Tribolium blastoderm with parts of the 

labial segment beeing the only head part remaining, as demonstrated by staining 

for Hox gene expression in germ band stage embryos (van der Zee et al., 2006). If 

compared to the severe Tc-sog RNAi phenotype, Tc-smurf knock down has a rela-

tively small impact on the overall fate map of the Tribolium differentiated 

blastoderm and it seems that Tc-Smurf has rather a function in fine tuning Dpp-

signaling during these stages. Weak cuticle phenotypes suggest that the first re-

gions to be affected by loss of Tc-smurf function are located between the 

clypeolabral region (CLR) and the gnathal segments. Figure 4-10 C shows a larva 

with missing head cuticle between the labrum and the mandibles. The labrum an-

lage is located anteriorly and medial to the procephalic ocular and antennal region 

(Kittelmann, 2012; Posnien et al., 2010) which is missing in this larva. The loss of 

the ocular Tc-wg domain seen in many Tc-smurf RNAi embryos also indicates loss 

of at least parts of the ocular region (Figure 4-19). While Tc-sog is important to 

form a head per se, Tc-smurf is necessary to establish the more posterior proce-

phalic head parts in concert with Tc-sog. This indicates a function of Tc-Dpp sig-

naling in patterning the Tribolium head along the anterior-posterior axis. This pro-

cess is most likely performed by a very tightly regulated crossplay between Tc-

Sog, Tc-Tolloid (Tc-Tld) and Tc-Smurf. It has formerly been shown that Tc-Tld has 

an important pro-Dpp function in Tribolium (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). This 

function is probably mediated by the cleavage of Tc-Sog molecules and concomi-

tant release of bound Tc-Dpp that can then bind to its receptors as it has been de-

scribed for Drosophila (Marqués et al., 1997; Srinivasan et al., 2002). My results 

suggest that Tc-Smurf has an essential function in fine-tuning the crossplay be-

tween Tc-Tld and Tc-Sog. During differentiated blastoderm stages, Tc-dpp is ex-

pressed in a fine stripe in the anterior of the germ anlage, interestingly with highest 
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expression levels on the ventral side. Dpp signaling is involved in defining the bor-

der between embryonic cells and serosa, since interfering with this signaling path-

way through Tc-sog or Tc-dpp RNAi, respectively, changes the position of the 

germ-serosa boundary (van der Zee et al., 2006). Tc-sog is expressed at the ven-

tral most side of the blastoderm stage embryo and is necessary to transport Dpp 

ligands to the dorsal side of the embryo (van der Zee et al., 2006). Tc-tld is ex-

pressed broadly during undifferentiated blastoderm stages, excluded only from the 

egg poles. During the differentiated blastoderm stage Tc-tld is expressed in a 

broad anterior domain within the prospective germ rudiment, uniformly along the 

DV-axis (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). Tc-Tld is hence present in all regions of 

Tc-dpp expression during this stage. Tc-Smurf is expressed in all cells and is 

probably necessary to set a threshold level that needs to be reached before acti-

vated BMP receptors result in nuclear localization of pMAD and subsequent gene 

regulation. According to my results, Tc-smurf prevents low level Dpp-signals which 

happen due to Tc-Tld mediated Tc-Sog cleavage on the ventral and lateral side of 

the prospective embryonic tissue. It might even shut down Dpp signals that occur 

due to secreted Dpp ligands which directly bind to membrane receptors before 

they are bound to Tc-Sog molecules. I propose a model in which Tc-Sog, Tc-Tld 

and Tc-Smurf act in a concerted manner to define a line that seperates 

extraembryonic and embryonic tissue during the differentiated blastoderm stage 

(Figure 5-1). According to this model, Tribolium makes use of at least four systems 

to define this line and control Dpp-signaling during blastoderm stages: 

 Localized expression of the diffusible signaling molecule Tc-Dpp in a dor-

sal-ventral stripe-like domain along the region of the prospective germ se-

rosa border. After differentiated blastoderm formation, Tc-dpp expression 

is restricted to a thin stripe of expression along the germ serosa border, 

only a few cells wide.  

 Localized expression of the diffusible, extracellular Tc-Dpp antagonist Tc-

Sog on the ventral side of the embryo which leads to the ventral inhibition 

of signaling and at the same time to an amplification of the signal on the 

dorsal side through a shuttling function of Tc-Sog. 
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 Broad expression of the extracellular Tc-Sog antagonist Tc-Tld in the pre-

sumptive embryonic tissue, which is necessary to reactivate Sog-bound 

Tc-Dpp molecules and thereby activate signaling. 

 Ubiquitous expression of the intracellular Tc-Dpp signaling antagonist Tc-

Smurf. Smurf is necessary to cut off ‘leaking’ Dpp-signaling due to diffus-

ing Dpp molecules and untimely cleaved Sog molecules. The crossplay of 

all regulators results in a clear and localized border between germ and 

serosa tissue. In Tc-sog, Tc-dpp, and Tc-tld RNAi embryos the germ se-

rosa border is shifted but still clearly defined (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 

2010; van der Zee et al., 2006). This clear definition is often lost in Tc-

smurf RNAi embryos. Tc-smurf is also essential to locate the germ serosa 

border, since Tc-smurf RNAi leads to a posterior shift especially of the 

lateral regions of this border. One more function of Tc-Smurf is the re-

striction of peak levels of pMAD to the dorsal most region, which defines 

the amnion. In Tc-smurf RNAi embryos an increase of this peak level area 

can be detected and the amnion in many embryos is enlarged as seen in 

the embryo in Figure 4-23. 

The extracellular Dpp agonist Tc-Twisted-gastrulation (Tc-Tsg), does not seem to 

play a role in defining these early Dpp-signaling regions. RNAi against Tc-tsg 

leads to a complete loss of Tc-Dpp function and completely ventralized embryos, 

identical to the phenotype observed after Tc-dpp RNAi. Tc-tsg rather seems to be 

necessary for Tc-dpp function per se (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Model of Tc-smurf function during blastoderm stages of the Tribolium embryo 

Shown are schematic drawings of a Tribolium embryo during the differentiated blastoderm stage. (A) Simpli-

fied scheme of the regulation of Dpp during late blastoderm stages in Tribolium. (B) Wild type situation, modi-

fied after Nunes da Fonseca et al., (2010). (A+B) Tc-Sog binds Dpp molecules on the ventral side, resulting in 

a block of Dpp signaling. At the same time Sog-Dpp complexes diffuse to the dorsal side of the embryo. 
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Tolloid cleaves Sog. The dorsal diffusion of Sog-Dpp complexes leads to an increase of free Dpp molecules 

dorsally after Tolloid induced cleavage of Sog. Sog therefore indirectly enhances Dpp signaling dorsally. This 

allows Dpp signaling to reach peak levels in the dorsal posterior region of the embryo. Smurf inhibits Dpp sig-

naling in all cells through targeting pMAD for degradation and sets a threshold level that needs to be reached 

before activated BMP receptors result in nuclear localization of pMAD. Dpp signal is blocked in the 

neuroectoderm, low in dorsal ectoderm and high in the prospective amnion. (C) Loss of Smurf function stabi-

lizes pMAD in more ventral and posterior cells in the embryo. In the ventral most region Sog blocks Dpp sig-

naling. More dorsally, Tld mediated cleavage of Sog allows Dpp ligands to bind to their receptors. Due to lack 

of Smurf threshold limits are reached more ventrally and posteriorly. Therefore more cells gain serosal fate 

and parts of the prospective head are lost. The germ serosa boundary is less defined. The scheme integrates 

results obtained during this work with previously published results (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010; van der 

Zee et al., 2006) 

5.2.4 A model for Tc-smurf function during germ band stages 

The observation that Tc-smurf knock down results in broad deletions of ante-

rior body regions in Tribolium was a surprising finding. Drosophila DSmurf is a 

negative regulator of Dpp signaling (Chang et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2003; Podos 

et al., 2001) and molecular characterization of Tc-Smurf strongly suggests the 

same biochemical functions for Smurf proteins in Tribolium and in Drosophila. It 

has previously been described that the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior pat-

terning systems in Tribolium are connected. Interfering with components of dorsal-

ventral patterning processes causes enlargement or loss of prospective head re-

gions on the blastodermal fate map (Kotkamp et al., 2010; Nunes da Fonseca et 

al., 2010; van der Zee et al., 2006). However, analysis of L1 cuticles showed that 

often only a few growth zone derived body segments remained after Tc-smurf 

RNAi. In combination with the high amount of cell death detected in TUNEL 

stainings as well as the data obtained during live imaging experiments, this indi-

cated that missing segments were initially established and lost during further de-

velopment. The number of remaining segments in Tc-smurf RNAi cuticles can dif-

fer strongly between different Tc-smurf RNAi cuticles and depends probably on the 

strength of the gene knock down. The severe and variable loss of anterior body 

regions in combination with the presence of posterior segments showing a normal 

DV-polarity is highly different from the Tc-sog RNAi phenotype which results in 

loss of all head parts anterior to the labial segment while more posterior segments 

are present, although completely dorsalized. The missing head regions seen in the 

Tc-sog RNAi phenotype are explained by a shift in the fate map of the differentiat-

ed blastoderm stage embryo (van der Zee et al., 2006, also seen in this study). 
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Loss of Tc-smurf function also leads to changes in the blastodermal fate map but 

to a different and smaller extent (Figure 5-1, Figure 4-19). Furthermore, the Tc-

smurf RNAi phenotype is highly different from the Tc-sog RNAi phenotype in the 

way that remaining body segments still show dorsal-ventral polarity. This indicates 

that Tc-smurf has a minor or no function for the establishment of dorsal-ventral 

fate during germ band elongation. Rather, Tc-smurf seems to be essential for the 

maintenance of already established embryonic body segments. 

The differences in the loss of function phenotypes seen between the two Tc-

Dpp regulators Tc-Sog and Tc-Smurf can probably be explained by the different 

ways in which the two types of molecules act on the Dpp-pathway. In this section, I 

will postulate a model that explains these differences and can also explain some 

observations that have been made in other studies. The model is depicted in Fig-

ure 5-2 and will be explained in the following chapters. 

5.2.4.1 Dpp displays a positive feedback loop during germ band stages in 

the Tribolium embryo 

The suggestion that an inherent positive feedback mechanism might maintain 

Dpp signaling at the dorsal ectodermal margin during Tribolium germ band stages 

has been suggested before (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008; van der Zee et al., 

2006). This concept is mainly based on two observations made for the phenotype 

of Tc-sog RNAi embryos. In the wild type germ band stage embryo, Tc-dpp is ex-

pressed in two stripes in the growth zone which abut the expression domain of Tc-

sog (van der Zee et al., 2006). Outside of the growth zone, in the established 

segments, these stripes are not present. Instead, Tc-dpp expression can be de-

tected at the dorsal ectodermal margin. Tc-sog RNAi embryos display ectopic ex-

pression of Tc-dpp in two stripes in the ventral midline, continuous with the growth 

zone expression domain. Additionally, in the wild type germ band, pMAD can be 

detected in all areas that show Tc-dpp expression, except for the Tc-dpp express-

ing stripes in the growth zone, indicating that in this region Dpp-signaling is 

blocked. However, this is not true for Tc-sog RNAi embryos, where pMAD is de-

tected in ectopic ventral stripes in the germ band as well as in the stripe-like Tc-

dpp expression domains in the growth zone. This indicates that at least one factor 

that inhibits Dpp-signaling in the growth zone is Tc-sog (van der Zee et al., 2006 

and this study) and that pMAD in the growth zone might induce the expression of 
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Tc-dpp in the ventral ectodermal stripes. This suggests that Dpp signaling initiated 

in the growth zone expression domain initiates and maintains its own activity in 

ventral domains in the germ band when Tc-Sog is absent. Additionally, the Tc-dpp 

expression in the dorsal margin appears to be weaker in Tc-sog RNAi embryos. In 

some embryos dorsal margin expression has been reported to be even lost (van 

der Zee et al., 2006, and this study). It might be that missing transport of Tc-Dpp 

ligands to the embryonic margin in Tc-sog RNAi embryos leads to a reduction of 

Tc-dpp expression in the dorsal ectoderm. This indicates requirement of Tc-Dpp 

signaling for the activation of Tc-dpp expression in the dorsal ectoderm. This study 

gives one more indication for a positive feedback mechanism for Tc-dpp signaling 

during germ band stages.  

Tc-smurf RNAi embryos show ectopic Tc-dpp expression domains. Some of 

these domains are quite broad in the anterior body region of germ band stage em-

bryos. In the wild type this region is free of Tc-Dpp signaling except for the dorsal 

margin expression (Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16). During germ rudiment stages, Tc-

dpp expression and pMAD are only detected in the amnion, the headlobes and the 

anterior germ band are free from Tc-Dpp signaling. Tc-smurf RNAi embryos show 

high levels of pMAD in the anterior, even more, many embryos of this stage do not 

show ectopic pMAD in the posterior (compare G and I in Figure 4-16). Additionally, 

strong ectopic expression of Tc-dpp in the head lobes and in ectopic ventral 

stripes was detected in germ rudiments and early germ band stage Tc-smurf RNAi 

embryos. The high ectopic aboundance of pMAD in this region suggests that 

pMAD might have initiated these expression domains, which indicates an 

autoactivation of Dpp signaling in this region.  

Based on the molecular function described for homologs in Drosophila and 

vertebrates, Tc-Smurf is able to terminate Tc-Dpp signaling. This raises the ques-

tion of the initial Dpp source which results in ectopic pMAD in the anterior region of 

Tc-smurf RNAi embryos. The answer can probably be given through the reported 

expression profiles for Tc-dpp and Tc-tld (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010; van der 

Zee et al., 2006). Tc-tld is expressed in a broad anterior domain during the differ-

entiated blastoderm stage. Later the germ rudiment condenses on the ventral side 

and Tc-tld is broadly expressed in the headlobes and all ectodermal and 

neuroectodermal tissue of the anterior embryo, restricted only from the mesoderm 

(Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010). The expression of a pro-Dpp regulator in this ar-
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ea seems strange, since the neuroectoderm in the wild type is completely free of 

Tc-Dpp signaling and does not show any detectable pMAD (Figure 4-16 G). Ac-

cording to my results, the restriction of Tc-Dpp signaling from the anterior embry-

onic tissue is achieved by Tc-Smurf function. Tc-dpp is expressed in an anterior 

stripe at the border between serosa and embryonic tissue during differentiated 

blastoderm stages, hence very near to the developing embryonic head. Tc-smurf 

knock down results in an ectopic anterior Dpp signaling domain, initialized proba-

bly due to Tc-tld activity, which allows Tc-Dpp ligands to bind to their receptors de-

spite the closely localized expression of Tc-sog. In the here proposed model, Tc-

smurf is necessary to terminate Tc-tld-mediated Tc-Dpp signaling in the head and 

the anterior embryo. An indication for this model is the overlap of pMAD in germ 

rudiment stage embryos after Tc-smurf RNAi with the expression domain of Tc-tld 

seen in wild type embryos during these stages. According to this model, lack of 

Tc-smurf function leads to the formation of an anterior, ectopic, autoactivating Tc-

Dpp signaling center. To summarize this briefly, the signaling center forms due to 

the following reasons: 

 Tc-dpp expression in the anterior of the embryo, as a source for Tc-

Dpp ligands. 

 Tc-Sog on the ventral side of the embryo binds Tc-Dpp and transports 

Dpp ligands away from its expression domain. 

 Expression of Tc-tld in the anterior embryo leads to cleavage of Tc-

Sog and releases Tc-Dpp which in turn activates its receptor and 

leads to MAD phosphorylation. 

 Lack of Tc-Smurf hampers a direct cutoff of this Tc-Dpp signal. MAD 

phosphorylation therefore results in target gene regulation. 

 pMAD activates Tc-dpp expression, which generates a positive feed-

back mechanism of Tc-Dpp signaling. 

The formation of a signaling center alone does not explain why Tc-dpp ex-

pression and pMAD can be found in broad anterior regions of Tc-smurf RNAi em-

bryos during later germ band stages. Especially, since the posterior embryo often 

looks wild type in both aspects. This can however be explained by the hypothesis 

that anterior Tc-dpp expression sends the signal forward posteriorly due to secre-

tion and diffusion of Tc-Dpp ligands. This would result in a signaling wave from an-
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terior to posterior which is not terminated due to the absence of Tc-Smurf. In this 

manner the signal can also reach segments which were initially not established 

and have just subsequently been added during growth zone elongation. My results 

suggest that this wave of Tc-Dpp signal can ultimately result in death of all embry-

onic cells. Autoactivation of Tc-Dpp has been described in several other contexts. 

In sog mutant flies Dpp diffuses in the neuroectodermal region and turns on its 

own transcription (Biehs et al., 1996) suggesting a conserved mode of regulation 

between beetle and fly. In Xenopus leavis the homeobox gene Vox turns on the 

expression of BMP-4. BMP-4 in turn induces expression of Vox (Bier, 1997; 

Schmidt et al., 1996). Thus the use of positive feedback mechanisms on the 

Dpp/BMP-pathway to induce and maintain ectodermal fate and discriminate this 

fate from neuroectodermal tissue might be a conserved feature.  

Ectopic expression of Tc-dpp in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos is only found in a 

subset of cells in the headlobes and in two ventral ectodermal columns, despite 

the broad region of Tc-Dpp signaling indicated by pMAD (Figure 4-15 and Figure 

4-16). This can probably be explained with the competence of the signal-receiving 

cells to react to the Tc-Dpp signal. At least mesodermal cells are probably already 

specified during the germ rudiment stage indicated by the expression of Tc-twist 

(Chen et al., 2000; Handel et al., 2005; Sommer and Tautz, 1994). It appears that 

only a subset of cells can react to the Tc-Dpp signal by in turn activating the ex-

pression of Tc-dpp.  

5.2.4.2 Tc-Dpp signaling inhibits Tc-sog expression  

Tc-Sog is a potent inhibitor of Dpp and pMAD can not be found in cells ex-

pressing Tc-sog in Tribolium (van der Zee et al., 2006). This raised the question 

how the strong Dpp activity seen in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos can be accomplished. 

During early germ band stages, Tc-sog is expressed in the midline of the embryo. 

During further germ band elongation, expression is seen in two stripes directly at 

the midline that extend into the headlobes where they form prominent expression 

domains. Except for the growth zone, the mesoderm is free of Tc-sog expression 

during germ band stages (see also van der Zee et al., 2006). In Tc-smurf RNAi 

embryos, Tc-sog expression in the head lobes and the anterior germ band was 

reduced or gone while in the growth zone it could still be detected (Figure 4-18). 

This indicates that Dpp-signaling in the anterior embryo inhibited Tc-sog expres-
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sion. The detailed mechanism, how Tc-Dpp inhibits Tc-sog expression is still un-

clear. It is possible that pMAD in concert with Medea and other regulators acts di-

rectly as a repressing transcription factor, but it is just as well possible that Tc-Dpp 

signaling leads to the expression of target genes which in turn repress the expres-

sion of Tc-sog. One more indication that Dpp signaling inhibits the expression of 

Tc-sog is given by the expression of both genes during differentiated blastoderm 

stages. Tc-sog is expressed intensely on the ventral side of the Tribolium embryo. 

Only a thin stripe, a few cells wide, is free of Tc-sog expression. These cells are 

located at the border between the prospective germ rudiment and the serosa and 

display the Tc-dpp expressing cells during this stage (van der Zee et al., 2006). 

Hence it might well be that Tc-dpp expression already inhibits the expression of 

Tc-sog during these stages of development. 

5.2.4.3 An anterior Tc-Dpp signaling center results in severe cell death 

The ectopic Tc-Dpp signal in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos leads to severe apop-

tosis in the anterior embryo during germ band stages which explains the missing 

anterior body regions. This effect of the ectopic Tc-Dpp signal might be explained 

by the assumption that the cells in this region are already specified to mesoder-

mal, neuroectodermal, and ectodermal fate. This is indicated by the expression of 

markers like Tc-twist, Tc-achaete-scute, Tc-dpp or Tc-pannier in very clearly de-

fined cell populations in germ band stage embryos (Chen et al., 2000; Sommer 

and Tautz, 1994; van der Zee et al., 2006; Wheeler et al., 2005). If cells specified 

to mesodermal or neuroectodermal fate receive a Tc-Dpp signal they are suddenly 

located in a wrong signaling environment which then probably results in an apop-

tosis response. This would explain why apoptosis in Tc-smurf RNAi embryos was 

not seen before gastrulation. However, during live imaging a high number of em-

bryos did not develop to the differentiated blastoderm stage. Hence it can not be 

excluded that unusually high cellular levels of pMAD can already be sufficient to 

induce apoptosis. 

The proposed model explains the anterior deletion phenotypes observed af-

ter Tc-smurf RNAi. The embryo shows an anterior region, with ubiquitous Tc-Dpp-

signaling which maintains its own activity and at the same time transduces its sig-

nal to neighboring cells. This signal inhibits the expression of the inhibitor Tc-Sog. 

In the posterior, the embryo develops in a wild type manner and expresses Tc-
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Sog, which is necessary to establish proper dorsal-ventral polarity. Tc-Smurf is 

probably not essential to pattern the growth zone derived segments of the embryo 

in presence of sufficient levels of Tc-Sog. According to the proposed model there 

are two possibilities for what can happen in individual embryos. Either the wave of 

Tc-Dpp signal is transduced in anterior-posterior direction through the entire em-

bryo, resulting in the death of all embryonic cells and in an empty egg phenotype 

in cuticle preparations. Or the combined action of Tc-Dpp inhibitors, most of all 

probably Tc-Sog, is strong enough to stop the Dpp signal at a certain point. This 

would cut off the ectopic signaling wave, resulting in proper development of the 

posterior segments as seen in many Tc-smurf RNAi cuticle phenotypes. It might 

also be that the anterior Tc-dpp expressing cells sometimes die before the Dpp 

signal can be transduced to the more posterior cells. In this explanation the wave 

of cell death would overrun the Tc-Dpp signaling wave and would also result in 

properly established posterior segments. The germ band stage embryos shown in 

Figure 4-16 argue more for the first explanation, but also both ways might be pre-

sent. Figure 5-2 summarizes the proposed model. 

 

Figure 5-2 Model for the action of Dpp regulators during germ band stages in Tribolium 

Given are simplified schematics for germ rudiment stages and germ band elongation stages with the regions 

of expression for Tc-dpp (solid blue), Tc-sog (red), and Tc-tld (green). Dpp signaling detected by pMAD (or-

ange) often corresponds to Tc-dpp expression and is in those cases indicated by blue and orange lines or 

areas. In addition to the growth zone expression, Tc-tld is also expressed in the stomodeum during germ band 

elongation in the wild type (not indicated). Anterior to the left. (A) Wild type situation. Tc-smurf is expressed in 

all cells, Tc-sog is expressed in a ventral stripe in the germ rudiment. Tc-tld is expressed in two broad anterior 

domains (green), restricted only from the mesoderm (Tc-sog expressing cells). Tc-smurf and Tc-sog inhibit Tc-
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Dpp signaling within inner regions of the germ rudiment. During germ band elongation, Tc-Sog and Tc-Tld 

restrict Tc-Dpp signaling to the dorsal margin where it autoactivates its own expression. Tc-Smurf and Tc-Sog 

inhibit Tc-Dpp signaling outside the dorsal ectoderm. TcDpp signaling is restricted also from the growth zone 

(no pMAD is present). (B) After loss of Tc-Smurf function, Tc-Tld induces Tc-Dpp-signaling in the anterior of 

the germ rudiment (green and orange area). Tc-Sog activity is not sufficient to inhibit Tc-Dpp. Tc-Dpp 

autoactivates its own expression, causing ectopic Tc-dpp expression domains (blue). This results in an anteri-

or signaling center of Tc-Dpp. Tc-Dpp signaling at the same time inhibits expression of Tc-sog, leading to loss 

of anterior Tc-sog expression during germ band elongation. During germ band elongation segments are added 

from the posterior growth zone. Action of Tc-Sog and Tc-Tld is sufficient for the establishment of proper dor-

sal-ventral polarity in these segments. In the anterior region, Tc-Dpp transduces its own signal towards poste-

rior. The signaling wave either moves through the entire embryo, giving eventually rise to death of all embry-

onic cells. Or action of Tc-Sog (and potential other inhibitors) blocks the Tc-Dpp-signal at a certain point, re-

sulting in proper development of the more posterior segments. (C) Loss of Tc-Sog function results in ectopic 

expression of Tc-dpp in ventral ectodermal stripes where Tc-Dpp activates its own expression. Lack of Tc-Dpp 

transport due to missing Tc-Sog results in reduced or lost Tc-Dpp expression in the dorsal margin. Tc-Smurf 

inhibits spreading of the Tc-Dpp signal from the ventral ectodermal domains. Most of the head is never estab-

lished in Tc-sog RNAi embryos. This model integrates results from this study with previously published results 

(Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2010; van der Zee et al., 2006).  

5.2.5 Outlook and conclusions for the function of Tc-smurf during embry-

ogenesis 

The proposed model for Tc-Smurf function in Tribolium can explain all ob-

served phenotypes. However, to proof all assumptions some more experiments 

need to be done. First of all the expression of Tc-tld in Tc-smurf RNAi background 

needs to be determined to verify that Tc-tld is actually active during the differenti-

ated blastoderm and germ rudiment stage in these embryos. For the exact ex-

pression domains of some of the mentioned genes a few more in situ and double 

in situ hybridization stainings are necessary and will be done in the near future. It 

is possible that also other factors are involved in regulating Dpp signaling during 

Tribolium development and might play a role in the observed phenotypes. One 

candidate that would be worth studying is the gene Tc-bambi, which encodes a 

pseudoreceptor and is expressed at the dorsal margin during germ band stages 

(Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008). It is not yet clear whether the pre-blastodermal 

defects seen in a subset of embryos after Tc-smurf RNAi are directly due to over-

active Tc-Dpp signaling. This question could possibly be ruled out by double RNAi 

experiments against Tc-dpp and Tc-smurf. Since other pathways have been de-

scribed to act on MAD/Smad1/5/8 (see Introduction, 2.6.1.2) an effect of Tc-smurf 

on other pathways is not unlikely. Double RNAi experiments can also be beneficial 
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to learn more about the interactions of the different signaling modulators. Knock 

down of the function of both Tc-smurf and Tc-sog might lead to synergistic effects 

with high levels of pMAD all over the embryo. Double RNAi against Tc-tld and Tc-

smurf can identify whether Tc-smurf function is solely necessary to counteract the 

function of Tc-tld. 

5.2.6 Smurf is more important for embryonic patterning in Tribolium than 

in Drosophila 

The Tc-smurf RNAi phenotype is much more severe than the phenotype de-

scribed for loss of DSmurf function in Drosophila. Loss of function mutations for 

DSmurf result in cuticle phenotypes which show a posterior hole, subtle head de-

fects, and sometimes a dorsal closure defect. The most prominent effect of loss of 

DSmurf function is a defect in hindgut organogenesis (Podos et al., 2001). DSmurf 

is thus of minor importance for embryonic patterning in Drosophila. The differ-

ences seen between the fly and the beetle are probably due to the different modes 

of development and differences in the establishment of the dorsal-ventral (DV) ax-

is between Tribolium and Drosophila. As mentioned in the introduction section 

(2.5), Drosophila makes use of a very defined patterning system along the DV-axis 

with spatial expression of activators and repressors, resulting in an embryo with 

horizontal ‘stripes’ of different dorsal-ventral cell fate, perpendicular to the anterior-

posterior axis. Thus in the fly a coordinate system is established, and cell fate bor-

ders are to a high degree defined by spatial regulation of gene expression (see 

introduction and Lynch and Roth, 2011). Establishment of such a system appears 

to be a useful mode, since all body segments are established at the same time 

during blastoderm stages and can hence also already be patterned with respect to 

their dorsal-ventral fate directly by maternal informational input. DSmurf as an 

ubiquitously expressed intracellular regulator does not have an important function 

during this patterning process, although loss of DSmurf function leads to spatial 

expansion of Dpp signaling on the dorsal side (Podos et al., 2001).  

Tribolium development involves a high degree of cell movements already be-

fore gastrulation (Benton et al., 2013; Handel et al., 2000) and the transcriptional 

interaction in the dorsal-ventral patterning network appears to involve much less 

components, is probably also less complex than in Drosophila, and is more de-

pendent on zygotic gene regulation than maternal information (Lynch and Roth, 
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2011). However, Tc-Dpp signaling in Tribolium is of high importance for embryonic 

patterning during blastoderm stages as well as during germ band elongation. Tc-

Dpp signaling is involved in setting the border between embryonic and 

extraembryonic tissue during the differentiated blastoderm stage and Tc-smurf has 

an important function in this process. Aberrations in Tc-Dpp signaling levels cause 

defects in head formation. My results suggest that the switch from the differentiat-

ed blastoderm stage to germ rudiment and germ band elongation is a critical step 

during Tribolium development. If at this step Tc-Dpp signaling in the anterior em-

bryonic tissue is not terminated by Tc-Smurf, an ectopic Tc-Dpp signaling center is 

established that can eventually result in death of all embryonic cells. Hence one of 

the main functions of Tc-smurf during development seems to be the setting of 

strict borders between cells that respond to Tc-Dpp ligands and cells where the 

Tc-Dpp signal is terminated. It might be that the much higher importance of Smurf 

in Tribolium compared to Drosophila is due to the very dynamic way of Tribolium 

development in terms of cell movements during early patterning processes.  

During germ band elongation, Tc-Dpp signaling is necessary to specify the 

dorsal ectoderm of the Tribolium embryo. According to my model, Tc-smurf func-

tion does not seem to be essential during the segment addition process since the 

posterior region still shows dorsal-ventral polarity in those animals that succeed to 

secrete a cuticle. Marker gene expression for mesodermal and neuroectodermal 

fate also suggest that the segments are properly established (Figure 4-20). It 

would be interesting to see whether in other arthropods Smurf proteins are of 

higher importance also during this process. 

5.2.7 Smurf proteins as ancestral regulators of TGF-β signaling 

Smurf proteins are conserved within the metazoans. The first member, 

Smurf1, has been detected in the late 1990s in an approach to identify new mem-

bers of the SMAD pathway in Xenopus, closely followed by the identification of the 

second member, Smurf2 (Lin et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 1999). 

Despite having been identified as proteins that regulate the degradation of recep-

tor regulated Smads (R-Smads), more and more targets for these E3 ubiquitin lig-

ases have been identified during the last years including many components of the 

TGF-β pathway (Ebisawa et al., 2001; Kavsak et al., 2000; Murakami et al., 2003; 

rewiewed in Inoue and Imamura, 2008 and Cao and Zhang, 2012). Hence the sum 
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of substrates of these enzymes remains to be determined. My results suggest that 

the Smurf genes have duplicated somewhere in the deuterostome lineage, since I 

could neither detect a second Smurf gene within the protostomes that I used for 

phylogenetic analysis nor in the Ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi or the placozoan 

Trichoplax adhaerens.  

The finding of a smurf homolog in an approach to identify members of the 

TGF-β signaling pathway in Mnemiopsis leidyi (Pang et al., 2011) has been an in-

teresting finding. Recent phylogenetic analysis using amino acid positions and 

gene content tends to group the Ctenophora as a sister group of all metazoans 

(Ryan et al., 2013). The TGF-β pathway is believed to have established early in 

metazoan evolution and many components of this pathway, including smurf genes, 

could be identified in M. leidyi as well as in the placozoan Trichoplax adhaerens 

and in Cnidarians (Huminiecki et al., 2009; Pang et al., 2011; Richards and 

Degnan, 2009). According to these observations it might be that a functional Smurf 

E3 ubiquitin ligase already belonged to the initial set of TGF-β signaling compo-

nents. Functional analysis of smurf genes in basic metazoan species could give 

interesting information about the initial regulation of TGF-β signaling during evolu-

tion.  

5.3 TC004374 

TC004374 was mainly analyzed in parallel to Tc-smurf, but much remains 

open for this gene. Due to lack of time, many results are still in a preliminary state 

and experiments have to be repeated or expanded in order to analyze for instance 

some embryonic stages in more detail or to confirm certain findings.  

5.3.1 TC004374 encodes a molecule of unknown function 

Only RNAi against a 3’ region of the annotated gene model for TC004374 re-

sulted in an anterior patterning phenotype. Although the observed phenotype is 

very consistent, the mechanism underlying the anterior patterning defect is still en-

tirely enigmatic. Based on transcriptome data, the Tribolium gene browser sug-

gests a small transcript for TC004374 which codes for a 82 AA polypeptide with no 

conserved domain (based on results using PROSITE, Swiss Institute for Bioinfor-

matics). The enzymatic NUDIX domain is encoded in the exons 1 and 2 and is 
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thus not present in the part of the sequence that is necessary for proper anterior 

patterning. Hence the molecular function of TC004374 for anterior patterning does 

not depend on the hydrolase activity. One possibility is that the small transcript en-

codes for a regulatory small peptide. Small peptides have come more into focus of 

research during the last years and are involved in development both of plants and 

animals (Hashimoto et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2012; Savard et al., 2006).  

Searching transcriptome data on the Tribolium gene browser 

(http://bioinf.uni-greifswald.de/gb2/gbrowse/tribolium/) for reads that expand 5’ to 

exon 3 but do not belong to exon 2 did not result in an unambiguous identification 

of the g488.t3 transcript. However, this does not exclude the possibility that this 

transcript exists since small reads are often excluded from transcriptome analysis. 

The small transcript could so far also not be confirmed with 5’RACE PCR. Alt-

hough I have selected for small PCR fragments when I chose DNA fragments for 

subcloning after RACE PCR it might still be that a potential small transcript corre-

sponding to the g488.t3 AUGUSTUS annotation was present but heavily outnum-

bered by other transcripts. The first strand RACE cDNA pool used consisted of an 

embryo collection from 0-72 h of age and thus represented transcripts of almost all 

embryonic stages. If the small transcript was only present during very early stages 

of development it might be that the longer transcript, coding for the entire nudix 

hydrolase, was present in far excess compared to the small version which there-

fore made an isolation via RACE PCR difficult. To clearify whether the annotated 

transcript is present, RACE PCR experiments on a cDNA pool from 0–12 hours of 

development could serve useful. Based on the observed phenotype the transcript 

is present during this time period and it might be that the long TC004374 transcript 

is not or less strongly expressed early in embryonic development. Due to the 

shortage of time these experiments have not yet been done and it remains open 

how TC004374 acts on a molecular level. In the next sections I will discuss how 

this gene might function during early developmental processes based on the 

available experimental results. Owing to the lack of molecular information for 

TC004374 the model is still hypothetical. 

5.3.2 Potential function of TC004374 in MAD regulation 

The observed phenotypes for TC004374 RNAi embryos were highly similar 

to the phenotypes observed after Tc-smurf knock down. Differences in both gene 
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knock downs affected in particular the strength and the penetrance of the pheno-

types: with knock down of Tc-smurf resulting generally in stronger phenotypes and 

higher penetrance. Determination of Tc-six3 expression in TC004374 RNAi em-

bryos showed that the expression domains marking neuronal precursors were 

most prone to loss of TC004374 function while the central domain which later 

marks clypeus, labrum and stomodeum reacted less sensitively (Figure 4-30; 

Kittelmann, 2012; Posnien et al., 2011 for Tc-six3 expression). This is an indica-

tion that TC004374 is necessary for anterior neuroectoderm formation. Knock 

down of TC004374 led to an accumulation of pMAD in the headlobes, which is an 

interesting similarity to the Tc-smurf RNAi phenotype. According to the aforemen-

tioned model for Tc-smurf function the ectopic pMAD domain is likely to be the 

reason for the missing head tissue and anterior body regions seen in TC004374 

RNAi embryos. Preliminary results also show Tc-dpp expression in headlobes of 

TC004374 RNAi embryos, supporting the model shown in Figure 5-2. However, it 

is not clear how the ectopic pMAD domain arises. There is not many information 

available for Nudix hydrolases and substrate specificity is known for less than 1 % 

of all members of the Nudix family (Xu et al., 2013). Interestingly, one Nudix mem-

ber in Xenopus, NUDT22 (also called P17F11) was detected in a screening ap-

proach to identify head organizer specific genes in the frog and might play a role in 

neural induction during development (McLennan, 2005; Shibata et al., 2001). An-

other function of a Nudix hydrolase that is interesting in the context of the here de-

scribed results has been reported for murine NUDT3 which is involved in MAP ki-

nase signaling. It was shown that overexpression of NUDT3 negatively regulated 

MAPK signaling in the mouse, suggesting that NUDT3 has an inhibitory function in 

this process (Chu et al., 2004). In my experiments activated MAPK (pMAPK) was 

lost in the head lobes of TC004374 RNAi embryos. This suggests that function of 

TC004374 in MAPK regulation is contrary to the function of murine NUDT3 since 

the one molecule activates and the other one inhibits the activation of MAPK. This 

is not too surprising as the transcript that causes the phenotype in Tribolium does 

probably not contain an enzymatic domain, which means that it probably has a dif-

ferent biochemical function. However, this function so far remains elusive. Still, a 

function of TC004374 to activate MAPK signaling would make sense with respect 

to the observed increase of pMAD.  
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During the last years it has become more and more obvious that the MAPK 

(ERK1/2), BMP/Dpp and Wnt signaling pathways can be integrated via specific 

phosphorylation sites on the MAD/Smad1/5/8 protein (Eivers et al., 2008; Eivers et 

al., 2009b, see introduction). MAPK and Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3 (GSK3) can 

phosphorylate vertebrate and Drosophila MAD/Smad1/5/8 in the linker region. This 

linker phosphorylation leads to Smurf mediated ubiquitination and degradation of 

MAD/Smad1/5/8 (Eivers et al., 2008; Fuentealba et al., 2007; Kretzschmar et al., 

1997; Sapkota et al., 2007). GSK3 usually needs a priming phosphorylation at a 

serine or threonine residue four amino acids carboxyterminal to a serine that can 

in turn be phoshorylated by GSK3 (S/T XXX S/T) (Cohen and Frame, 2001). In 

Drosophila, the serine within the canonical MAPK phosporylation site was identi-

fied to potentially serve for a priming phosphorylation (Eivers et al., 2008; Eivers et 

al., 2009a). According to the proposed model it is possible that in a so far not 

known way TC004374 is necessary for the activation of MAPK in the anterior germ 

rudiment and the headlobes of germ band stage embryos. Failure in this function 

would lead to missing pMAPK mediated linker phosphorylation. This again could 

result in an accumulation of Dpp-activated pMAD in the anterior of the embryo as 

seen in TC004374 RNAi embryos (Figure 4-30). In Tc-MAD an additional aspara-

gine was identified in the amino acids aminoterminal to the canonical MAPK phos-

phorylation site which leads to loss of the consensus motif for GSK3 phosphoryla-

tion (Figure 5-3 D). Without biochemical analysis, it cannot be said if this inhibits 

GSK3 phosphorylation of Tc-MAD. The linker region of Tc-MAD is rich in serines, 

presenting many potential sites for phosphorylation. Additionally, it might be that 

CDK8/9 mediated phosphorylation is also involved in priming Tc-MAD for GSK3 

phosphorylation. CDK8/9 phosphorylation has been reported to be involved in 

regulation of Smad molecules in vertebrates and phosphorylation sites for these 

enzymes have also been described for Drosophila MAD (Alarcon et al., 2009; 

Aragón et al., 2011; Eivers et al., 2011). Detailed biochemical approaches would 

be necessary to ascertain which factors are involved in MAD phosphorylation in 

Tribolium and how they act on MAD regulation.  

Previous studies have shown that active MAPK is present in the region of the 

germ serosa boundary (prospective anterior amnion) of differentiated blastoderm 

stage embryos (Schoppmeier and Schröder, 2005 and Figure 5-3 A+B). Since this 

stage is very short, I could not yet analyze enough TC004374 RNAi embryos to 
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reliably say whether this pMAPK domain is lost after TC004374 RNAi. Analyzing 

this specific stage in detail for MAPK activity would be necessary to clearly deter-

mine TC004374 function during the differentiated blastoderm stage. Nevertheless, 

pMAPK is missing in the headlobes of phenotypic germ band stage TC004374 

RNAi embryos. This can be a secondary effect due to missing tissue, but also a 

primary effect due to missing MAPK activation through TC004374. A function of 

TC004374 in specifically activating MAPK in the embryonic head lobes would ex-

plain why anterior patterning phenotypes for TC004374 RNAi are usually weaker 

than Tc-smurf RNAi phenotypes. Since Tc-Sog and Tc-Smurf are probably still ac-

tive in the germ band of TC004374 RNAi embryos these two inhibitors are proba-

bly able to stop an anterior located, ectopic Dpp signaling center caused by 

TC004374 knock down. This would also explain why only few TC004374 RNAi 

embryos showed excessive apoptosis in the anterior germ band. No localized ex-

pression could be detected for TC004374 which makes a localized upstream or 

downstream factor likely to restrict TC004374 action to the anterior. Much remains 

to be done to understand the function of this gene. The first step would be to 

clearify the transcript targeted by the knock down of the 3’ region of TC004374 

and to identify the molecular identity of the encoded gene product.  
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Figure 5-3  Potential function of TC004374 on MAD regulation 

Anterior to the left in A and B. Dorsal side up in A, lateral view in B. B shows a schematic drawing of the re-

gions with active MAPK during the differentiated blastoderm stage based on my results and Schoppmeier and 

Schröder, (2005). (A+B) During differentiated blastoderm stages pMAPK can be detected at the germ serosa 

boundary (open arrowhead), in the posterior pit (black arrowhead), and at the mesodermal margin (small ar-

row in B). My results suggest that TC004374 might be involved in activating MAPK in the region of the germ 

serosa boundary. (C) Model of different pathways interacting on Tc-MAD, modified after Eivers et al., (2008). 

Dpp signaling via Thickveins phosphorylates Tc-MAD at the C-terminal site, resulting in target gene regulation. 

Phosphorylations of MAD in the linker region result in proteosomal degradation by Tc-Smurf, thereby terminat-

ing the signal. TC004374 might act via an unknown localized factor to activate MAPK in the anterior of the 

germ rudiment. Alternatively, a localized factor X activates TC004374 which might then directly activate 

MAPK. D shows a selected amino acid sequence of the linker region of Tc-MAD. PPAY (green) indicates the 

binding motif for Smurf, PQSP (blue) is the recognition sequence for MAPK. All other serine residues are 

marked in red. 

5.3.3 TC004374 is necessary for proper amnion development 

RNAi against TC004374 led to increased cell death in germ band stage em-

bryos. However, excessive apoptosis in the anterior embryo was found in far less 

embryos than observed after knock down of Tc-smurf. Additionally, the head lobes 

of TC004374 RNAi embryos were often already smaller in very early germ band 

stage embryos, indicating that head patterning was affected before the germ rudi-

ment condensed on the ventral side of the embryo. A likely explanation for the re-

duced headlobes is impaired amnion development. In the Dipteran Megaselia, 

RNAi against genes of the u-shaped group causes loss of the amnion, resulting in 

head as well as dorsal closure defects, which suggests that the amnion is directly 

necessary for head formation (Rafiqi et al., 2010). This assumption was strength-

ened by the finding that the extraembryonic membrane-expressed u-shaped group 

gene Tc-tailup is necessary for labrum development in Tribolium (Kittelmann, 

2012). TC004374 RNAi embryos show a delay in the formation of the amniotic fold 

and severe cell death at the embryonic margin, in the region where the embryo 

proper is connected to the extraembryonic membranes. As already mentioned, 

MAPK is active in the region of the germ serosa border in a domain which is inde-

pendent from the terminal system (Schoppmeier et al., 2009 and Figure 5-3 A+B). 

This region forms the prospective amnion as shown for instance by expression of 

the amnion marker Tc-iroquois (Kotkamp et al., 2010; Nunes da Fonseca et al., 

2008; Sharma et al., 2013; Tomoyasu et al., 2005; van der Zee et al., 2006). A ne-

cessity of TC004374 for MAPK activation in the prospective amnion and in turn 
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requirement of pMAPK for the formation of functional amniotic tissue might explain 

the defects seen during amniotic fold formation as well as the excessive cell death 

during germ band stages. However, even if TC004374 is not directly involved in 

MAPK activation, it is most likely necessary for proper amnion formation. The am-

nion is an extraembryonic membrane attached to the embryo and the serosa. Be-

ginning with germ rudiment condensations on the ventral side of the embryo till 

closure of the serosa window, a membrane thickening and a higher level of F-actin 

is present at the amnion serosa boundary in Tribolium (Benton et al., 2013). 

Actomyosin cables have been described to be responsible for contractile forces in 

several different organisms and are probably also responsible for the amniotic fold 

formation and embryo enveloping in Tribolium (Behrndt et al., 2012; Benton et al., 

2013; Kiehart et al., 2000; Martin and Lewis, 1992). The defects seen in 

TC004374 RNAi embryos suggest defects in the anterior embryonic region and in 

the formation and regulation of this contractile force. The phenotype seen in the 

embryo with the strong delay in amniotic fold formation suggests an increased 

tension, starting at the differentiated blastoderm stage. This is indicated by the in-

dentation seen at the dorsal posterior side of the embryo before amniotic fold for-

mation and the eventual abrupt movement of the amniotic fold over the posterior 

pole seen in Figure 4-34. This phenotype is potentially induced by shortening of 

the actomyosin cables due for instance to missing or defect amniotic cells. There-

fore the delay in amniotic fold formation and also the bend in the germ serosa 

boundary might be caused by mechanical defects. A second indication that 

TC004374 is necessary for proper development of the amnion is the massive cell 

death seen at the direct margin of TC004374 RNAi embryos. This cell death might 

be induced by impaired amnion differentiation or maintenance. A possible ap-

proach to visualize the effect of TC004374 on amnion formation would be to per-

form live imaging experiments using embryonic RNAi against TC004374 simulta-

neously with transient expression of a membrane marker like GAP43-GFP. This 

technique has been used successfully before (Benton et al., 2013) and could help 

to shed some light on the function of this gene. Another approach would be to de-

termine very carefully the expression of the anterior amnion marker Tc-iroquois in 

TC004374 RNAi embryos (Nunes da Fonseca et al., 2008; Nunes da Fonseca et 

al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2013). 
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5.4 General conclusions 

The aim of this study was to use the approach of a reverse genetic screen to 

identify new genes required for anterior patterning by overcoming the candidate 

gene approach. Hence, a conclusive question is whether the candidates identified 

during this study would have been identified without the iBeetle screen. 

A good collection of functional and biochemical data was available for Smurf 

proteins in vertebrates and there were also some studies available from Drosophi-

la (see introduction 2.6.1.1). However, functional data outside the vertebrates and 

Drosophila was not present. There are two good reasons to assume that Tc-smurf 

would not have been chosen for functional analysis in a candidate gene approach 

in near future. First, the loss of function phenotype for DSmurf in Drosophila is 

weak, suggesting a minor function in embryonic patterning processes for this 

gene. Second, Smurf proteins are reported regulators of the Dpp/BMP pathway. In 

a candidate gene approach, Tc-smurf would probably not have been selected as a 

candidate which is required for anterior patterning processes. However, Tc-smurf 

might have been selected one day for analysis of dorsal-ventral patterning pro-

cesses and the regulation of Dpp-signaling in Tribolium. 

While there was a chance that Tc-smurf would have been selected for a can-

didate gene approach sometime in the future, this would most likely not have 

happended for TC004374. There was no data for this gene available that would 

have given reason to analyze its function in early patterning processes. For the 

identification of candidates like TC004374 comprehensive and unbiased ap-

proaches are necessary. But also for the identification of unexpected functions for 

already described factors an approach like the iBeetle screen can serve useful. 

Altogether it is interesting that the approach to identify anterior patterning 

genes in a short germ developing insect led to the identification of two genes 

which are both in some way involved in the regulation of Tc-MAD during early de-

velopment. There were a number or other dsRNAs that gave rise to anterior pat-

terning phenotypes during the screen and more are like to be detected during the 

ongoing screening process. It will be exiting to see whether some of them are also 

involved in fine tuning the activity of Tc-MAD during early Tribolium development. 
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Early lethal smurf RNAi embryo (embryo from Figure 4-22): 
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sog_031213a02_51.tif 

Movies/sogRNAi 

TC004374RNAi embryo (embryo from Figure 4-34): 
TC_004374_131128a02_32_R3D.dv.tif 

Movies/TC004374RNAi 

TC004374RNAi embryo (embryo from Figure 4-35): 
TC_004374_301113a04_46_R3D.dv.tif 

Movies/TC004374RNAi 

    

Phylogeny for Smurf Smurf_Phylogeny 

Contains a file linking species names to the gene product 
names (ID_GeneName_Smurf_Phylogeny.txt), all AA se-
quences as FASTA files, and the alignments as FASTA files 
(subfolder Alignments) 

  

    

Phylogeny for TC004374 TC004374_Phylogeny 

Contains a file linking Gene product names in the tree to  the 
protein identifiers 
(AAA_SummaryID_Name_Nudix_Phylogeny), all AA se-
quences as FASTA files (named with the protein identifiers), 
and the alignment as FASTA file (subfolder Alignments) 

  

    

Primers (Excel sheet) Primers  
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7.2 Abbreviations 

AA amino acid 

bp base pair 

cDNA complementary DNA 

CDS coding sequence 

CNS central nervous system 

dai days after injection 

dsRNA double stranded RNA 

EE empty egg', egg without cuticle in cuticle preparation 

GFP green fluorescent protein 

mRNA messenger RNA 

NCBI National Center for Biotechnology Information 

NOF non-overlapping fragment  

PCR polymerase chain reaction 

RACE rapid amplification of cDNA ends 

RNAi RNA interference 

SB San Bernardino; a Tribolium wild type strain 

Tc Tribolium castaneum 

TUNEL terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling 

wt wild type 

AP anterior-posterior 

DV dorsal-ventral 

T1, T2, T3 Thoracic segment 1, 2, 3 

A1, A2, … Abdominal segment 1, 2, … 

la labrum 

lb labium 

an antenna 

mx maxilla 

md mandible 

ug urogomphi 

pg pygopodia 
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Genes and proteins 

Tc- prefix for Tribolium genes and proteins 

ash achaete-scute  

dad daughters against Dpp 

dpp decapentaplegic 

hb hunchback  

mlpt mille-pattes 

otd1 orthodenticle1  

pnr pannier 

smurf Smad ubiquitin regulatory factor 

sog short-gastrulation 

tkv thickveins 

tld tolloid 

tsg twisted-gastrulation 

wg wingless 

zen1/2 zerknüllt1/2 

    

MAD mothers against Dpp protein 

pMAD mothers against Dpp protein, activated via the Dpp signaling pathway 

MAPK mitogen activated protein kinase 

pMAPK phosphorylated (activated) form of mitogen activated protein kinase 

GSK3 glycogen synthase kinase 3 

TGF Transforming growth factor 

BMP Bone morphogenetic protein 

 

7.3 Primer list 

Name Name as ordered Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Application  

JSP36 T7 GAATTGTAATACGACTCACTATAGG 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP37 SP6-T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGATTTAGGTGACACTATAGA 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP38 T3-T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGA 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP39 pCRII_M13rev GCGGATAACAATTTCACACAGGAAACAGCTATGAC 
Probe Template 
synthesis 

JSP40 pCRII_M13fw20 CCCAGTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAG 
Probe Template 
synthesis 

JSP61 UPM_short_T3 ATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGA RACE 

JSP62 UPM_long_T3 ATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGAAAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT RACE  

JSP47 00388_3RACE CATCGCACACCAAAAATTCAGCACCA gene cloning 

JSP48 00388_5RACE AAGGCGATATGCCCATGATGGGCG gene cloning 

JSP101 iB5324cDNA5' ATGGCAGATTCGAAGCGCAAACG gene cloning 

JSP102 iB5324cDNA3' TCAATTGAGAATTTTGAGCGCCTGTAA gene cloning 

JSP103 iB5326cDNA5' ATGATCATTTTTAAGTGGGTTAATACAAGCTGG gene cloning 

JSP104 iB5326cDNA3' TTATTGTTCTGTATTTATGGAACATGATGGATAAAG gene cloning 
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Name Name as ordered Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Application  

JSP105 iB5394cDNA5' ATGTGCGAGGGCGGCTTCAGTG gene cloning 

JSP106 iB5394cDNA3' TTACATACAATTACGTCTATGGTTGCCTTTGC gene cloning 

JSP107 5324_3'RACE GTTGAAAGTGTCGGGGATTGGGCAGAAAAT RACE 

JSP108 5324_5'RACE TGACGTGGATCAAACCGTTAATTCCGACTCC RACE 

JSP109 5326_3'RACE GCGGCCAAGTTTATGTTTTTTATGCCAATGGC RACE 

JSP110 5326_5'RACE CGATTTCGCTGGGTGTTAATGGACGGTTG RACE 

JSP111 5394_3'RACE GTCCCTCAAGGTCTGCAAAACCCGCAAG RACE 

JSP112 5394_5'RACE GTCCATCGAACTCACCACCTGAGCGGGT RACE 

JSP114 iB_01217_ORF_rev TCAATAACAATAATAATCTTGGTATCTTTTGGGTCTTC gene cloning 

JSP115 iB_01556_ORF_fw ATGAGTGATTATTCAGCGGTAGCGC gene cloning 

JSP116 iB_01556_ORF_rev ACTTACACGTAGAGTCTTAGTTGTCGGAG gene cloning 

JSP117 iB_01574_ORF_for ATGGACAACGTGCTGCTCCCAACTG gene cloning 

JSP118 iB_01574_ORF_rev CTACCCTACGTCCGAAATGGTATTCAATTCC gene cloning 

JSP119 iB_01766_ORF_for ATGATCAAATACAGTGTGTTGATTTTAATAGTGTTGG gene cloning 

JSP120 iB_01766_ORF_rev GGAGTTAACTTACAAATACACTGAATTGGACTTTG gene cloning 

JSP121 iB_02262_ORF_for ATGGCCGAATCTGGTATTGATTTAGGTTAC gene cloning 

JSP122 iB_02262_ORF_rev TCATGCAATCATGTCAATATCGAGGGTG gene cloning 

JSP123 iB_02476_ORF_for AAGAGTCCAATGGCGAGTGCGGCG gene cloning 

JSP124 iB_02476_ORF_rev TTATCTCACTTGTCTGATTTCGGGTATGGGC gene cloning 

JSP125 iB_00009_3for ACATCGCCCACGAGCTGGCCGTC gene cloning 

JSP126 iB_00009_ORFfor ATGAGTTGTGCGCCGTTCATTATATGG gene cloning 

JSP127 iB_00009_3rev AGTCCCTTTGCTTTGAAGAGATCACGCATG gene cloning 

JSP128 iB_00067_Ex5for GGTTGGGGCGTGCGCACGAAAC gene cloning 

JSP129 iB_00067_Ex5rev CAAAGCGTTGCCCAGTCTTGGAATCTTTCC gene cloning 

JSP130 iB_00388_for1 TGGTGTACAACGACGTCGAAATGCTGG gene cloning 

JSP131 iB_00992_ORF_for CAACCTAACCTCACTCCACAATGGGCATAG gene cloning 

JSP132 iB_00992_5_rev  GAATGGTGGGGATGAGGATGACCGGAG gene cloning 

JSP133 iB_00992_3_RACE  CTCCGGTCATCCTCATCCCCACCATTCCCC RACE 

JSP134 iB_01098_for GAACAGGCCGATATGGAGAAGATGAAGATG gene cloning 

JSP135 iB_01098_rev  GACTAGTGTTGCCGAAATTGAACGTCAGG gene cloning 

JSP136 iB_01217_ORF_fw1 GAATTCCACTCCCCATGATGGATGTAG gene cloning 

JSP137 iB_01556_Ex8_rev  AACCTGCATGGCGTTTTGTTGTGTGGG gene cloning 

JSP138 iB_01702_for  TCCAATTCTGTAAGAAACTCTTGTGATAG gene cloning 

JSP139 iB_01702_rev GTTTAGCTCAGAATTGAAGACTTTCAAAGATC gene cloning 

JSP140 iB_02587_for ATTGGTGTGCCTATCGACGATTTCTGC gene cloning 

JSP141 iB_02587_rev2 CTGACCAAGTCGGTCTCGTAGTCGATC gene cloning 

JSP142 iB_02587_rev1 TTACTACCAAACCTGGGCGGTAAGGG gene cloning 

JSP143 iB_02881_ORF_for ATGTCCAACGCCCCCACGAGTCG gene cloning 

JSP144 iB_02881_3RACE_for GAACAACAGTTTCGGAATCGTAAAAGTGCACG RACE 

JSP145 iB_02881_ORF_rev TTATCACTCCACGGCAAACCCGCACG gene cloning 

JSP146 iB_03525_for1 ATGGCCAGAACTAGCCTCCTTGTGTTTTG gene cloning 

JSP147 iB_03525_rev1 TCCAACGCCCTCTCCACACCTC gene cloning 

JSP148 iB_03735_ORF_for ATGCCCGACTCTGTGGAACTGAGCG gene cloning 
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Name Name as ordered Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Application  

JSP149 iB_03735_ORF_rev CCTTAACAAATGACATGGATCGGAATGGTGG gene cloning 

JSP150 iB_03951_for1 GTTTTGTGTTCGGTGGTTCAAATGTTGG gene cloning 

JSP151 iB_03951_rev1 CTACTTCCAGATTCTTTTCTCTCCTCTTTCTCG gene cloning 

JSP152 iB_04050_for  TGAGGCGAAACACGTGTCCCAATC gene cloning 

JSP153 iB_04050_rev TTATGGCCTCCAACCCATGATTACTTTCTTAAACG gene cloning 

JSP154 iB_04130_for1  GGTGCAATACTTGTACAAGGACTCTAGACTGAG gene cloning 

JSP155 iB_04130_rev1 ACCGGGATGGTGGTAACACTGTCC gene cloning 

JSP156 iB_05324_for1 AAGCGCAAACGGAAGCTTGAAGATGCC gene cloning 

JSP157 iB_05324_rev1 GGCAGCGCGAAGCCGTGTTCAAG gene cloning 

JSP158 iB_05326_for1 AAGCAATGGTACTAAAAGCCGAAAAAGAAGCC gene cloning 

JSP159 iB_05326_rev1 CACTGCACTGCACTTATTGTTCTGTATTTATGG gene cloning 

JSP160 iB_05394_for1 GCCATGAAGTACTCCATGGAAGCGGAC gene cloning 

JSP161 iB_05394_rev1 CAGTGAGGGGTCTCCGGAACTCTCCTC gene cloning 

JSP162 iB_05573_for1 TGACGCAGACAGATGCTCCAAACTCGG gene cloning 

JSP163 iB_05573_rev1 TAGTTGTAAACGTCTTGTTTGATTTGTTCCGTTGG gene cloning 

JSP164 iB_05636_3RACE TTCCGTGATTTCTTCCGGAGTGTTCGCGTG RACE 

JSP165 iB_05636_5RACE TCGGTATCCACAGAGACAAGATCGAGAACGTGCTC RACE 

JSP166 iB_05754_for1 TGCGCAAGTCAACGTCAACAAACCTC gene cloning 

JSP167 iB_05754_rev1 GCGTGCTGGCACTGGAGAACGAC gene cloning 

JSP168 iB_06031_for1 TCAGGGACCGGATTCGACTAACGC gene cloning 

JSP169 iB_06031_rev1 TCATCTGGCAGCATCGTCGTGTCCTC gene cloning 

JSP170 iB_04393_ORF_for ATGCGGCTCACTTTCTGCTTTCTGG gene cloning 

JSP171 iB_04393_rev1 AACCTCGACTTCGTACGTCTCGACC gene cloning 

JSP172 iB_04437_ORF_for ATGTTAGGCTTTGCTGAAACCGCCC gene cloning 

JSP173 iB_04437_rev1 TCATCGGTTGGTAAGTTTTCAATGACGTTTG gene cloning 

JSP174 iB_04484_ORF_for AGTATTTAAGTACGACCATGCAGAATCACACG gene cloning 

JSP175 iB_04484_ORF_rev TTAAGGCCCTCGTTCTGGTGGTATCAC gene cloning 

JSP176 iB_04484 _for2 TTACACGGTCTTGCTGGCACTGCC gene cloning 

JSP177 iB_04484 _rev2 TCATCGGATCTTTGGTAATAATTGTAAGGAATGG gene cloning 

JSP178 iB_04393_rev2 TCGTCAACTGTCGCAAACATGGCATTGAAG gene cloning 

JSP179 iB_05636_for1 GACAAGGGAACAAATGATCCTCCTGGC gene cloning 

JSP180 iB_04484_Ex5_rev3 TTCACACTGTGAAGCTCCAAAAGCACG gene cloning 

JSP181 iB_04484_seq1_for ATCAACAACACCAACTCCGACCGG Sequencing 

JSP182 iB_02881_seq1_for ATCGCCGACTTCGACGTCTGTTATTCC Sequencing 

JSP183 iB_01098_seq1_for TCTGATCTCATTGTACCGCAGCGACAAG Sequencing 

JSP184 iB_04439_ORF_for ATGTCCTGCGGAAGCTGTCGATCGATC gene cloning 

JSP185 iB_04439_ORF_rev TTAGCCATGAGAAACCATTTTCACAGAAGGCTG gene cloning 

JSP187 iB_04439_5RACE_n1 TGAGGTGTATTCTGGATAACTCAAATAGCCGTCTTTG RACE 

JSP188 iB_04439_ORF_for1 ATGACCCTCCCTGGGGGTCACGG gene cloning 

JSP189 iB_04439_3RACE TCGGGATTTTTTCTGATCATGGTTTTGATACAAGC RACE 

JSP190 iB_04439_3RACE_n ACATCACCCGAGAGGAGAGGCGGTC RACE 

JSP191 iB_05636_3RACE_n GTGGAGAACTATAACTTTGGGTTTTACGTTATCGAGTTC RACE 

JSP192 iB_05636_5RACE_n GAACTCGATAACGTAAAACCCAAAGTTATAGTTCTCCAC RACE 
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Name Name as ordered Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Application  

JSP193 iB_03735_embr_for TAACAACGCGTTTAAAATCCTCCCTGTATTC gene cloning 

JSP194 iB_03735_Exon3_for ACCAAACCTGGCACAAAGACCAACTTC gene cloning 

JSP195 
iB_03735_5RACE_neste
d 

CAGACACACTTGCCGATGATGGGGACCTCCTC RACE 

JSP198 CyclinJ_ORF_fw ATGGACCAACACCACATAATCCCCGAAAAAC gene cloning 

JSP199 CyclinJ_ORF_rv TCACACATACCCTAGCAAATTTTGTACGATTTCC gene cloning 

JSP204 Tc-Mad_for TCGTCCGTTTATTAACTCCGATAGCATGG gene cloning 

JSP205 Tc-Mad_rev ACTCATACGTCCCGTGTTATTACCGATTACG gene cloning 

JSP212 Tc-Mad_fw_T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAAGTGTTTCGTCGAATAATCCGCAGAG 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP213 Tc-Mad_rv_T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAACTAGACACACTCGACAGTGGCGAAC 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP214 03735_rv_T7 
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATCTGTTAATCAAATCCATGATATCGGT

GG 

dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP219 03735_Ex3u4_forT7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAAGGCCACATGGGTTGCTTTC 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP220 03735_Ex3u4_revT7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGACGAACAAATCCACCATAAAGC 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP221 iB_02881_fw_T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGACGCAAAAGACTGATGGTGAAG 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP222 iB_02881_rv_T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATTGTTCTCCACCGAGAAGGTG 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP223 smurf_NOF_fwT7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGAACAGGAAATTCTGAATAATAACACG 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 

JSP224 smurf_NOF_rvT7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATCGTCCTGTTGTTGTGATCAAC 
dsRNA Template 
synthesis 
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7.4 Table for DsRed control movies 

 
Apoptosis 

AF formation and em-
bryo enveloping 

Embryonic head 
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131125a02_03   1       1   1       

131125a02_04   1       1   1       

131125a02_05     1     1   1       

131125a02_06   1       1   1       

131125a02_07   1     1     1       

131125a02_08   1     1     1       

131126a01_01   1     1     1       

131126a01_02   1     1     1       

131126a01_03   1       1   1       

131126a01_04   1     1     1       

131126a01_05   1     1     1       

131126a01_06   1     1     1       

131126a01_07   1     1     1       

131126a01_08   1       1   1       

131126a01_09   1     1     1       

131126a01_10   1     1     1       

131126a01_11     1     1     1     

131126a01_12   1     1     1       

131126a01_13   1     1     1       

131127a02_01     1     1     1     

131127a02_03     1     1     1     

131127a02_09     1     1     1     

131127a02_10     1     1     1     

131127a02_11     1     1     1     

131127a02_12   1     1     1       

131128a02_01     1     1     1     

131128a02_02   1     1     1       

131128a02_03     1   1       1     

131128a02_04   1     1     1       

131128a02_05     1     1     1     

131128a02_06   1     1     1       

131128a02_07   1       1   1       

131128a02_08     1     1     1     

301113a04_01   1     1     1       

301113a04_02   1   1         1     
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301113a04_03     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_04   1     1     1       

301113a04_05     1     1   1       

301113a04_07     1     1     1     

131202a02_01   1       1   1       

131202a02_02   1       1   1       

131202a02_03   1     1     1       

131202a02_04   1       1   1       

131202a02_05   1     1     1       

131202a02_06   1     1     1       

131202a02_07     1     1     1 1   

131202a02_08   1     1     1       

131202a02_09   1     1     1       

031213a02_01     1 1       1       

031213a02_02   1     1     1       

031213a02_03   1     1     1       

031213a02_04   1     1   1         

031213a02_05   1     1     1       

031213a02_06     1 1         1     

031213a02_07     1 1       1       

031213a02_08   1     1     1       

031213a02_09   1     1     1       

131204a02_01   1     1     1       

131204a02_02   1     1     1       

131204a02_03   1     1     1       

131204a02_04   1     1     1       

131204a02_05     1     1     1     

131204a02_06   1     1     1       

131204a02_07   1     1     1       

131204a02_08   1     1     1       

131204a02_09     1     1     1     

Summary 0 46 20 4 37 25 1 48 17 2 0 

Total Movies 66           
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7.5 Table for Tc-smurf RNAi movies 

 
Apoptosis 

AF formation and embryo 
enveloping 

Embryonic head 
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131125a02_09   1     1       1     

131125a02_10     1     1     1   1 

131127a02_13 1     1     1         

131127a02_14     1 1         1     

131127a02_15   1     1     1       

131127a02_16     1     1     1   1 

131127a02_17     1     1     1 1   

131127a02_18     1     1     1 1   

131127a02_19 1         1 1         

131127a02_20 1       1   1         

131127a02_21     1     1     1     

131127a02_22     1 1     1         

131127a02_23 1     1     1         

131127a02_24 1         1 1         

131127a02_25     1     1     1   1 

131127a02_26     1     1     1   1 

131127a02_27     1     1     1 1   

131128a02_10 1         1 1         

131128a02_11     1     1     1 1   

131128a02_12     1 1         1     

131128a02_13     1 1         1     

131128a02_14 1     1     1         

131128a02_15     1     1     1     

131128a02_16     1     1     1     

131128a02_17     1     1     1     

131128a02_18     1     1     1     

131128a02_19 1       1   1         

131128a02_20     1     1     1     

131128a02_21     1 1         1     

131128a02_22 1     1     1         

131128a02_23     1     1     1 1   

131128a02_24     1     1     1 1   

131128a02_25 1     1     1         

131128a02_26     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_09     1     1     1   1 

301113a04_10     1     1     1 1   
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301113a04_11 1     1     1         

301113a04_12     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_13     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_14     1     1     1     

301113a04_15     1     1     1     

301113a04_16     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_17     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_18     1     1     1 1   

301113a04_19 1         1     1     

301113a04_20     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_10     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_11   1     1     1       

131204a02_12     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_13     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_14 1     1     1         

131204a02_15     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_16     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_17     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_18     1     1     1     

131204a02_20     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_21 1     1     1         

131204a02_22     1 1         1     

131204a02_23     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_24     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_25     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_26     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_27     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_29     1     1     1     

131204a02_30     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_31     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_32     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_33     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_34     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_35     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_36   1     1     1       

131204a02_37     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_38     1     1     1     

131204a02_39     1 1         1     

131204a02_40     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_41     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_42 1         1 1         

131204a02_43     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_44     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_45     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_46     1     1     1   1 
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131204a02_47     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_48     1     1     1     

131204a02_49     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_50     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_51   1     1     1       

131204a02_52     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_53     1     1     1 1   

131204a02_54     1 1         1     

Summary 15 5 69 16 7 66 15 4 70 43 6 

Total Movies 
(w/o not de-
veloped) 83           
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7.6 Tables for TC004374 RNAi movies 

 
Apoptosis 

AF formation and embryo 
enveloping 

Embryonic head 

Movie number 
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131127a02_29     1     1     1 

131127a02_30   1     1     1   

131127a02_31 1         1 1     

131127a02_32     1     1     1 

131127a02_33     1     1     1 

131127a02_34   1     1     1   

131127a02_35   1     1     1   

131127a02_36   1     1     1   

131127a02_37   1     1     1   

131127a02_38   1     1     1   

131127a02_39 1         1     1 

131128a02_27 1     1         1 

131128a02_28 1         1 1     

131128a02_29   1     1       1 

131128a02_30     1     1     1 

131128a02_31   1     1   1     

131128a02_32     1 1         1 

131128a02_33     1     1     1 

131128a02_34     1     1     1 

131128a02_35   1     1       1 

131128a02_36   1     1       1 

131128a02_37   1     1     1   

131128a02_38   1     1     1   

131128a02_39     1   1       1 

131128a02_40 1       1       1 

301113a04_37     1     1     1 

301113a04_38     1   1     1   

301113a04_39   1     1     1   

301113a04_40   1     1     1   

301113a04_41   1     1     1   

301113a04_42   1     1     1   

301113a04_43     1     1     1 

301113a04_44     1     1     1 

301113a04_45     1     1     1 

301113a04_46 1     1     1     
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301113a04_47 1     1         1 

301113a04_48 1       1       1 

301113a04_49 1     1     1     

301113a04_50     1     1 1     

301113a04_51   1     1     1   

Sum 9 17 14 5 21 14 6 14 20 

Total Movies 40         

 

dsRed control 

DsRed Movie ID Imaging Intervals (min) 30-50% ventral amniotic fold 

131125a02_02 5 180 

131125a02_04 5 180 

131125a02_08 5 150 

131126a01_01 10 180 

131126a01_02 10 160 

131126a01_04 10 190 

131126a01_06 10 160 

131126a01_07 10 170 

131126a01_09 10 180 

131126a01_10 10 170 

131126a01_12 10 160 

131126a01_13 10 170 

131127a02_12 10 170 

131128a02_02 10 170 

131128a02_04 10 170 

131128a02_06 10 180 

301113a04_01 10 180 

301113a04_02 10 240 

301113a04_04 10 160 

131202a02_03 10 160 

131202a02_05 10 170 

131202a02_06 10 200 

131202a02_08 10 180 

131202a02_09 10 170 

031213a02_02 10 170 

031213a02_04 10 260 

031213a02_06 10 180 

031213a02_08 10 180 

031213a02_09 10 180 

131204a02_01 10 170 

131204a02_02 10 170 

131204a02_03 10 170 

131204a02_04 10 170 

131204a02_06 10 160 
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131204a02_07 10 180 

 Mean 176,8571429 

 Standard deviation 20,8314565 

 

TC004374 

TC004374 Movie ID Imaging Intervals 30-50% ventral amniotic fold 

131127a02_30 10 180 

131127a02_34 10 180 

131127a02_35 10 200 

131127a02_36 10 170 

131127a02_38 10 170 

131128a02_28 10 240 

131128a02_29 10 200 

131128a02_31 10 230 

131128a02_32 10 240 

131128a02_35 10 170 

131128a02_36 10 250 

131128a02_38 10 220 

301113a04_38 10 210 

301113a04_39 10 180 

301113a04_40 10 190 

301113a04_41 10 220 

301113a04_42 10 250 

301113a04_45 10 220 

301113a04_46 10 230 

301113a04_47 10 210 

301113a04_48 10 200 

301113a04_49 10 380 

 Mean 215,4545455 

 Standard deviation 45,01082121 
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